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INTRODUCTION: On the theoretical chasms that lie at our feet 
 
It was my grandfather, Okupo, the one whose hands were never empty, 
who told me that the tale the English man calls history is mostly lies 
written in fine dye. This is no such tale. It is said that the weaver of webs, 
Ananse, did not sell speech, so I shall speak. I shall tell the tale. 
– Nii Ayikweii Parkes, Tail of the Blue Bird. 
The story never stops beginning or ending. It appears headless and 
bottomless for it is built on differences. Its (in)finitude subverts every 
notion of completeness and its frame remains a non-totalizable one. The 
differences it brings about are differences not only in structure, in the play 
of structures and of surfaces, but also in timbre and in silence. We - you 
and me, she and he, we and they - we differ in the content of the words, in 
the construction and weaving of sentences but most of all, I feel, in the 
choice and mixing of utterances, the ethos, the tones, the paces, the cuts, 
the pauses. The story circulates like a gift; an empty gift which anybody 
can lay claim to by filling it to taste, yet can never truly possess. A gift 
built on multiplicity. One that stays inexhaustible within its own limits. Its 
departures and arrivals. Its quietness. 
– Trinh T. Minh-ha, Woman, Native, Other.  
It is the intellectual’s task to take on the struggle over Ideas.The 
importance of that task is evident whenever we realize the revolutionary 
impact of ideas. Ideas are part of the creative movement of social change. 
Without new ideas, we would continue to effect more of the same; we 
would continue simply to change players without changing games. 
– Lewis Gordon, Existentia Africana. 
To me, the suppression of Black women’s intellectual traditions has made 
this process of feeling one’s way an unavoidable epistemological stance 
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for Black women intellectuals. As Walker points out, “she must be her own 
model as well as the artist attending, creating, learning from, realizing the 
model, which is to say, herself. 
– Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought 
I have mentioned the chasms that yawn at your feet even while you rejoice 
in the framework that produced you. Their influence abides whatever 
happened. My cousins and I and all those who make up that [modern] life 
pattern share certain denominators: hesitations, prevarications, 
obduracies, step forward, step backward. One hacks a path out of the 
wood and considers alternatives routes within the systems that now exist. 
– Noni Jabavu, The Ochre People. 
In search of historical continuities and roots within what Edward Said called the “cultural 
archive”1 that represents discursive publics of the English-speaking African past, I found Noni 
Jabavu.2 Union of South Africa born, Eastern Cape raised, northeast England educated, London 
based, itinerant international inhabitant Nontando Helen Jabavu was like no other writer before 
her. Her life and works offer a complex set of discursive negotiations. A black African, British 
woman who spent some of her life as a cultural knowledge producer of, in and outside of the 
British cultural imperial project, Jabavu was the first black South African woman to write an 
English-text, book-length narrative that was published in the literary centre of the British empire, 
London. As biographer and poet Makhosazana Xaba relayed, “The publication of her first book 
made Noni a public literary figure. The case of a black African woman, a British citizen by 
marriage, being published by a mainstream publisher so long before the advent of a distinct, 
feminist British women’s press that only began in the eighties was certainly an oddity for many a 
                                                          
1
 Said, Edward. Culture and Imperialism. New York: Vintage Books, 1994. Xxi. ‘Culture’ is understood to be “all 
those practices, like the arts of description, communication, and representation, that have relative autonomy from the 
economic, social, and political realms and that often exist in aesthetic forms, one of whose principal aims is 
pleasure. Included, of course, are both the popular stock of lore about distant parts of the world and specialized 
knowledge available in such learned disciplines as ethnography, historiography, philology, sociology, and literary 
history.” Xi.  
2 Head, Bessie. “A search for historical continuity and roots” in A Woman Alone: Autobiographical Writings. 
Selected and edited by Craig MacKenzie. Heinemann Educational Publishers: Oxford, Portsmouth, Ibdan (1990).  
86. 
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Briton.”3A review in the newspaper her grandfather John Tengo Jabavu started (Imvo 
Zabantsundu), wrote that “to the extent that she has attracted such wide attention, she has shown 
what African women are capable of doing in this sphere. It is to be hoped that many others will 
emulate her example and so swell the ranks of African woman authors.”4 
What makes Jabavu’s life and work more of a peculiarity was that she was a global traveller. She 
travelled to at least fifteen different countries and was a resident of about six different countries 
at different points in time between 1930 and her death in 2008, during a time where few black 
South African women had global mobility. Whilst apartheid laws kept Jabavu away from South 
Africa, she enjoyed a level of mobility that was not afforded to black women globally, 
particularly between the early 1950s to the early 1980s. Those who did travel internationally did 
so out of political necessity, when faced with the threat of death or sent into exile. Travel shaped 
Jabavu’s articulations of selfhood into one of a migratory subjectivity. Her global frame of 
reference enabled her to self-style as a citizen of the world. In a Daily Dispatch article, she 
writes about how her experiences of travel have given her “multinational identities”.5Some 
history of travel and politics of mobility in the case of Jabavu will be considered in the last 
chapter. This will be done to conceptualise historically and theoretically the ways in which travel 
influences the writing and self-articulation of subjects of modernity-coloniality. The imperial 
logics of travel as well as the liberating potentialities of travel will be explored in relation to how 
Jabavu’s articulates the dimensions of travel in her writing as well as what travel has meant in 
the contexts she inhabited. 
The predominant resources used in this work are Jabavu’s own writing: her two books, editorials 
and columns. I try as much as possible to present Jabavu’s work in a manner that allows the texts 
to speak for themselves. Whilst I read some of her letter correspondences with Denis and Jean 
Keenan-Smith (that are housed at the National English Literary Museum in Grahamstown), the 
focus of this research is Jabavu’s public writing. For that reason, her letters (whilst incredibly 
interesting and compelling) served to verify some biographical facts and give some textures of 
her personality for my personal considerations.   
                                                          
3
Makhosazana Xaba. 2008.Jabavu’s Journey. (Electronic dissertation) WIReD 
Space.http://hdl.handle.net/10539/5289 Acessed: 10 May 2016. 40. 
4Imvo Zabantsundu, July 15, 1961 from Masilela, N. (2004) “New African Movement (1900-1960)” New African 
Movement. http://pzacad.pitzer.edu/NAM/newafrre/writers/frieda/friedaS.htm Accessed: 28 July 2016. 
5
 Jabavu, Noni. “What kind of spouse?”. Daily Dispatch. May 25, 1977.  14. 
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Noni Jabavu (as author, writer, editor, traveller), her public cultural contributions and the 
historical contexts her work emerge out of are the broader focus of this study. This thesis is an 
attempt to rethink the significances and distinctive standpoints of a thinker such as Noni Jabavu. 
Jabavu’s narratives (both long form and of shorter variants) are about the ever-changing worlds 
she inhabited. She self-reflects and self-constitutes through her writing and grapples with ideas 
of culture, nationhood, subjecthood, racialism, gender politics, history, anthropology and 
intellectualism through literary self-narration. From her travels to her writing to the diverse 
networks of people she associated with, Noni Jabavu’s life and works reflect dynamic, often 
disconcerting negotiations of what it means to be human from a very distinct standpoint that 
eludes traditional categorisation. Each chapter will consider how Jabavu, in the words of Xaba, 
“became a woman of words, a woman of the world. And, to many, who could not find a suitable 
box to fit her in, she became a woman of wonder.”6 
 
Jabavu’s two books Drawn in Colour: African Contrasts (1960) and The Ochre People: Scenes 
from a South African Life (1963) are non-fiction narratives, often characterised as 
autobiographical writings, memoirs and travel writings. Both engage the social, historical, 
cultural and political issues that Jabavu experienced during her travels in some African countries 
(in the former text) and within some of South Africa during the 1950s. Her second book was 
categorized as ‘Objectional Literature’ in 1963 by the South African Apartheid government. 
Prior to and during the authorship of these texts, Jabavu was one of the few black women (or 
even one of the couple if we consider her amongst the most visible black women,namely her and 
Jamaican Una Marson) to have been an active contributor to the British Broadcasting Channel 
(BBC)7 within the late British metropolitan modernist-colonialist and anti-colonial/early 
postcolonial cultural movements. In the early 1960s she also held a position as the Editor-in-
Chief of one of the oldest literary magazines The Strand.  
 
                                                          
6Xaba, M. (2009). “Noni Jabavu: a peripatetic writer ahead of her times”. Tydskrif vir Letterkunde, 46(1), 217-219. 
http://www.scielo.org.za/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0041-476X2009000100017&lng=en&tlng=en 
Accessed: 17 May 2016 
7
Jabavu, Noni. “Calling West Africa”, February 16, 1949. BBC broadcast, 92, in Dathorne, Oscar Ronald. African 
literature in the twentieth century. U of Minnesota Press, 1975. 
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Though Jabavu has been considered to have begun the “modern period of South African women 
writings”8 and having received a South African Literary Lifetime Achievement Award in 2005 
for her writing,9 Jabavu’s work has gotten very little sustained intellectual engagement in 
contemporary local and international academic, let alone popular, discursive realms. In the words 
of Lynda Ann Gilfillan, Jabavu continues to occupy “a marginal position not only within the 
broad category of black South African autobiographical writing, but also within the sub-category 
of women's autobiography.”10Chapter One will locate the contemporary reviews of Jabavu’s life 
and works and engage the ways in which this study will approach representing her life and 
works.This chapter will consider the politics of producing a linear, documentary-style, 
biographical history and ways in which I attempt to address the limitations in the manner of 
presentations that will follow. Considering the politics of intellectual representation as it relates 
to biographical forms underlies the overall impulse to provide a decolonial meta-analysis of the 
forms (and implicit logics) of Anglophone intellectualism in/of Africa. 
The role of historical intellectual inquiry today necessitates uncovering and challenging the 
dominance of single or insular, Euro-American historical narratives that over-represent certain 
ideas, ways of being and ways of expressing as universal, at the cost of marginalising, devaluing, 
erasing or banalising other realities, discourses and expressions. In the context of the history of 
modern-colonial global knowledge production, this involves critically understanding and 
challenging the nature of imperial reason and form. 
Yet the very nature of intellectualism is fraught with its own historical, ideological, philosophical 
constraints. Who gets to be the intellectual and what counts as intellectual work are struggles in 
and of themselves. For the black11 person in a racist world or the feminised subject in worlds of 
‘masculine Reason’, the category of ‘intellectual’ has escaped them or has walked out of the 
                                                          
8Davies, Carole Boyce. "Finding some space: South African women writers." Ufahamu: A Journal of African 
Studies 15, no. 1-2 (1986). 123. 
9 Xaba, M. 2008. Jabavu’s Journey. (Electronic dissertation) WIReD Space.http://hdl.handle.net/10539/5289 
Acessed: 10 May 2016. 43. 
10
 Gilfillan, L. A. “Chapter 5: Noni Jabavu: "Person-of-People" Between Two Worlds” in Theorising the 
Counterhegemonic: A Critical Study of Black South African Autobiography from 1954 - 1963. PhD Thesis. 
University of South Africa, November 1995. 195. 
11 Introduced by the Black Consciousness Movement of the late 1960s, early 70s, ‘black’ refers to the broader sense 
of ‘blackness’ as a political identity that extends to all peoples who either experience a historical oppression based 
on their exclusion from the dominant political notion of Human being or are attuned to this historical oppression and 
identify as such in ways that undermine imperial reason and forms of racialized oppression. 
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room as that person walks in, as Frantz Fanon put it.12When a marginalised subject ‘enters’ into 
globalised Anglo-American discursive realms, they have had to do so in accordance with the 
dominant frameworks of imperial reasoning and form. The continuation of global discourses 
centering and over-representing the European Man’s experience (the “lies written in fine dye”13) 
means that when it comes to representing black women’s experiences and intellectual work, it 
will be a “process of feeling one’s way”14 as theorist Patricia Hill Collins suggests.What is more, 
“the choice of becoming a black intellectual is an act of self-imposed marginality; it assures a 
peripheral status in and to the black community.”15 
 
Much work has been done in South Africa and internationally that insists on the crucial 
theoretical interventions black women have made in intellectual cultural production. This 
research continues in the vein of trying to make visible the critical intellectual work of black 
women in/from/of South Africa. However, despite existing literature created by or about black 
women intellectuals in South Africa (pre- and post-1994), their membership in popular political 
and cultural imaginations stems from their participation as secondary sources for the affirmation 
of the moral superiority of certain grand narratives. For example, Ellen Kuzwayo and Albertina 
Sisulu are popularly praised for being critical anti-apartheid stalwarts, but seldom is the nature of 
their engagements or the intellectual rigour of their contributions examined seriously. Similarly, 
whilst praised as the first black woman to be published in South Africa, author and critical 
commentator Miriam Tlali is not treated as an intellectual whose literary narratives provide 
critical, creative political and sociological analysis of the worlds she displays.  
Even in cases where black women are publicly endorsed as key figures in the cultural intellectual 
imaginations, the popular texts and conceptual landscapes regarding these women suggest that 
they are thought of predominantly in a biographical sense. Whilst the likes of Lauretta Ngcobo, 
Ellen Kuzwayo, Dr Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, Winnie Madikizela Mandela and Dr Mamphela 
Aletta Ramphele are well known political figures, very few of them are engaged beyond the 
official guises of the nationalist liberation struggle and even fewer are known for the weight of 
                                                          
12
 Fanon, F. (1952). Black Skin, White Mask. Translated by Charles Lam Markmann. London: Pluto Press, 1986. 
13Parkes, Nii Ayikwei. Tail of the blue bird. Vintage: London, 2009. 2-3. 
14Collins, Patricia Hill. Black feminist thought: Knowledge, consciousness, and the politics of empowerment. New 
York: Routledge, 2002. 
15West, Cornel. "The dilemma of the Black intellectual." Cultural Critique 1 (1985): 109-1 
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their intellectual contributions. The liberation struggle tends to reduce these people either to 
subordinate roles or as evidence of the moral higher ground of historically oppressed groups. In 
so doing their intellectual contributions are only seen in terms of stereotypically-gendered, 
colonially constructed concepts. Whether it be as neutered versions of mothers, wives, lovers or 
sisters, women discursive figures are continually articulated through lenses that exclude any 
possibility of them being complex intellectual participants and producers. Put simply, “Black 
women aren’t allowed to be complex.”16 
Being a black woman who produces intellectual work means recognising thatoften the work they 
present will only be read as intellectual so long as it fits the mode of intellectualism of the time. 
The inheritance of the European imperial intellectual project has been what Antonio Gramsci 
identified as, “The most widespread error of method… [has been looking for the] criterion of 
distinction in the intrinsic nature of intellectual activities rather than in the ensemble of the 
system of relations in which these activities (and therefore the intellectual groups who personify 
them) have their place within the general complex of social relations.”17 In my search for 
intellectual traditions of black women, my initial impulse was to precisely seek out those distinct 
criterion supposedly intrinsic to intellectual activities. Only through a critical decolonial 
approach does one begin to uncover, as Gramsci suggested, that intellectualism emerges out of 
the conditions of the day, as part of a system of social relations that arose out of particular 
struggles. As his oft quoted adage goes: “All men are intellectuals, one could therefore say: but 
not all men have in society the function of intellectuals.”18 What is understood as intellectual 
activity serves the social functions of the dominant social organisation of a society.Jabavu is the 
focus of this study because her public life and narrative texts provide cases for considering the 
politics of intellectual life in a modern, colonial, public sphere that globalised19 itself, in relation 
to the African and British networks that produced them.  
It must be noted, however, that the aim is not to hail Jabavu in a hagiographic fashion. In 
addition, on some occasions, Jabavu presented ideas that can be difficult to reconcile with all her 
                                                          
16
Badejo, A. 2014. “Carefree Black Girl: The Life And Death Of Karyn Washington.” Buzzfeed. 
http://www.buzzfeed.com/anitabadejo/carefree-black-girl#ulq84l Date of Access: 1 September 2014. 
17Gramsci, Antonio, and Joseph A. Buttigieg. Prison notebooks. Vol. 2. Columbia University Press, 1992.  139. 
18Gramsci, Antonio, and Joseph A. Buttigieg. Prison notebooks. Vol. 2. Columbia University Press, 1992.140. 
19 ‘Globalisation’ here is understood as a narrative impulse of modern imperialism, where a certain 
conceptualisation of humanity self-projects itself as a total and universal narrative of all peoples rather than a 
particular view.   
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other presentations that move towards transcending the narrow, imperial logics of the time. 
Conservative ideas about class, Jabavu is a member of an elite group both in Africa and Britain. 
In some moments, she displaces an underlying colonial attitude towards east African peoples, in 
contrast to the ‘sophistication’ of her own traditions and peoples. However, Jabavu displays a 
certain level of reflectivity about her own limitations. When encountering darker skinned east 
Africans, Jabavu describes feeling ashamed of her being conscious of the colour of their skins.20 
Whilst she might displace a colonial impulse to ‘other’ east African peoples, Jabavu continually 
reflects on what those impulses were and continually tries to reorganise the patterns of her 
thoughts. Whilst I give some sense of these moments throughout this work, the main aim here is 
to consider the significances of Jabavu’s life and work in relation to the discursive and material 
worlds she found herself in. 
How did she participate in and grow intellectual domains of engagement, and “project herself” 
into the world when ideas of intellectual struggle are limited in form and are constituted 
according to an exclusionary but universalised subject? How do the modes of intellectual 
production by black women reflect, expand or challenge understandings of the role of the 
intellectual, and the form and nature of the intellectual product? How does the nature of texts by 
black women enable us to make certain claims about the intellectual cultures of their time or the 
intellectual traditions we locate them within and the modes of intellectual being that should be 
produced contemporarily? These questions and ideas will be explored in Chapter Two when 
considering the history of Noni Jabavu’s careers and intellectual contributions.  
Underlying this choice of study is that part of the ongoing struggle for decolonial ways of being 
human is producing knowledge that makes visible multiple, varying, contradicting lives and the 
ideas produced by those lives. In the realm of histories of people in/from South Africa, there are 
certain historiographical renderings that dominate. The popular histories have been the Big-Men-
who-make-history narratives,21 the heroic male messianic narratives,the political party narratives, 
the underdog or bildungsroman narrative, the tragic life narratives and the social movement 
narratives.22Many of these have attempted to and succeeded in challenging the racist, sexist, 
                                                          
20 Jabavu.Drawn in Colour. London: John Murray, 1960. 104. 
21 Rasool, C. S. The Individual, Auto/biography and History in South Africa. PhD in History, University of the 
Western Cape, May 2004. 24. 
22Unterhalter, Elaine. "The work of the nation: Heroic masculinity in South African autobiographical writing of the 
anti-apartheid struggle." The European Journal of Development Research 12, no. 2 (2000): 157-178. 
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capitalist, colonialist and apartheid ideologies. Those that succeed are those that critically engage 
how singular historical traditions universalise particularisms, as the power of imperialism rests 
on the ability to “universalize particularisms linked to a singular historical tradition by causing 
them to be misrecognized as such.”23 This is so critical because the misrecognition that comes 
with colonial, apartheid and patriarchal-capitalist historiography have material, psychological, 
social and historical consequences. This due to the way these traditions have contributed to the 
“over-representation of the European man”24 as the universal subject. In so doing, the 
experiences of the “European Man” become the exclusive model for which one thinks about 
human experiences. This move has meant the exclusion of all peoples who were/are not 
considered biologically, socially, historically, politically, geographically or artistically to meet 
the criteria of the “European Man” and therefore excludes the actual universal content that make 
up human beings. Many of the histories of people reproduce certain ideas and forms that are 
epistemically closing as philosopher Lewis Gordon has put it.25 They re-establish narrow 
specifications for who are useful voices, who can speak, who is worth listening to at the 
detriment of closing out other subjects who do not fit the ideological or structural mould.  
Questions that shall be engaged are organised around the ways in which Jabavu approached 
national, social, political and existential bounds that have historically striven to lock the black 
woman as inarticulate, if not entirely un-articulatable. In short, the aim here is to present some 
intellectual history of Jabavu’s self-articulations through a decolonial theoretical history. 
Focusing on the experiences of a black woman as the categorical starting point emphasises the 
political importance of locating experiences that have historically stood outside of the dominant 
imperial Anglo-American discourses of the ‘universal’ subject. Doing so, to re-iterate the 
opening remarks, is to engage and challenge reasoning of cultural imperialism. To understand 
the importance of the political and philosophical claim that underlies this engagement, I quote at 
length part of the lecture that activist intellectual Angela Davis gave at the Steve Biko Memorial 
Lecture 2016: 
                                                          
23Bourdieu, P. and Wacquant, L. "On the cunning of imperialist reason." Theory, Culture & Society 16, no. 1 (1999): 
41. 
24Wynter, S. “Unsettling the coloniality of being/power/truth/freedom: Towards the human, after man, its 
overrepresentation - An argument”. CR: The New Centennial Review, Vol. 3, No.3(2003): 257-337. 
25Gordon, Lewis R. "Disciplinary decadence and the decolonisation of knowledge." Africa Development 39.1 
(2014): 81-92. 
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“Black Lives Matter challenges the tyranny of the universal. There is something very 
important and very powerful that black lives offer histories and temporalities and 
languages and aesthetics and possibilities of freedom. This tyranny of the universal was 
first challenged by the… Haitian Revolution… The insistence on the particularity of the 
black predicament is precisely that which is capable of yielding a robust universality 
because for most of our history the very category of human has not embraced black 
people. It’s abstractness has been coloured white and gendered male. There are those who 
think that by removing race from the equation, instead of saying Black Lives Matter, are 
saying All Lives Matter, that we somehow transcend race. But of course if all lives matter 
we would not need to emphatically proclaim that black lives matter. And if you look at 
the Black Lives Matter website you will see that Black Women matter, Black Girls 
matter, Black Gay lives matter, Black Bi- lives matter, Black Boys matter, Black Queer 
lives matter, Black Men matter, Black Lesbians matter, Black Trans- lives matter, Black 
Immigrants matter, Black Incarcerated lives matter, Black Differently-Abled Bodies 
matter. Therefore to say that Black Lives Matter is to say Latino, Asian American and 
Native American and Muslim, poor and working-class white peoples lives matter. It is to 
say All Lives Matter. And so, as it turns out, the very particularity of the claim “Black 
Lives Matter” leads us towards a richer, more inclusive, less hierarchical universal. It 
leads us not towards narrow, exclusive nationalism but rather towards an expansive, 
capacious, internationalisms.” (My emphasis). 
So, implicit in this discussion, is the insistence on locating the ‘black particularity’ in order to 
consider more wholly the conditions of universality. Locating the histories of the conditions 
under which this black woman self-articulated is to open up the possibilities for a richer 
decolonial understanding of the universal. This in turn challenges the capitalised ‘Universal’ that 
we structurally and symbolically inherit from the narrative over-representation of the modern-
colonial European Man.26As such, this research forms one thread in the global loom of 
decolonial discourse. To endeavour for a critical engagement of ideas produced by black women 
is an attempt to locate oneself as part of the struggle “between the ongoing imperative of 
securing the well-being of our present ethnoclass (i.e., Western bourgeois) conception of the 
                                                          
26 See Gordon, Lewis. Fanon and the crisis of European man: An essay on philosophy and the human sciences. New 
York: Routledge, 1995; Wynter, S. “Unsettling the coloniality of being/power/truth/freedom: Towards the human, 
after man, its overrepresentation - An argument”. CR: The New Centennial Review, Vol. 3, No.3(2003): 257-337.  
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human, Man, which overrepresents itself as if it were the human itself, and that of securing the 
wellbeing, and therefore the full cognitive and behavioral autonomy of the human species 
itself/ourselves.”27 To endeavor to engage Jabavu as an intellectual is to endeavor to produce a 
fuller decolonial history pricely because it exhibits the range of discursive worlds of African 
peoples, beyond the popular images of anti-apartheid writers.  
The argument continues then that the particularity of this black woman’s experiences might give 
us, to reiterate Davis,histories and temporalities and languages and aesthetics that can allow for 
possibilities of freedom. Theorist Trinh T. Minha brings this in even sharper focus in her seminal 
text Women, Native, Other: Writing Postcoloniality and Feminisms (1989), when she argues 
that: “Today, the growing ethnic-feminist consciousness has made it increasingly difficult for her 
to tum a blind eye not only to the specification of the writer as historical subject (who writes? 
and in what context?), but also to writing itself as a practice located at the intersection of subject 
and history - a literary practice that involves the possible knowledge (linguistically and 
ideological) of itself as such.”28 
Noni Jabavu’s public life and her literary narrative texts will be foremost grounded in a historical 
approach that navigates and is attuned to, as Bourdieu and Wacquant suggest in their work 
discussing the nature of imperialist reason, “the neutralisation of the historical context resulting 
from the international circulation of texts and from the correlative forgetting of their originating 
historical conditions produces an apparent universalization [that is] further abetted by the work 
of ‘theorization’.”29A decolonial historical orientation is attentive to 
thechange, alteration, alternation, transformation, metamorphosis, transmutation, modifications, 
transitions, developments, shifts and turns that were the times Jabavu inhabited as well as the 
textures of her own life and work.What is more, such a historical approach will be attuned to the 
vicissitudes of scholarship itself, and hopes to use what Antoinette Burton calls a ‘kinetic model’ 
whereby there is always a sense that “the ground or space [of inquiry] is ever moving, and those 
operating on it find themselves routinely adjusting themselves – whether by choice or otherwise 
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– to its perpetual motion.”30What is at stake here is the historical urgency for engagement with 
the self-articulations and representations of subjects who “are rarely permitted to represent either 
literally or figuratively, a cosmopolitan subject herself, replete with all its historical 
contradictions.”31 
These considerations underlie Chapter Three where Jabavu’s writing is considered in relation to 
the ambivalences of her historical and discursive positions.Whilst Jabavu inherited certain 
discursive traditions, she never seemed to be a fixed or permanent member of a profession or 
guild, in the European traditional sense. Jabavu has been an elusive thinker for many precisely 
because herlife and work are marginal and minor. This elusiveness is compounded by the 
consistency of her global and (relative) social mobility. Yet, from the point of view of feminist 
and decolonial thinking, part of what makes her an attractive subject of study is her elusiveness. 
Elusiveness undermines imperial logics that have the world set in a particular stone. Elusiveness 
enables us to consider the politics of imperial literature in the course of reinvigorating 
approaches to writing done during colonial and apartheid periods, without reiterating antiquated 
colonial stereotypes or narrow identity politics of post-colonialism.   
Contemporary historical approaches to production of knowledge that might thoughtfully delve 
into the complexities of these issues have been the work of postcolonial and decolonial thinkers. 
A brief explanation of underlying tenants of these thoughts shape the approach to the third 
chapter. The work of Enrique Dussel, Walter Mingolo, María Lugones, Nelson Maldanado-
Torres and RamónGrosfoguel (to name a few) create theoretical approaches that open up the 
potential for decolonising epistemologies in order to enable decolonising ways of being. Whilst 
this project draws on contributions of postcolonial studies, decolonial studies provide a richer 
epistemological grounding precisely because they do not reject modernity but rather reflect on 
the Janus-faced nature of a modernity that does not present its coloniality. Coloniality here refers 
to what Walter Mignolo describes as “short hand for ‘colonial matrix or order of 
power’.”32Modernity has been the European narrative that hides its darker side, coloniality.33 
The idea of modernity as a narrative of European conquest and domination enables us to 
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understand how story-making based on imperial logics of Enlightenment, newness and progress 
would then cleverly disguise its underside of violence, domination and dehumanisation.  
Understanding that coloniality is constitutive of modernity enables us to understand that the two 
operate simultaneously.34 As Mignolo argues, “Postmodernity and altermodernity [and I would 
add postcolonialism] do not get rid of coloniality. They only present a new mask that, 
intentionally or not, continues to hide it.”35Understanding that modernity is a narrative form that 
attends to the material and structural manifestations of coloniality are fundamental to 
understanding the role of literary, cultural productions. The institutions and functions of British 
cultural production are part of what Jabavu inherits and enters in as a cultural producer 
of/in/form the British metropolitan literary public. Jabavu navigates and negotiates the discursive 
worlds founded on modernity and its underlying imperial logics of Enlightenment, newness and 
progress which disguise its underside of coloniality. 
 
Decolonial thinking aims to account for the entanglements of coloniality-modernity from 
positionalities that complicate the imperial ordering of world systems. In so doing, decolonial 
thinking might give fuller articulations of experiences that do not conform to the imperial 
ordering of global time and space, without reproducing an anti-modern fundamentalism that does 
not transcend the logics of imperialism.36Decolonial thinking becomes of greater use when 
approaching someone like Jabavu. Her work and existence complicates many grounding 
assumptions of postcolonial studies precisely because her experiences are an entanglement of 
modernity-coloniality. Her writing was produced consciously and unconsciously through 
narrative impulse of modernity and the existential orderings of coloniality.Thinking Jabavu’s 
self-articulations through an understanding of the modernity she participated in as a narrative 
saturated with the logics of colonialism makes for a more complex reading. Thinking histories of 
black South African writing through decolonial thinking enables the potential for more dynamic 
understandings than the anti-colonial and postcolonialisms epistemologies.These are the 
foundational concerns of the thesis, with Chapter Three zeroing in on her experiences and self-
articulations of modernity-coloniality.  
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Much popular inheritance of postcolonial studies has that quality of ‘split enunciation’37 (which 
Homi Bhabha articulates) that disallows us to transcend the logics of its historical articulation. 
Think ‘writing back’, ‘from centre to periphery’, pre-/post-colonial, counter-culture. Much work 
done on Jabavu and ideas I use here fall within the ambit of postcolonial studies. However, the 
impulse in so doing is to take stock of that which exists and propel beyond those theoretical 
limitations. Postcolonial studies, here, becomes a resource as theoretical history that offers many 
conceptual resources and starting points. Decolonial studies offers a meta-theoretical reading of 
those theoretical histories.Decolonial thinking offers kinetic models that might better enable us 
to consider the disparities, disjuncture’s, fragmentations, fluidities and anachronisms of Jabavu’s 
life and movements as representative of the fullness of modernity. Instead of replicating the all-
too-prevailing Victorian conceptual separation of metropole and colony, that often becomes 
reproduced in postcolonial studies,38decolonial studies has a global orientation that moves. In 
order to understand the globality of her discursive spheres, the politics of mobility that 
influenced them and the multidimensionality of her life and works, a globaletic reading 
orientation both in logic and form will be the attempted form of representing Jabavu’s discursive 
biography. 
 
The first chapter will make explicit the reasons for the form and logic of expressing Noni 
Jabavu’s discursive biography. A case will be made for representing Jabavu’s ideas in ways that 
undermine the dominant and popular form and logics of linear biography. Linear biographic 
constructions are born out of realist projects that “served to perpetuate a ‘biographical illusion’ in 
which the main challenges of the historian were deemed to be empirical.”39 The aim here is to 
transcend the realist, positivist paradigm and desire for the chronological, expository 
documentary form.40 Rather, the impulse here is “to approach the individual and biography in a 
much more theoretically informed way around questions of narrative, the relationship between 
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subjects and discursive practices, and the narrative worlds into which people are born.”41 Like 
Achille Mbembe puts forward, this study will attempt to produce a sense of time that is reflective 
of the historical entanglements. A time of entanglement endeavours to make clear how time can 
be understood to “enclose multiple durées made up of discontinuities, reversals, inertias, and 
swings that overlay one another, interpenetrate one another, and envelope one another.”42 
However, for the purpose of mutual understanding, a brief construction of her life’s movements 
will be shared. As, whilst the linear, ordering of a life is an imperial inheritance, one must 
acknowledge that such a construction has been the starting point for this project and the 
communing point for gathering information from other resources. It is a logic that I am yet to 
transcend, however eager I am to do so. In its very bare state, the ‘life timeline’ is a familiar 
diagram that is intelligible to much of the Anglophone world and is an image that most can 
comprehend. Ultimately, comprehension lends itself to newer heights of invention and 
imagination. What will differ is that this brief timeline attempts to put discursive meat on the 
bones rather than fixate on biographical empiricism.   
 
By way of a timeline: Some context of the subject 
 
Nontando Helen Jabavu’s experiences in the world were considerably exceptional, yet not 
unusual for a woman of her origins. Her early years were spent in the former Cape Colony of the 
Union of South Africa, born in Alice on August 20, 1919.What she was born into had elements 
of the exceptional, as her father Don Davidson Tengo Jabavu and her mother Florence Tandiswa 
Makiwane were part of an educated, African, isiXhosa elite in rural colonised South Africa. 
During her childhood, because of her parent’s work and family networks, Jabavu found herself 
having access to the great thinkers, writers, musicians, journalists, educationists, artists, 
theologians and public commentators of that time. Here are but a few of the people who either 
called on the Jabavu household or with whom Jabavu would have come into contact through 
other social gatherings: political activist and composer John Knox Bokwe, medical practitioner 
Dr Roseberry Bokwe, political activists Walter Rubasana and Selby Msimang, founding 
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members of the South African Native Convention (which would later become the African 
National Congress) and political leaders Selby Msimang Daniel Dwanya, A. B. Xuma and 
Thomas M. Mapikela, educationist and activist Z.K. Mathews, lawyers and activists Alfred 
Mangena, Richard Msimang and Pixley Ke Seme,Dr Abdullah Abdurrahman of the African 
People’s Organisation in the Cape, Cape liberal William Shreiner and even former prime 
minister General Jan Smuts. Generational links with families such as the Khama royal family of 
Botswana would later lead to her own friendship with Seretse (first president of Botswana) and 
Ruth Khama. 
At the age of thirteen, Jabavu was sent to England for study under the guardianship of Mary 
Gillet Clark. By that time, a long history of Africans and Black peoples of the British colonies 
migrating to Britain had preceded. In York, Jabavu’s home for most of her adolescent years, 
human remains of (what we would by today’s orientation consider to be) black African peoples 
were found in the 1950s, pointing to the existence of North African peoples stationed there 
during the expansion of the Roman Empire around 200 BCE.43  It was only in Elizabethan 
England that the “Blackmoores”44 began to be seen governmentally as a domestic threat to the 
livelihood of subjects of the Crown which then led to the official authorisation of the deportation 
of “Blackmoores” (with little success).45 According to Fryer, a declaration made by Queen 
Elizabeth in 1601 stated that “negras and Blackmoores” were threatening the welfare of “her 
own liege people.”46 This declaration was neatly punctuated “most of them are infidels, having 
no understanding of Christ or his Gospel.”47Some of the earliest self-articulations of being black 
African-born residents in Britain were in the mid-1700s with people like Ignatius Sancho, 
Oulaudah Equiano and Ottobah Cugoano. Navigating selfhood through the prisms of British 
imperial racism were the call of the day. The following interaction was recorded between a 
Londoner and Sancho:  
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Passer-by: “Smoke Othello!” 
Ignatius Sancho: “Aye, Sir, such Othellos you meet with but once in a century! [Indicates 
at himself] Such Iagos as you we meet with in every dirty passage. Proceed, Sir!”48 
Peter Fryer indicates that from the eighteenth century, black people and their communities 
started to organise and exist more independently from the direct controls of domestic British 
‘native policy’. Reports of growing social life of black people in 1760s London marked the 
development of black people creating and participating in public spheres.49 Literary cultures 
were central to expressions of public life: “Black self-awareness took literary shape in 
autobiographies, political protest, journalism, and other published writings by Africans who lived 
in or visited England and wrote in English.”50 
Jabavu would study English and Music at The Mount School in Kent between 1934 and 1939. In 
some of her letters and columns, Jabavu documents her passion for music from the German, 
Dutch and Italian classical compositionsto African-American jazz to Caribbean calypso. In 
various school annual reports, one sees that the orientation of the school was in priming young 
women to have a strong sense of Quaker religious values, awareness for the current social, 
political affairs both locally and abroad, homemaking skills, basic arithmetic and English 
grammar, music and some of the physical sciences.51 These reports also list a host of well-known 
British public servants, politicians, authors, industrial entrepreneurs, classical musicians and 
some visiting professionals from other countries to have given public lectures during the years 
Jabavu attended the school. In an article titled“What is it that influences a person’s upbringing?” 
for the Daily Dispatch, she mentions her proximity to various political campaigners such as 
former British Foreign Secretary Tony Crosland (ULF), as when he was in university and she in 
school, during the school holidays she and others were mobilised to do menial office work for 
political parties. This also saw to her exposure to international anti-colonial campaigns as 
through Crosland, her guardian family’s eldest sons and her teenage friendship with Indira 
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Gandhi, Jabavu found herself in spaces where some of the then and later advocates of the Indian 
anti-colonial campaigns were meeting and mobilising – people like Mohan Kumaramangalam, 
Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Krishna Menon, Ram Nahum and Feroze Gandhi.52 
In 1939, she was one of the first seven women to be recruited for military service in the Ministry 
of Aircraft Production. She wrote: 
“After six months training as a semi-skilled manufacturess of part of the dash-board of 
Halifax Bombers (learned to read blue-print, &weld micrometers & heaven knows what - 
me, so unmechanical! but at that age ready to try anything!), we were put to work at a 
vast areoplane factory in North London. Seven shrimps in an ocean of male chauvinist 
workers whose jaws dropped at the sight of us. No arrangements had been made for such 
items as a "Ladies" for us and we were expected to sally out of the factory gates & head 
for a public lavatory out in the street. Our indignation found its voice in my voice, as the 
other girls were to awed by the beastly, officious Floor Manager. To me he seemed only a 
type of "jumped-up" chauffer or footman, none of whom had awed me during my 
adolescence in my guardians' home…what interested me most at the time, was my 
exposure for the first time to the working classes. It was like being around foreigners, a 
new "tribe"!!"53 
During the war, very little is known of her life. Xaba calculates that she married an unknown 
member of the military in 1941 who died during the war. She gave birth to her daughter Tembi 
in 1942. 
Marrying Denis Preston on 16 September 1946 gained her access to other sides of London’s 
cultural public. A jazz critic, record producer and radio broadcaster, one colleague called him the 
first “world music” producer in London.54 Described as having had “intense engagement with 
bohemianism, black music and antiracist attitudes,”55 Preston seemed a formidable advocate of 
African-American jazz, blues and folk music and Caribbean music such as Jamaican calypso. He 
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promoted then up-and-coming Black artists like the Guyanese reed musician Freddy Grant and 
Trinidadian guitarist Lauderic Caton, produced a series of calypsos by Lord Kitchener (Aldwyn 
Roberts) and Lord Beginner (Egbert Moore). He formed close working relationships with 
Guyanese pianist Mike McKenzie and Trinidadian bass player and arranger Rupert Nurse. He 
also recorded the Jamaican folklorist Louise Bennett and produced the Yoruba guitarist Ambrose 
Campbell and his West African Rhythm Brothers.56Preston has been hailed for having had a 
considerable hand in enabling public performances of the calypso musicians, which in 1950 were 
amongst the first commercial recordings to feature the steel drum.57Through her husband’s 
networks, Jabavu met the likes of Louis Armstrong, Bill  “Count” Basie, Sidney Bechet, Buck 
Clayton, Nat “King” Cole, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Earl “Fatha” Hines and Teddy 
Wilson, to name a few. By 20 April 1954, however, Jabavu and Preston’s marriage ended in 
divorce.58 
What is key to the elaboration of these earlier biographical facts is giving a sense of the worlds 
she inhabited and the influence of those trajectories on her writing. Jabavu did not enter the 
intellectual publics of post war Britain based on her education qualifications like most Black 
people in Britain. Jabavu is not quite located in what is popularly imagined as the ‘Black British 
experience’ of the mid 1900s, nor an inhabitant of what Henry Louis Gates later described as 
“Black London” where “the only foreign accent, mahn, is the English accent.”59Whilst likes of 
Stuart Hall might be seen as the great thinkers of British imperialism in relation to the dynamics 
of the ‘Black British’ experience, I argue here that the need to read minority writers like Jabavu 
as coevals to these people allows as to identify the trappings of the rigid guise of those 
intellectual traditions. More so, Jabavu’s experiences open us up to the multiplicity of black 
experiences of British imperialism. 
 She was not able to receive the classic university education that was so tied to black people’s 
entry into spheres of textual publication. She came into her careers through her familial and 
social ties and fluid location amongst the upper class British Quaker internationalist families and 
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industrialists. She found her entry into public literary life through upper class social networks. 
Jabavu found herself amidst elite classes of  high modernist cultural artists, North East English 
aristocracies, upper tier civil servants, politically connected industrial capitalists – the likes of 
Robert Graves (author, poet, playwright), Norman Prouting (film director), The Baroness 
Ravensdale Mary Irene Curzon60, Mr and Mrs Richard Chilver (he civil servant and she 
educator61, and sat for a Claude Roger impressionist portrait62) , Mr James Cameron (journalist 
and commentator63), The Honorable Anthony Grigg (3rd Baron Altrincham64), Mr Charles 
Lewis, Mr Philip Mason (Race and Relations Institute director), author Philip Woodruff, The 
Countess of Clarendon, John Murray, author Cyrus Brooks – to name a few. 
In early 1955, Jabavu lost her only brother Tengo Jabavu. A young man living and studying in 
Johannesburg, his death was ruled as the result of getting caught in the crossfire of neighbouring 
gang conflicts. It brought her back to South Africa for the first time since the mid-1930s. One 
can speculate that due to the creation of the Apartheid state in 1948 and its concomitant laws 
such as the Immorality Act, South Africa would have been a hostile environment for Jabavu and 
her husband to travel to. Her mother had passed on in 1951, during her time away. 
After the funeral, which she documents in detail in the opening chapter of her first text, Jabavu 
would travel through Botswana, Zimbabwe and Kenya to reach Uganda. Uganda would be her 
home between 1955 and 1960 when her then husband Michael Cadbury Crosfield found work as 
a British civil servant and filmmaker in the Uganda Colonial Film Unit. During this time, 
Uganda was part of the British Commonwealth as a British Protectorate. Uganda did not 
experience the same colonial influences like the settler colonies of South Africa and Kenya, as 
Europeans were not given the right to own land in this area. African political leadership through 
the Buganda Kabaka (royal family) maintained rule of large parts of Uganda as well as Western 
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parliamentary and governmental systems that gradually included African members. Due to the 
location and climate, Uganda had a relatively short history of Western cultural influences, the 
major influx happening in the mid-nineteenth century as compared to other parts of Africa that 
date sustained European encounters from the late sixteenth century. 
 
In Jabavu’s first book, she states that moving to Uganda was explicitly motivated by wanting to 
be closer to her sister. Her sister Alexandra had married a Ugandan man who had been educated 
under the likes of her father at the then Native College Fort Hare. During her timethere, Jabavu 
met with and socialised with the British civil servant communities and Fort Hare alumni, African 
politicians and writers, Makarere University academics and graduates and members of the East 
African royal families.  
 
Jabavu’s journeys and experiences between 1955-1960 would form the basis on which she wrote 
her first book Drawn in Colour: African Contrasts published 4 April 1960 in London by John 
Murray Publishers. According to The John Murray Archives, approximately 5500 copies were 
printed (at a cost of £4825 and 5 pence) and the initial price for the book was 18 shillings but 
was increased to 21 shillings on 1April 1965.65John Murray was established during the era of the 
public salon that fostered literary criticism66 and spanned across seven generations of Murray 
ownership, the running of which only moved outside of the family in 2002.67 It was a publishing 
house that became the so-called centre of the English-speaking literary world, having been 
existence since 1768, as: 
“From selling volumes of Byron to massed crowds from the window of the old 
Albemarle Street offices [early 1800s] (the premises are still owned by the Murray family 
and used as a venue), to publishing Jane Austen, Charles Darwin and Queen Victoria and 
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making John Betjeman the nation's favourite poet, John Murray has always published 
great writing for a wide audience.”68 
Drawn in Colour was later reprinted and published in Italian, Il colore della pelle in Italy by 
Mondatori Editore. A likely connection to Italy was a mother figure of Jabavu’s Lady Marguerite 
Howard de Walden whose daughter Marina Vicountess Bury resided in Florence, Italy.  
 
In December of 1961, Jabavu was appointed editor at The New Strand magazine in London, even 
though she would be moving to reside in Jamaica the following year. During 1962 to 1967 she 
was based in Menon, Jamaica but did much travelling in the Caribbean, the United States of 
America, Canada and visits to England. 1962 was a busy year for Jabavu as she ran The New 
Strand from abroad for the first few months. It is unclear when she stopped working with the 
magazine (her last known editorial being in March 1962) but what is clear is that during that year 
her marriage started to disintegrate – the divorce only becoming official almost 10 years later. 
According to her letters to friends in South Africa written in the early 1980s, her then husband 
had been unfaithful. More painfully the affair seems to have been with her daughter, his step-
daughter, and might have resulted in her daughter’s first born child. She took refuge in writing 
her second book The Ochre People which would be published in 1963 by John Murray. Later 
that year, the American publisher St. Martin’s Press would republish the book in the USA. 
 
Motives unclear, Jabavu resided in Nairobi in Kenya between 1967 and 1977. During this period, 
Kenya was experiencing its first independent, self-governed administration with Jomo Kenyatta 
as the first president. Very little is known from these years. What little is known comes from 
columns she would write in a South African newspaper in 1977, where she describes how Kenya 
became her “foster homeland”69 for that time, where people could “feel free to think and act 
naturally.”70 In an article where she considers the dearth of a thriving reading culture amongst 
black South Africans, Jabavu observes that young lower-class Kenyans have a ferocious appetite 
for reading and read any paper-backs they can get.71 She also relays that she “got on well” with 
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the white Kenyan settlers because they came from similar social classes and understands this to 
be so because of how she was socialised in England where one’s life is “so bound to social class 
systems.”72 
 
For much of 1977, Jabavu was back in South Africa. She wrote a weekly column for a South 
African newspaper Daily Dispatch (based in East London) that discussed a range of life events 
and situations with some explicit critiques of the laws of apartheid South Africa. She also spent a 
few months of that year (April-June) based at Rhodes University, giving seminars and public 
lectures in the English Literature Department.At this point, South Africa was at its boiling point 
with the 1976 student protest against Bantu education and the murder of political activist and 
intellectual Stephan Bantu Biko. This suggests why she would have moved to Zimbabwe and 
resided there between 1978 and 1979 – particularly because Zimbabwe reserved rights to British 
citizens. For the year of 1979, Jabavu was in the UK as a refugee, while Zimbabwe was 
undergoing pre-liberation political changes, returning in 1980. During her Zimbabwe years (up 
until 2002), Jabavu wrote for The Herald and The Sunday Mail. She even worked for a time from 
the Ministry of Information, in an informal ‘writer-in-residence’ type of capacity. From 2002 she 
lived at the Lynette Elliot Frail Care Home in East London in South Africa, until her death in 
2007. Jabavu received a South African Literary Lifetime Achievement Award in 2005 from the 
Department of Arts and Culture. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Towards an elusive presentation 
 
Contemporary scholars of literary, feminist, diaspora, Eastern Cape, missionary historical 
persuasions such as the likes of Dorothy Driver and M. J. Daymond have spear-headed 
collections and studies that focus on African women writers and theorised women’s writing from 
South Africa. Many of these provide inciteful biographical information and organise in 
bibliographical fashions the lives of people whose contributions have been erased or 
marginalised. Jabavu and her contributions are made visible (however briefly) in works such 
as Black writers from South Africa: towards a discourse of liberation(1989), Daughters of 
Africa: An International Anthology of Words and Writings by Women of African Descent from 
the Ancient Egyptian to the Present (1992), Who's who in Contemporary Women's Writing 
(2002),A to Z of Women in World History(2002), A literary guide to the Eastern Cape: places 
and the voices of writers (2003), Women writing Africa: The southern region (2003),Southern 
African Literatures (2003),Clicking with Xhosa (2003), Encyclopaedia of African Literature 
(2003), The Cambridge History of African and Caribbean Literature (2004),Encyclopaedia of 
post-colonial literatures in English (2004),Sophiatown Renaissance: A Reader (2004), 
Encyclopaedia of Women’s Autobiography(2005), Tell Me Africa: An Approach to African 
Literature (2015), Dictionary of African biography (2012), Historical dictionary of women in 
Sub-Saharan Africa (2016).73The early 2000s seem to exhibit a significant surge in the 
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encyclopaedia style collection -perhaps due to the recognition of the urgency of making visible 
that black and women writers did exist but without the space or time for more in-depth reading. 
In most of these collections (as is their intention in accordance with their limitations), Jabavu has 
appeared in the form of prefatory remarks or brief biographical notes within mainstream linear 
chronological ordering.  
Interestingly, in Women Writing Africa (2003) and Sophiatown Renaissance: A Reader(2004), 
both identify Jabavu as a South African writer worth noting and make visible her work, by 
reprinting extracts of her narratives within the collection, in order to place her within particular 
literary/political movements.In the former, the directors and editors explain that the text is a 
regionally-organised collection of biographical notes and collected extracts of oral and verbal 
writings from African women that “became a project of cultural reconstruction that aims to 
restore African women’s voices to the public sphere...documenting the history of self-conscious 
expression by African women.”74In so doing, the editors give Jabavu space to self-articulate – 
critically important in a world where women go unheard or intentionally ignored when they 
speak for themselves. Africana Intellectualism thinker Ntongela Masilela on his extremely 
detailed online archive that shares a critical “historical appraisal of the making of South African 
modernity across the twentieth century” locates Jabavu as one of the early contributors to the 
literary public spheres of the Sophiatown Renaissance Intellectuals, which he dates between 
1952 and 1960.75 In his curation of writings in Sophiatown Renaissance: A Reader (2004), he 
locates Jabavu in the first section of “Autobiographies and Memoirs” alongside contemporarily 
critically acclaimed South African writers like Nadine Gordimer, Bloke Modisane, Tom 
Huddleston, Ezekiel Mphahlele, Alfred Hutchinson, Anthony Sampson, Ruth First, Bessie Head, 
Ellen Kuzwayo, Miriam Makeba, Don Matteraand many more influential writers. He does this 
by simply reprinting her work next to theirs in the first chapter, without preliminary explanation. 
Yet, the act of locating Jabavu within an intellectual movement is critically important as this 
allows ideas to transcend as distinct or rich in and of themselves. This becomes increasingly 
important in relation to bibliographic or encyclopaedic works that organise specifically 
according to gender or race (as is a prevailing trend) because – whilst there is political urgency to 
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make visible people who are marginalised based on essentially arbitrary but politically 
consequential reasons within spaces that are cognisant of the politics of their particular 
existences – it can still tend to render those experiences particular and niche in ways that 
foreclose the works ability to be informative in broader, universal terms. 
Sonja Bahn’s assessment "Autobiography as a Vehicle of Protest in South Africa"76 finds 
Jabavu’s work almost negligible because according to her, Jabavu’s writings “are not very 
representative when one considers under what circumstances they were written and how 
unusually privileged Noni Jabavu was."77In other discursive areas, Jabavu is mentioned in 
relation to her father the eminent educationist, scholar and politician Don Davidson Tengo 
Jabavu and her grandfather journalist, writer, one of the founding editors of the first African 
periodicals, Imvo Zabantsundu (Black Opinion), and politicianJohn Tengo Jabavu.In Catherin 
Higgs’s The Ghosts of Equality: The Public Lives of D. D. T. Jabavu (1997), Noni Jabavu is 
mentioned seven times mostly in passing and to give some familial colour to D. D. T. Jabavu or 
their home province based on Noni Jabavu’s recollections from her own texts. 78 In a broader 
overview, varying from passing reference to honorary mentions to discursive appetizers, 
Jabavu’s work has been referenced in relation to discourses on women writers, ethnography, 
African writing, 79 and only a handful of works have engaged Jabavu’s life and/or work in more 
serious, long form discursive expressions.  
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The most central and biographically rich work has been that of Makhosazana Xaba, who 
produced two publicly-available chapters (that were proposed for a longer project), an article and 
several seminars and interviews. Lynda Ann Gilfillan provides an extended critical, comparative 
engagement with Jabavu’s work in her PhD thesis Theorising the Counterhegemonic: A Critical 
Study of Black South African Autobiography from 1954 – 1963. In it, Gilfillan locates Jabavu 
alongside Ezekiel ‘Es’kia’ Mphahlele and Peter Abrahams as founding figures in modern 
(southern) African literature; whilst still emphasising Jabavu’s works as marking “the beginning 
of a local tradition of women's autobiographical writing.”80 Gilfillan goes further by attempting 
to demonstrate the “uniquely counterhegemonic character of Noni Jabavu's writing.”81 
Theorists Alice A. Deck and Pumla Dineo Gqola offer two other compelling engagements with 
Jabavu’s work. The former considers how to consider her work (alongside African-American 
author and playwright Zora Neale Hurston) as autoethnography and the implications of doing so. 
The latter looks at how Jabavu’s narratives debunk colonial logics of the singularity of women’s 
identities, as seeing Jabavu’s identity “in constant flux”82 as an act of self-definition that shifts 
the normative understanding of black woman selfhood. Simultaneously, Gqola is highly attuned 
to the limitations and difficulties within Jabavu’s self-/constructions in the ways that critical 
issues are often addressed in passing or dealt with somewhat partially/precariously, as well as 
being critical of how Jabavu does not always acknowledge the politics of her life experiences 
being “not merely exceptional but…the ultimate embodiment of Black female privilege possible 
at the time.”83 
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What underpins my own considerations when reading her work and negotiating the 
contemporary appraisals are feminist intellectual concerns with the critical need to constantly 
transparently re-read the lives and ideas of women in particular and humankind in general in 
relation to the governing traditions of their times and our own in order to reveal the bias, 
particularities and generalities of times past and present. In particular, cohorts of Black women 
intellectuals from South Africa such as Pumla Gqola (in What is slavery to me: 
Postcolonial/Slave Memory in Post-Apartheid South Africa (2010); A Renegade called Simphiwe 
(2013)), Nomboniso Gasa (in Women in South African History (2007)), Makhosazana Xaba (in 
Noni Jabavu: A Life (forthcoming) and Thozama April (in Theorising Women: The intellectual 
inputs of Charlotte Maxeke to the discourse of the Liberation Struggle in South Africa) and many 
others are committed to producing new epistemological grounds for engaging the roles and ideas 
of past and contemporary black women intellectuals– within a broader struggle for critical 
intellectual traditions.  
Scholarship like Thozama April’s invites us to make “a theoretical departure from the 
documentary trends that define contemporary studies on women and liberation movements on 
the continent.”84As such, the imperative is to take seriously and transcend the question, as 
Hlonipha Mokoena has put it, of why “...women’s lives [are] often written about as “auto/ 
biography”?85 Why are women not included in the heroic narratives of the anti-colonial 
movements?” As Pumla Gqola has argued in "Ufanele uqavile: Blackwomen, feminisms and 
postcoloniality in Africa" (2001) with regards to various contemporary African feminist 
discourses, that research should be sparked by a need to “…[open] the terrain of Blackwomen's 
representation and theorisation to new signification...breaking new ground, making new 
meanings and redefining the terms of our participation in all discourse.”86 
In her essay “To Hear the Variety of Discourses” in South African Feminisms: Writing, Theory, 
and Criticism, 1990-1994” (1990), Zoe Wicomb argues that because of the very rigid delineation 
of who can legitimately speak versus be studied, the prevalence of particular perspectives as 
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universal epistemologies and the fixation on a particular, dominating, normalized value system to 
motivate particular concepts and theories, “we need to look at the prohibitions that govern a 
black women’s discourse.”87 What prohibits and/or limits black women’s discourses and how 
does this shape/frame their modes of intellectual production? How can we consider this in the 
case of Jabavu’s biographical, socio-political and historical situations?  
More broadly how do theories of women of Africa and the diaspora help to think about the 
questions of how and why black women develop particular discursive practices that shift our 
thinking about intellectual being? As if we consider the positionality of Black women, according 
toPatricia Hill Collins, as being an “outsiders-within”88because of their “unique standpoint on 
self and society”89, we can then further feminist and decolonial aspirationsconcerned with the 
critical imperative to remodel intellectual practices and modes of intellectual being that might be 
more representative of past realities. 
 
In lieu of a biography 
 
Popularly and academically, the biography has been the terrain on which to critically tell the 
story of an individual and their ideas. Biography has been a form of expression practiced across 
the social sciences, from sociology to literary studies to history.90The initial aim of this project 
was to provide a biographical engagement due to the autobiographical orientation of Jabavu’s 
writings and the historical orientation of biography.Like Thengani Ngwenya suggests, due to“its 
strong historical dimension…biography serves the crucial function of reflecting, analysing and 
interpreting the racial, ethnic, class and gender differences in the South Africa community…[and 
has the capacity] to play a key role in the construction of new post-apartheid self-empowering 
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subjectivities.”91Within the late 1990s and early 2000s in South African history that profiled 
black women writers during colonialism and apartheid, the prevailing trend has been organised 
within the ambit of autobiographical and life writings. This has been the case in so far as to 
indicate “the extent to which women have relied on autobiographical narratives to create and 
sustain a sense of identity in the face of their double marginalisation as blacks and as women.”92 
Xaba makes a similar argument: 
“Women’s lives provide a window to a nation’s history. South Africa is now at that 
historical moment when undertaking this task forms part of political, historical, and 
feminist agendas. Biography, “delicate and humane”, is a genre well suited for that 
function.”93 
Yet, when it comes to the black thinker, often the case has been, as Gordon puts it, “Less concern 
focused on what previous black writers were saying and more on which black writers were 
writing or saying these things.”94 According to Gordon, in the American academy during the 
1980s and 1990s a surge of “epistemic reductionism”95 came with engagements about and 
surrounding black auto/biographical texts:  
“Even though African American literary production began with Phillis Wheatley, more 
needs to be said beyond that fact; what, for instance, did Wheatley write? That she wrote 
poetry isn’t enough. What did her poems say? What can we learn from them today?”96 
Echoing Gordon’s sentiments, Susan Chandler remarks(in an article on the intellectual 
contributions of internationalist, Pan-Africanist social worker Addie Hunton) that Black 
women’s intellectual contributions are too often “limited to encyclopaedia entries and collections 
of documents.”97 When critical thought (in all its various forms) produced by black women is 
relegated to the particular and therefore contra to the universal (i.e. the niching effect of 
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Gender/Women Studies); or “biographied”,98 the intellectual validity of their life work is 
banalised if not ignored entirely. If they do not fit the popular understandings of what critical 
thought is, their intellectual relevance is in question. There exists black women literary voices 
who have spoken and speak on multiple platforms, articulating critical analysis of the world they 
see and their ways of being, but who are confined within the disciplinary limitations of those 
engaging them. What is systematically denied is that, “Black women intellectuals have laid a 
vital analytical foundation for a distinctive standpoint on self, community, and society…”99 
Returning to that initial impulse, a study of Jabavu’s public life and intellectual contributions is 
located in, as South African author Bessie Head might put it, a “search for historical continuities 
and roots”100 of areas of written intellectual production that are based on the all-too-often ulterior 
subjecthood of a black African woman that might allow her to exist on her own terms, for her 
own significances.101 What makes Jabavu of particular interest is that because of her different 
cultural and social experiences, she cannot be simply and easily named. As a person who 
identifies and has been identified as Woman, African, black, Black, Xhosa, British, Briton, 
upper-class, elite, Victorian, Commonwealth, continental, cosmopolitan, metropolitan, pastoral, 
New African, “New non-African”, Native etc., a few geographical and social markers alone raise 
important, destabilising questions and concepts about identity, politics, feminism, sociology and 
history.  As Carol Boyce Davis argues:  
"The terms that we use to name ourselves…carry their strings of echoes and inscriptions. 
Each represents an original misnaming and the simultaneous constant striving of the 
dispossessed for full representation. Each therefore must be used provisionally; each must 
be subject to new analyses, new questions and new understandings if we are to unlock 
some of the narrow terms of the discourses in which we are inscribed. In other words, at 
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each arrival at a definition, we begin a new analysis, a new departure, a new interrogation 
of meaning, new contradictions."102 
Experiencing and signifying multiple, contrasting, often conflicting geo-political positionalities – 
sometimes at once, other times dialectically, often ‘obliquely’ in the contrapuntal103 sense Said 
initiates – Jabavu is a curious subject who necessitates new configuration not simply of where to 
‘put her’ in existing frameworks but gives us an opportunity to critically engage the nature of 
dominant epistemologies she and we inherited. The “unexpected vicissitudes” of Jabavu’s life 
and work pose a challenge to the traditional or conventional biographies that emphasise “stable 
individuality, self‐determination [and] rational choice.”104This is of critical importance because 
the subjects (or rather, objects) of the traditional biography have predominantly been individuals 
that represent ideals of the European Man, at the expense of figures who then became located on 
‘underside of modernity’ or the periphery of the discursive public. Jabavu provides a case for, as 
Nomboniso Gasa argues, consideration of how “the significance [of intellectual inquiry] lies in 
the actual ways in which we read the historical documents, listen to the meta-narratives and pay 
attention to the details of history, including those which do not fit snugly into those long used, 
tired and apparently tested boxed that are our analytical tools.”105 
The attempt here will be to loosen the tightly constructed, lily white epistemological frames that 
structure colonial traditions of disciplinarity that emerge from imperial reason and form. To 
discipline is to rely on rigid identarian approaches to political resistance and dissidence, that this 
project would like to disrupt due to the unconfinable, undisciplined way Jabavu expressed herself 
and lived her life. As such, an intellectual biography will not be produced in the disciplined 
sense. As Ciraj Rasool puts forward in his work on biographical history and historiography in 
South Africa, “a theory of discursive practice rather than a theory of the knowing subject” that 
seeks to consider the relationship between subjects and discursive practices enables us to 
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critically engage the intellectual contributions of persons-in-the-world.106 Such an approach 
hopes to go beyond the dualism of individual vs community and take seriously what cultural 
ideologies mediate a subject’s expression of societies inhabited and encounters.107Quoting Stuart 
Hall, Rasool suggests that when approaching the study of a subject narrating their experiences, a 
navigation of how that subject self-constitutes and represents must be carefully considered in 
relation to “specific historical and institutional sites within specific discursive formations and 
practices, by specific enunciative strategies.”108 
In The Postcolonial Careers of Santha Rama Rau(2007), author Antoinette Burton chooses to 
represent Indian author Santha Rama Rau’s intellectual biography in ways that deviate 
completely from the traditional biography. Burton argues that rather a study of the 
phenomenonof Rama Rau's careers might allow an avoidance of tendancies of biography that 
aim to resurrect, or 'make whole' a fragmented subject that can lead to hagiographical renderings 
or a subordination of the subject to broader political imperative.109 As she argues: 
"I prefer to capitalise on Santha Rama Rau's minority status, and not just out of 
dissatisfaction with the redemptive character of such resurrectionisttendencies (Especially 
amongst the champions of minor literature, as Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari 
demonstrate). I do so in sympathy with Davis Lloyds conviction that the location of 
"minor" writer registers "a negative critical position" which, in turn, rejects the very 
possibility of autonomous subjectivity that tends to animate the politics of the canon (i.e., 
"major" writers and their literatures). I do so also because it is the structurally subordinate 
location of "the minor" qua minor that allows us to see the operations of dominant 
discourses and material power with the analytical precision that is, arguably, impossible 
from any other vantage point. Or, it allows us to view such operations not as cause/ 
effect...but to recognise them as more diffuse and therefore vulnerable to appropriation, 
as in a kind of "scattered hegemony" (to borrow from Karen Caplan and Iderpal Grewal), 
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than their own self-representation."110 
This will therefore be an unconventional biography. Unconventional because representing the 
life and ideas of an unconventional person, whose life and works whilst conventional manifested 
in an unconventional junction of conflicting, colliding, colluding and converging realities, 
experiences and expressions. In turn the unexpected vicissitudes of Jabavu’s life enable and 
require unexpected shifts and alterations of the epistemological approach to representing her life. 
Hence, biographical ‘facts’ have been given as precursory elements in order to orientate readers 
to aspects necessary to imagine Jabavu, but not inherently central to a rich engagement with her 
ideas and the discursive practices of her worlds. 
Through using theories from a range of fields, I will attempt to reimagine Jabavu’s public lives 
and her works in ways attuned to the historical intellectual lineages of/for black women 
intellectuals in general (my own discursive bias) and the historical intellectual traditions she is 
produced by and re-produces in turn (her discursive bias). 
This could be considered to be a résumé of sorts, in the sense that it is a biographical history of a 
person’s careers. In contemporary usage résumé implies a form of biographical representation 
that is explicitly curated to meet the demands of the particular audience of an endorsed 
discursive public sphere. The underlying gesture is also that this work seeks to envision Noni 
Jabavu with particular emphasis on the history and textual expression of her careers. In addition, 
to consider this as a résumé is an acknowledgement that this work, as Michael Warner as argued, 
participates in (and therefore endorses) particular discursive publics by virtue of the 
references.111 This highlights that there is pressure to share a biographical representation that is 
guided and shaped by academic public tastes, that is attractive to the ever-critical academic 
public spheres - much like the contemporary job-seeker and the potential employer.    
As an aside, résumé also brings up the term ‘resume’ in the English sense, which opens up a 
necessary acknowledgement: that this project resumes (both epistemologically and ontologically) 
a conversation or expression interrupted - interrupted by death, interrupted by distance, 
interrupted by eyes that reach the final punctuation mark and the hand that closes the book. Here 
we recommence, begin again and continue a dialogue with Noni Jabavu herself, her biographer 
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Makhosazana Xaba, the Jabavu family, the reviewers of books, the critics. To ‘resume’ is to 
simultaneously return to something that has always existed, take up anew threads of history, 
reoccupy terrains often pretending to be pre-determined, reopen the case gone cold in the ground. 
As such it follows in the fashion of a ‘discursive’ biography, a term I borrow from Hlonipha 
Mokoena’s titling of her PhD thesis on the intellectual life and worksof Kholwa intellectual 
Mangema Fuze. Mokoena describes a discursive biography as that which involves the study of a 
historical figure “primarily with a view to exploring a range of related political, intellectual and 
theoretical issues within”112 intellectual histories. “As such it is more than just the story of a life; 
it is as much the story of profound shifts in the discursive conditions and aspirations of [that] 
intellectual life.”113 
 
Situating an elusive subject 
 
In 1979, historian Isabel Hofmeyr argued that literary studies in South Africa was facing a 
“critical malaise” due to the way in which critics retained “preconceived and erroneous ideas 
about South African literature, its genesis and development” that created a false sense of stability 
of an established, normative and unproblematic literary tradition.114 Hofmeyr suggested that 
remedies to this ailment have been to conceptualise anew the seminal theoretical questions of 
literary studies (What is literature? What is its relevance to particular societies?) and called for 
engagements in South African literature within a “wider social frame of reference.”115 In many 
ways she iterates the sentiments of New Historicism116 in the United States, whereby analysis is 
based on reading texts (in all their varied forms - written, spoken, assembled, etc) within the 
conditions of their production in relation to the product itself - towards “a comprehension of the 
text as embodying social relationships.”117 
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This is of particular importance due to a long history of overrepresentation of colonial literary 
cultures as Literature proper. Stephen Watson (in Hofmeyr) explained that: 
“...the English have been, almost from the very beginning [early 1820s], members of the 
bourgeoisie ruling class in South Africa and, until relatively recently, have been utterly 
dependent on their British connection for their values, their sense of identity and their 
culture in the widest sense of the word. Occupying this class position which the state has 
only entrenched, being able to ignore the challenge of Africa because of it, and never 
having been forced by history into a complete cultural reorientation, has meant that the 
moat of isolation has never ceased to surround them, and that they have been afforded 
every opportunity of continuing to live here in the torpor of their mercantile concerns and 
behind the genteel stock of an undisturbed colonial culture.118 
In his 1987 lecture titled “English Literature and the History of the Book” at the Rare Book 
School, Michael Warner gave a cogent history of Euro-American English literary criticisms 
whose progression is worth engaging briefly. Within early Anglo-American schooling systems, 
there existed the rhetorical, oratory approach to teaching and studying English literature (late 
1700s to mid 1800s). This involved teaching the English-speaking gentlemen the “golden 
passages of Shakespeare and the poets”119 and criticism extended to distinguishing the “good bits 
from the bad bits.”120 Towards the later quarter of the nineteenth century, emerged the 
philological approach to literary materials that was grounded in the historical study of languages 
and linguistic developments.121 Unlike the learned gentleman of rhetoric and orature, philology 
marked the professionalisation of English literary scholarship through formalised, schematic 
approaches of criticism. This moment also departed from the highbrow perception of the literary 
towards the literary as the written archive. “New Criticism” of the 1940s then arose as a reaction 
against this approach to literary studies by centralising the idea of a close reading of the text 
under the assertion that criticism involved an “unmediated confrontation with a text.”122 
Throughout Anglo-American academia, scholarship was becoming more formalised through 
specialised interpretation. In literary studies, literary devices were the primary focus i.e. thematic 
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coherence, narrative methods, character development, irony, symbolism, imagery, metaphor. 
Engaged reading involved finding “a well crafted work of art,”123 ironically similar to some of 
the sensibilities of earlier rhetoric and oratory approaches; historical, biographical, 
bibliographical and linguistic information (which had previously been central to philology) 
became more of a background feature. As Karin Barber put it: 
“Eyeball to eyeball with the “words on the page”, there was no escape into historical 
generalities, biographical details, or private personal emotions. We had to look at what 
was before us, and through an intensely concentrated exercise of attention we had to 
account for what we found.”124 
Part of the imperatives of anti-colonial and post-colonial English literary criticisms have been to 
respond to or transcend the limitations of the epistemic closure that comes with the 
overrepresentation of elite British literary cultures and practices as English Literature. Initially in 
the Euro-American academies during the 1970s, 80s and 90s, the major task was primarily to 
establish that all sorts of black women were producing literary works.125How can alternative (not 
as add-ons but as more expansive, scale-balancing) literary histories exist? How do we, as 
Spivak might say, ‘world’ the literary histories not only by reading canonised texts within the 
discursive worlds that imagined them but world literary histories by revealing those minor 
literatures that were shelved with the canonised texts.More so how might we be cognisant of the 
real material, sociological and intellectual historical outcomes of the advent of a particular 
literary cultures that then became overrepresented as the only form of literary output in colonial 
and apartheid South Africa?126 
Jabavu is so pertinent a person to consider as her work and life experience represent the 
disunities and harmonies that made modern South Africa. She was schooled in the British 
literary culture highlighted above and operated in the discursive publics that globalized English 
literary culture, yet was concerned with her ‘Africanness’ and particular (maybe even peculiar) 
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modes of being African. She represents a historical nexus of how British literary apparatus came 
to consolidate an intelligible African. She represents a cog that might enable us to see how the 
mechanisms of English public spheres were appropriate to explore African experiences and 
expressions.  
Hofmeyr developed the notion of the “zone of contradiction”127 experienced by African 
Protestant literacy and literary cultures of the 1800s, through their use of documents from 
colonial contexts in ways that both upheld and contradicted colonial authorities.128 As an 
example, Hofmeyr points to one of the earliest known African Christian converts, Xhosa 
spiritual leader Ntsikana, arguing that whilst he, on the one hand, drew values from explicitly 
colonial documents, on the other hand, he developed a theological tradition from alternative 
readings/visions, from alternative ‘texts’ (i.e. the hymns he discovered on the hem of his cloak 
and tail brush of his cow).129 From this we might consider how the likes of Jabavu (fourth and 
fifth generation missionary educated black southern Africans) are influenced by inherited 
epistemologies based on zones of contradictions and how they inhabit new zones of 
contradictions in ways that mark new significations.    
Archie L. Dick provides further insights in his study of common readers and reading cultures in 
The Hidden History of South Africa’s Book and Reading Cultures (2012). Firstly, Dick builds on 
Hofmeyr’s concept to produce what he calls ‘zones of influence’ to further an understanding of 
the relationship between sites of power and knowledge.130 The basic assumptions of thinking 
‘zones of influence’ are that ‘knowledge is power’ (that “literacy and access to knowledge 
promote personal and social advancement”131) and ‘power is knowledge’ (“that getting access to 
literacy and knowledge involves ‘struggle’.”).132Very superficially, we can say, for example, that 
Jabavu’s access to particular literacy cultures and knowledge systems enabled her to advance 
personally and socially, as is evident by her achievements of her books, editing one of Britain’s 
biggest literary magazines and contributing to various local and international English newspapers 
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and magazines. Simultaneously, Jabavu’s access to literacy and knowledge are not only 
inheritance from black African converts struggles for literacy and knowledge (her father’s 
library, her grandfather's newspaper, Ntsikana’s legacies), but her own struggles with navigating 
and negotiating power dynamics that control spaces of literacy and knowledge production 
(experiences of being a British citizen and black woman etc.).  
Secondly, Dick applies Michel de Certeau’s notions of ‘strategies’ and ‘tactics’ to South Africa’s 
history of books and reading.133 ‘Strategies’ are the places or sites where societal interests and 
relations are managed. In relation to South Africa’s history of books and reading, Dick describes 
how ‘strategies’ are the institutions and structures of power (i.e. libraries, publishing houses, 
universities, schools, government departments and educational services). These spaces: 
“...defined the official canon, postulated authorised ways of reading, and designated the 
‘proper’ contexts for using books. These ‘strategic places’ represent specific types of 
knowledge that appear as neutral, independent, or disinterested because of their 
power…”134 
‘Tactics’ respond to and emerge in relation to the established ‘strategies’, as the ways and means 
by which people create their own spaces in the environment of strategies; “A tactic is the art of 
the weak using the space of the powerful in inventive and resourceful ways.”135 So whilst there 
might be established places of knowledge with their underlying institutional cultures (the nature 
of ‘strategies’), there exists peoples and spaces within those spaces that respond differently to the 
normative values of those ‘strategic places’ based on the socio-political positions of those acting 
‘tactically’ (the nature of ‘tactics’). 
Ultimately, “Texts are social facts. Texts are used to do things: they are forms of action.”136 As 
such, picking up the resources of Barber, we might consider thinking of Jabavu’s work through 
the nature of their textual being. Barber’s notion of an anthropology of texts aims to “...open up 
to view the sheer range of ways in which texts can be constituted and apprehended, the range of 
relationships they can establish between speaker/writer and hearer/reader, and the ways in which 
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they can be valued and held to have meaning.”137 In so doing, we might open up an analysis of 
the ideas that inform the constitution and apprehension of texts in particular historical discursive 
sites. In order to think Noni Jabavu today, there needs to be an understanding of how her texts 
have been constituted before this point in relation to the strategic places she emerged out of and 
the tactical implications of her operating in certain places.  
CHAPTER TWO: In the wings of public life 
 
When conceptualising the intellectual contribution of Noni Jabavu, we should ask what strategic 
and tactical spaces mediated the zones of influence in her life and work? What follows will be an 
attempt at identifying some of the strategic places that influenced her knowledge acquisition and 
what were the underlying epistemological assumptions of those places. In addition, we must 
consider the tactics she employed as she confronted those strategic places. To do so enables us to 
consider not only the nature of Jabavu’s work but the operational logics and forms of the systems 
of knowledge production she worked within. As it is through a “contextual approach to Black 
women’s literature [that] exposes the conditions under which literature is produced, published 
and reviewed.”138 
Antoinette Burton’s The Postcolonial Careers of Santha Rama Rau (2007) explores the careers 
of Santha Rama Rau, India-born post war America-based author (travelogues, novels, a memoir, 
a cookbook and a Broadway play), contributor to popular periodicals and magazines (New York 
Times, Reader’s Digest etc.),prominent participant in the New York social scene and occasional 
television guest and radio personality.139 From the India on the brink of independence to its early 
postcolonial formations, Santha Rama Rau propagated particular ideas of the ‘East’ that gained 
popular social and political currency in the mid-twentieth century American public.140 
Whilst the careers of Noni Jabavu and Santha Rama Rau differed substantially, they shared key 
similarities that are elaborated on here to illustrate the usefulness of some of the conceptual 
framing that Burton uses. Similar to Jabavu, Santha Rama Rau came from an elite family 
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background located in a British colony. She was connected to elite transnational networks - that 
exhibited “contrapuntal geographies of travel in the pre-postcolonial world[s]”141 - through a 
high mobility of her own family members, was well travelled herself and had a home base in 
Western country.142 Like Jabavu, Santha Rama Rau’s marriage linked her to elite cultural, 
political circles and extensive overseas travel and residence.143 Though Santha Rama Rau had 
more popular import as an ‘India expert’ that placed her quite centrally as a contributor to the 
popular foreign affairs discourses of the time, Jabavu in some moments performed the role as the 
voice of the ‘Southern Bantu’, isiXhosa-speaking peoples. 
Despite having visibly occupied elite and popular cultural discursive circles, according to 
Burton, she and her works are little known today and “scarcely registers as even a minor 
diasporic, let alone as a major postcolonial figure, whether in India or in the United States.” Noni 
Jabavu, in many ways, has been seen along these lines as a minor writer, coeval to the figures 
that define the times she lived in.144 Her contemporary visibility reflects more on the prominence 
and controversies of her father and grandfather. Where she received positive reviews of her two 
books, they were on the basis of her being an ‘expert’ of her own people and knew how to 
produce her work to cater to the discursive practices of the imperial literary centres.  
Importantly, Burton states that holding a critical negative position does not mean that an intrinsic 
subversion took place. Whilst the ‘unhinged’ nature of her positioning gives potential space for 
subversion, it should not "be conflated with subalterneity per se."145 This is in part due to the 
degree to which they are "carrier[s] of transnationalism "from above" and as co-authorship[s] of 
the global order"...rather than as insurgent subject[s] per se" who are in fact "an incarceration of 
the pressures of empire."146 This then allows for us to think about the different contrasts of 
intellectuals like Jabavu, where we reconstruct her in relation to the differentiations of 
collaboration with hegemonic structures and identify fissures and fluidities of her person in 
relation to the contexts of inhabitance.147As such, Jabavu can be considered critically as coevals 
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of the ‘greats’ of their times, often in the wings of public life but nonetheless participants in the 
production of public intellectual life. 
In another instance, Burton (quoting Said) suggests that within histories that deal with European 
cultural imperialism, there needs to be an acknowledgement of the oft too unacknowledged 
trafficking of non-European worlds by a self-regulated, continually re-inventing European 
cultural traditions.148Jabavu’s writings and her participation in the late modernist literary 
metropolitan, suggests a need to consider how her presentation of African worlds feed into or 
stood apart from the re-institutionalisation of British cultural imperialism in the mid-twentieth 
century.  
Burton suggests that there needs to be more work done on the movements of colonial subjects in 
England and their appearance in the British public cultural landscapes.149The little academic 
work that even registers Jabavu as a minor writer has not, as will be done here, consider (to 
borrow from Burton’s study of Santha Rama Rau150) the phenomenon of Jabavu’s career in the 
British imperial marketplace of political literary culture and attuned to the discursive traditions 
of her times. As, writing for publication demands a relationship with the worlds that motivate, 
consume and covet them. West Indian writer V. S. Naipaul explains: 
“To get your name on the spine of the created physical object, you need a vast apparatus 
outside of yourself. You need publishers, editors, designers, printers, binders; 
booksellers, critics, newspapers, and magazines and television where the critics can say 
what they think of the book; and, of course, buyers and readers. 
I want to stress this mundane side of things, because it is easy to take for granted; 
it is easy to think of writing in its personal, romantic aspect. Writing is a private act; but 
the published book, when it starts to live, speaks of the co-operation of a particular kind 
of society. The society has a certain degree of commercial organization. It also has 
certain cultural and imaginative needs. It doesn’t believe that all poetry has already been 
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written. It needs new stimuli, new writing; and it has the means of judging the new things 
that are offered.”151 
Trinh T. Minh-ha explains in a similar vein that: 
“…in the context of today's market-dependent societies, "to be a writer" can no longer 
mean purely to perform the act of writing. For a laywo/man to enter the priesthood - the 
sacred world of writers - s/he must fulfill a number of unwritten conditions. S/he must 
undergo a series of rituals, be baptized and ordained. S/he must submit her writings to the 
law laid down by the corporation of literary/literacy victims and be prepared to accept 
their verdict. Every woman who writes and wishes to become established as a writer has 
known the taste of rejection...For publication means the breaking of a first seal, the end of 
"no-admitted" status, the end of a soliloquy confined to the private sphere, and the start of 
a possible sharing with the unknown other – the reader, whose collaboration with the 
writer alone allows the work to come into full being.” 152 
To begin to understand how Jabavu was a writer, editor and broadcaster, there needs to be a 
consideration of the context within which she found herself existing in/as those public careers. 
What kind of societies did she find herself in? What were their cultural and imaginative needs or 
the unwritten conditions to which she must submit to? What were the ‘means of judging’ the 
things she offered and what rituals did she enact in order to be baptized then ordained? What 
kind of spaces enabled certain kinds of ontological and epistemic movements? 
 
Cultural production in mid-century British publics 
 
By 1963, Noni Jabavu had worked as a radio show producer and television personality and 
contributor for the British Broadcasting Channel, was the author of two books (the first having 
been republished in the U.S. and translated into Italian), had contributed to some international 
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periodicals and had hoisted anew the flag of one of “Britain’s best known magazines,”153 all 
before the age of 35. The following chapter aims to explore the significances of Jabavu’s 
intellectual life in relation to the ideas and structures that influence, enable and mandate 
intellectual life within a particular historical context. What does it mean for a Black African 
British woman to participate in and of the epicentre of the British literary and cultural public 
spheres during the late modernist/colonialist and early postcolonial periods of the British empire, 
the burgeoning indecencies on the African continent, representing and claiming Black 
experiences of mid-century South Africa?  
The careers of someone like Jabavu provides a pivotal nexus for thinking about the overlapping 
moderinities and domestic imperial projects during a time where, “while remaining a prominent 
part of the visual architecture of the historic Empire...South Africa stood neither fully inside nor 
firmly outside the political imaginary of the British Commonwealth. In many senses, it stood as a 
disgraced family member, formally excluded in 1961.”154 Jabavu’s careers and work - however 
microcosmically, coevally or marginally - signify that peculiarity that manifested as something 
prominent in British cultural imperialism but yet not firmly inside or outside of it political 
imagining. In the following, the nature of imperial locations such as the cultural institutions of 
mid-century metropolitan Britain, as “power-saturated sites of cultural conjuncture and 
contest,”155 will be considered in relation to Jabavu’s participation as a multi-media practitioner.  
Key to the thinking here is the notion of public spheres popularised from the work of Jürgen 
Habermas in his foundational historical writing on the development of the dominant technologies 
and sociability of communication in certain European societies. A popular imaging of a public 
sphere is often that which involves “a concrete audience, a crowd witnessing itself in visible 
space, as with a theatrical public. Such a public also has a sense of totality, bounded by the event 
or by the shared physical space.”156 Yet, in the instances focused on here, we can think of a 
public in the why that Michael Warner describes, as:  
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“…a space of discourse organised by nothing other than discourse itself. It is autotelic; it 
exists only as the end for which books are published, shows broadcast, Web sites posted, 
speeches delivered, opinions produced. It exists by virtue of being addressed.”157 
As such we must consider the notion of public sphere in terms of “the kind of public that comes 
into being only in relation to texts and their circulation”.158 Habermas discusses the idea of the 
Europeanbourgeoisie public sphere within a particular historical process in order to indicate how 
what is seen as the public is a structural and discursive realm that disguises the operations of an 
elite group as the participations of the society at large.159 This forms the basis of what intellectual 
cultural and political work comes to mean as those who are able to disseminate ideas through 
particular technologies of textual communication are able to shape how we perceive and 
conceive of human worlds. Essentially, a public discourse begins to be understood as public 
reality. As such conceptualising how intellectual traditions are established means looking at how 
a public sphere operates. The notion of “public spheres” is fundamental to histories of 
intellectual traditions as the history of the development of public spheres in the western tradition 
were the spaces where “people's public use of their reason”160 took shape. Jabavu operated from 
particular vistas and her work operated in relation to the discursive publics she wrote from and 
wrote to.   
Discursive publics inherited from colonial eras tend towards perpetuating totalising notions of an 
official, singular public domain. The predominant social organisation that comes with the 
western161 notion of the public sphere that emerged with the development of coloniality and 
modernity operates to scaffold a bourgeois, elite group of people and perpetuate a minority 
discourse as that of the majority. As Jürgen Habermas indicates, with the development of early 
capitalist long-distance trade between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries, the trafficking of 
news develops alongside it in order to respond to merchants’ need for more frequent and more 
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exact information about distant commercial activities.162 These emerging communications and 
information system was created by merchant traders for merchant traders. As such, they “were 
satisfied with a system that limited information to insiders”163 and therefore the emerging 
communications systems were therefore grounded in a lack of publicness. This development then 
lead to what Habermas calls a “sphere of public authority”164 constituted by the participation of 
the emergent capitalist classes and the judicial and executive state organisations and persons, that 
would later (ironically) “turned the reproduction of life into something transcending the confines 
of private domestic authority and becoming a subject of public interest, that zone of continuous 
administrative contact became "critical" also in the sense that it provoked the critical judgment of 
a public making use of its reason”165 that arose in the second half of the eighteenth century. 
Jabavu found herself engaging and producing cultural products in British metropolitan 
modernist-colonialist public spheres. From British Victorian social reportage that “aimed at a 
factual literature of modern industrial life”166 to the lineage of British essayistjjournalists – 
Jonathan Swift, Daniel Defoe, Mencken and George Orwell (the latter two she had read), these 
were spaces permeated with a range of British imperial discursive logics and forms. This was a 
critical time for the British imperial project as after the 1939-45 war and with the increasing 
frequency of decolonization movements across the world in the mid-century, British modernist-
colonialist literary public spheres were challenged to reposition themselves in the shifting global 
order.  I characterize the spaces she engaged with from the late 40s to the early 60s as modernist-
colonialists because that period of time sought to recapture the colonial impulse through a 
presentation of a modernism that often tended to obfuscate its coloniality. In the line of 
decolonial studies, to critically engage the history and historicity of colonial and imperial 
histories is to be ever-aware and ever-vocal of how modernities are inextricably linked to 
colonial modalities, despite the pervasive tendencies to distance the modern from the colonial. 
Secondly, as Peter J. Kalliney has suggested, 1930s-1970s British metropolitan spaces were 
embedded in modernist cultural ideas of high art and aesthetic autonomy that often sought to 
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down play the politics of coloniality in order to justify the potentiality of art as transcendental, 
i.e. the autonomy of aesthetic expressions (because it gestured towards ‘universalisms’) should 
not be laden with the limitations of the ‘particularism’ of politics.167 
With the ideological battles of the 1939-1945 war, global migrations of peoples and ideas 
continentally and an influx from the colonies to Britain, metropolitan modernists sought to 
reinvigorate cultural production by promoting the participation of colonial émigrés and Black 
British peoples.168 This can be seen as part of the need to inculcate an internationalism that fit the 
time – particularly as the U.S was starting to gain international prominence culturally. This 
climate perhaps enables us to consider how Jabavu found herself as participant in the British 
modernist-colonialist literary public spheres. As, in Commonwealth of letters: British literary 
culture and the emergence of postcolonial aesthetics (2013), Peter Kalliney argues that the ways 
in which the “professional networks were established by interwar modernists in London 
welcomed and encouraged the efforts of colonial émigrés in the mid=century as a way to 
rejuvenate a literary culture increasingly stigmatized as lifeless by metropolitan commentators in 
the post-World War II wake of modernism.”169 Black émigré170writers attempting to establish 
themselves in the British literary and cultural publics were now encouraged to enter and access 
its dominant cultural institutions. At the height of literary modernist metropolitan (in the 1930s), 
the likes of Nancy Cunard and Ezra Pound171 had already been trying to deal with the ‘Negro 
Question’ by producing collaborative works and anthologies that would present them as non-
racialist, but after the war and with the rise of television, black émigrés in particular were sought 
out by white metropolitan modernists for the reinvention of  “Anglophone modernism as atruly 
global enterprise, an empire of intellectuals and writers that would exceed the breadth and 
durability of Britain’s political empire.”172Being that the British metropole of the mid-century 
continued to treat black subjects as second class citizens, “literary world was one of the few 
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areas in which racial discrimination and political subordination were not necessarily the orders of 
the day.”173As Kalliney outline in more detail: 
“Concepts such as affiliation, patronage, emulation, and competition more accurately 
describe the interactions between late colonial writers and their white, largely English 
counterparts in London. During the 1950s, metropolitan writers and intellectuals were, on 
the whole, less likely to treat their non-English colleagues as inferiors or political 
antagonists, more likely to view them as collaborators and intellectual competitors. 
Metropolitan cultural elites not only appreciated but also actively promoted the work of 
many late colonial artists throughout the decade, political sympathies and disagreements 
notwithstanding.”174 
As such, one can imagine how Noni Jabavu, being an upper class English womanin upbringing 
(attuned to aesthetics of ‘high culture’) but an émigré who had a unique insight and access to 
African experiences, was quite suited to participate in and represent a new era of nonracialism, 
aesthetic autonomy and internationalism.Having lived in East Africa, having African origins and 
later on as a writer (of African life), in the eyes of the BBC, Jabavu reflected the ideal candidate 
to represent the growing orientation towards including émigrés and cultivating an inclusive 
internationalism, in an otherwise declining empire.  
The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) was a central feature of this British public 
imagination during the mid-twentieth century, that was used as a tool of empire to encourage 
domestic and colonial subjects “to imagine themselves as part of a global Britannic 
community.”175One of the early founders, John Reith, attempted to create a metropolitan 
modernist environment that fostered a belief in “elite programming broadcasts of classical music 
performances, literary reviews, poetry readings, radio plays, and personal essays, for example… 
[that supposedly] could foster patriotic sentiment by supplying intellectually stimulating 
material.”176 Elite programming was particularly promoted because, with the rise of mass media 
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communications, the likes of Reith (drawing from late Victorian cultural critic and writer 
Matthew Arnold) argued that “elite cultural institutions that policed standards had to respected, 
and public-spirited experts empowered to determine what was produced and how it should be 
disseminated to a mass audience.”177 
 
Post-war BBC was centrally involved in the remodelling of the public image of Britain through 
their various channels of cultural production. Like any media institution, the BBC was heavily 
invested in shaping public opinion and presenting itself as part of an expansive, globalizing, 
discoursing British public sphere. Part of this reimagining were attempts at internationalizing the 
BBC ideologically and graphically. Author of Broadcasting Empire: The BBC and the British 
World, 1922-1970 (2012), Simon J. Potter indicates, “The BBC [during the middle decades of 
the twentieth century] sought to reinforce the unity if the British world in a pervasive atmosphere 
of imperial weakness, and in the face of major challenges, not least the prospect of 
Americanization.”178This, however, was still done through an exportation of a distinctly ‘British’ 
eilte outlook; as “Metropolitan snobbery, cultural imperialism and racism”179 were still central 
aspects of post-war Britain. The British outlook as expressed by the BBC aimed to retain 
particular cultural aesthetics of ‘high modernism’ and exclusivity monitored by British 
gatekeepers, in order to fight the tide of growing cultural populism.180 
 
Post-war BBC employees constituted a “cross-section of Britain’s cultivated elite,”181 and 
promoted and facilitated collaboration between British metropolitan intellectuals and theirémigré 
counterparts.182 The BBC, whilst using Black writers from the colonies to re-establish the 
“relevance of modernist aesthetics to a decolonizing world, using the concept of aesthetic 
autonomy to insist that the sphere of high literature could transcend the injustices of a colonial 
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system based on racial discrimination,”183 also served as a strategic platform for black writers to 
establish themselves as authors or experts of particular kinds. As Kalliney puts it, “mid-century 
cultural institutions, including the BBC’s literaryprograms, often served imperialist and anti-
imperialist agendas at the same time.”184 Sometimes Black writers fed into the metropolitan 
modernists agenda for including black experiences in ways that aligned to British imperial 
agendas, other times the BBC provided spaces where public criticism and dissent could be 
staged. West Indies born Una Marson, the first woman in Jamaica to publish and edit the 
magazine, The Cosmopolitan in 1928,185 pioneered the BBC’s highly successful Caribbean 
Voices series.186Cuban born, Jamaican Sylvia Wynter created and adapted radio dramas for the 
BBC’s Caribbean Voices and Third Programme.187  Gambian-born poet, writer and physician 
Lenrie Leopold Wilfrid Peters was one of the names that come up as a freelance broadcaster for 
the African Service and the World Service of the BBC during 1950s and early 60s, hosting the 
Calling West Africa.188The contributions of these writer would be part of the BBC’s reiteration 
of its public image as an internationalist, geo-politically expansive, culturally diverse and 
critically relevant site of cultural production.For other Caribbean writers like George Lamming, 
VS Naipaul, and Sam Selvon, the BBC was stepping stone that allowed for them to network 
within the British literary public, in order to later pursue other concrete professional 
opportunities in London.189Kalliney argues that some of these black cultural producers 
strategically used the “discourse of high aesthetics and the figure of the polite man of letters to 
secure a place for themselves in the literary world.”190 
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Jabavu worked as a features writer, content producer and radio/television personality for the 
BBC from the late 1940s to the mid-1960s. Whilst the frequency or consistency of her 
contributions are unclear, from digital BBC archives, a few explicit references to Jabavu’s 
participation are evident that give a sense of the areas she would have worked in and what kind 
of a resource she would have been. The earliest reference to Jabavu is as a radio host of 
broadcast titled “Calling West Africa” that was broadcasted 19 February 1949.191 No digital 
information exists explaining the content of the program. Then there is an audio recording of the 
first of two programs called “The South African Dilemma” aired on 3 June 1960. It was a 57-
minute documentary that sought “to discover the roots of apartheid by delving into South 
Africa's past”192 expressed through interviews that aimed to allow South African people to 
“speak for themselves,”193 with particular reference to the effects of the 1899-1902 South 
African war, the conflicts between the British and Afrikaner peoples, the history of the 
development of racist laws under British colonialism and Afrikaner nationalist apartheid and the 
effects of these histories on the Black peoples of South Africa. The program narrator, David 
Lytton, Afrikaner expatriate and author of the then banned book The Goddam White Man(1960), 
explains that the program primarily focuses on the patterns in thinking and structures that 
animate the dilemma of the unchanged attitude of the white people of South Africa to Black 
South African peoples.194Jabavu features as the only African woman contributor amongst 
eighteen male participants of different political, academic and religious professions (most of 
whom are white males, some ‘Coloured’ and ‘Indian’ and one white woman, identified as Mrs 
Louw). In the recording, Jabavu narrates some of the conditions that have resulted in the 
exclusion of Black peoples as full citizens of South Africa, “recalling the critical opinions of her 
people at the time”195: 
“The older members of my family seemed to be perpetually discussing the attitudes of the 
Boers and the English towards us Africans. I heard them say over and over again, how 
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wrong it was of the English when they conquered the Boers, to hand all power to them 
and exclude the African from participating in anyway whatever in the political life of the 
Union, the new South Africa of 1910. And I heard them say that,“The English handed 
power to the conquered Boers because these English are the intellectuals,” they’d say, “of 
a cold, desiccated and theoretical kind. The sort that makes no allowance for the 
historical background and the emotional character for either Boer or African.” They 
asked themselves, “Why should the English be surprised to see what the Boers are 
nowadays? Nationalists dedicated to the idea of race superiority.It was only to be 
expected.” Then they would go on to say, “What really ruined the Boer was when the 
Englishman having vanquished and thrashed him in war, handed him sovereignty and 
independence and also handed him the means whereby to subjugate Africans and of 
course by this they meant that the Africans were excluded in taking part in democratic 
institutions of the land.” Then they would go on to say that, “It’s we Africans who are 
paying the price because the English can now look the other way and claim that 
Apartheid in South Africa is no concern of theirs because South Africa is a sovereign 
state.” Then they’d say, “We, Africans, are left to pull ourselves out of the mess as best 
we can.””196 
Jabavu presents herself as a conduit the ideas of the elders of her Xhosa-speaking, black African 
community. Though she is participating within the ranks of British bourgeois literary public 
culture, whom privilege the “I” of European expertise and authority, to some extent the way she 
narrates suggests a subversion of the usual discursive practices of the times. The displacing of 
the authoritative “I” by the “we” of the community she represents/reconstitutes an initially 
exclusionary space. In so doing she enables a public prevented from participating -that of the 
critical, discursive black African publics – to ‘speak for themselves’. This however, can still be 
understood as performing the role of the autoethnographer. As for the British metropolitan 
cultural elites, Jabavu performs the role of an “individual indigenous to the culture under 
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scrutiny, who is as concerned with examining themselves as "natives" as they are with 
interpreting their cultures for a non-native audience.”197 
Another digital scrawling of Jabavu’s affiliation with the BBC in its public archives, is a record 
her participation in a show that aired on 15 December 1961 called Let’s Imagine(that played 
between 1961-1963). Subtitled “A Judgement on Our Time” the focus of the episode was on the 
thoughts of “people from different walks of life” with regards to how future generations would 
view the sixties.198Hosted by BBC radio host and businessman Kenneth Horne, Jabavu voiced 
her opinions alongside popular British figures of her time: fantasy fiction author Jane Gaskell, 
children’s books author Paul Jennings, Labour party politician Christopher Mayhew, poet Ruth 
Pitter, Daily Mirror columnist Marjorie Proops and moral philosopher Bernard Williams.199 No 
digital evidence of the content of Jabavu or any other participant is available.  
The last participation (that I have encountered digitally) is a record of Jabavu’s participation in a 
BBC Radio Home Service broadcast “The World of Books” that gave the latest news and 
reviews of English books. In the 2 October 1964 episode, Jabavu and British writer Baroness 
Mary Stocks discussed the novel Tell me, Josephine(1964).200 Edited by eminent British editor 
and media correspondent Barbara Hall,Tell me, Josephine was a collection of essays and 
correspondences between Central African Mail readers and the advice columnist, ‘Josephine’ in 
then Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia). According to a Kirkus Review blurb, “before question 
and answer [came] brief explanatory essays on the nature of life in the Copperbelt which are 
quickly if superficially revealing of the transition between old and new ways, the standard of 
living, etc. Still, this is more of a curiosity than a commentary.”201 Oddly, the forward of the 
collection is written by then president of Zambia Kenneth Kaunda and the collection was 
translated into 19 languages.202 
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So likely an editor 
 
In a short introductory history of the magazine written by Chris Willis in the third version of The 
Strand that was established in 1998 in the United States, no mention of Jabavu’s editorship was 
made.203 Entrusted with not only the creative labour of reading, writing and editing but with the 
overall running of publishing matters, what does it mean for a black African British woman to 
stand at the helm of what was intended to be the literary, textual embodiment of ‘the artery 
through which the tide of Empire had flown’? However brief her tenure (December of 1961 to 
December of 1962), Jabavu was the precursor for many black, internationalist women of the 
British/English literary world. Her importance arises from the postcolonial need to continually 
fill in the blanks, or colour in the black and white of histories of discursive authority.  
In her first issue, Jabavu discusses the conflicts that came with the position. Initially, she 
followed suit with outsider’s impressions of her that “strenuously catechising [her]self.”204 
Whilst confronted with commentators that felt her unqualified and the ‘dismay’ of those who 
wanted to “Keep Fleet Street White”,205 Jabavu’s primary concern was negotiating the popular 
image of the old Strand with the expectations of the re-establishing New Strand. At the time, the 
old Strand was “a presence, a positive personality...[that aroused] a tremendous nostalgia.”206A 
sentiment echoed by biographer Xaba, Jabavu declares herself to be “so unlikely” editor.207 
In January 1891, founder and editor George Newnes wrote the following in the opening of the 
very first, 600 odd paged The Strand Magazine: An Illustrated Monthly: 
“The Editor of The Strand Magazine respectfully places his first number in the hands of 
the public. The Strand Magazine will be issued regularly in the early part of each month. 
It will contain stories and articles by the best British writers, and special translations from 
the first foreign authors.  These will be illustrated by eminent artists. Special features 
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which hitherto have not found place in Magazine Literature will be introduced from time 
to time.  
It may be said that with the immense number of existing Monthlies there is no necessity 
for another. It is believed, however, that The Strand Magazine will soon occupy a 
position that will justify its existence. The past efforts of the Editor in supplying cheap, 
healthful literature have been met with such generous favour from the public, that he 
ventures to hope that this new enterprise will prove a popular one. He is conscious of 
many defects in the first issue, but will strive after improvement in the future. 
Will those who like this number be so good as to assist, by making known its merits, if 
they are kind enough to think it has any, known to their friends.”208 
The feeling of her day looked disapprovingly on any magazine “stamped...with the Editor’s 
personality.”209 She described her earlier experiences as follows: 
“What I DID feel whilst assembling them, was not so much that the editor was stamping 
anything, as that the old Strand was, alas, editing the editor of The New! 
Why ‘alas’? 
The answer hinges on my reaction to those copies of the old Strand that I have see; and is 
in two parts. Both probably show up cracks in my personality rather than those of either 
of the Strand in question. But I am unrepentantly subjective about it… 
In the old Strand, great organ of fiction and escapism - relaxation, this was then called - 
first-rate story tellers of the day practiced their art, which was in huge demand and 
satisfied a great craving. The editors of the old Strand - George Newnes, Reginald Pound 
and others - knew what they were doing when they settled for a magazine of that 
kind.”210 
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Despite initially characterizing herself as an “editor so unlikely an outsider as myself”,211 could 
Jabavu not have been the most likely figure to lead the magazine? As she once put it, “there was 
an understanding between me and upper-class Englishmen.”212Attuned to the intellectual desires 
and aesthetics of that moment, who represented the metropole modernists impulse to reconstitute 
their intellectual image as geographically expansive and globally inclusive, Jabavu reflected the 
needs of the time. 
Jabavu understood that she was entering into a discursive public that valued certain ways of 
doing literary work of a certain kind; as high modernism prevailed with notions of aesthetic 
autonomy and cultural expertise.Despite the popularity and centrality of short stories in literary 
magazines, she controversially stated: “I don’t like short stories.”213 Jabavu argues that short 
stories were “not the weapon with which to deal with current life. The very idea of a story is too 
leisurely, lethargic, tired. Contemporaneous times call for the racy, the vivid, the snappy. Short 
stories are just not “with it”: they have had their day.”214 And whilst she was aware of the ways 
in which the first issues might have to “genuflect to that celebrated predecessor with whom the 
name inevitably links it,”215 Jabavu decided that the magazine was “ripe for a face-lift, that the 
new face can be twisted into a forward-looker of a magazine, contemporary, reflecting up-to-date 
idiom - “trends”, (hideous vogue word).”216 
Eerily enough, the description of the Strand street (and metaphorically the magazine) that 
appeared in the first issue seems to reflect Jabavu’s public persona almost to the T, making her a 
candidate faithful to the spirit of the very first publications.  
“It was never perhaps the haunt of genius, as the Fleet street tributaries were; it was never 
an Alsatia, as Whitefriars [monastery] was; or had it any of the interests of the City. But 
it had a little of all these things and the result is that the interest of the Strand is 
unique.”217 
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She was attuned to the needs of the metropolitan modernist as she was brought up within and 
connected to networks of “high culture” and simultaneously exhibiting all the appeal of the 
metropolitan modernists need to expand the geography of intellectual life as a woman of African 
origins. She wrote, “The New Strand that is in my mind’s eye is a platform for men and women 
who today wait in the wings of public life because they are young and therefore not yet 
prominent; but being young, vivid, racy, up-and-coming count and will do so in five, ten, fifteen 
years’ time when the rest of us won’t amount to a row of beans.”218 
Jabavu’s membership in the British metropolitan modernist-colonialist literary public sphere 
relied largely on her ‘expertise’ of Southern isiXhosa Africans, the ‘proof’ of which is found 
primarily in her two books. Even though she becomes editor of a literary magazine that 
represents itself through claims of cultural ‘Englishness’, one can argue that her visibility at that 
particular time hinged on her knowledge of her African origins.This is not to say that she 
replicates the imperial logic on a studied ‘Other’, though her texts could have been funnelled into 
British imperial projects because of the format of narrative presentation. Rather her books exhibit 
collusion of the logics and form of the mid-century British metropolitan modernist-colonialist 
literary public sphere and the logics and forms of the South African, black African, ‘converts’ 
public spheres. Whilst the production of those books was largely propelled by the British literary 
publics she participated in, the content of the texts represents her inheritance of a particular 
public articulation of a particular African intellectual public sphere. To read her writing and 
public participation as exclusively bound to a British colonial public and its logics, is to deny the 
trans-spatial quality of European modernity (as dominant narrative) and coloniality (as structural 
configurations of power).  
The African public spheres from whence she came 
 
Xaba states that, “Noni’s journey had begun so much earlier than her lived life.”219 Jabavu was 
born into the elite public of the amagqoboka,220 those South African black Africans (isiXhosa 
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speaking in her case) who had in the early nineteenth century been “pierced”221 by encounters 
with British missionary ideologies and technologies and developed their own ‘republic of letter’. 
This public operated within and without of the context of the Cape liberal public sphere. The 
Cape Native Franchise based on the British Cape Colonial government allowed for a particular 
minor group of ‘educated natives’ to participate via limited voting rights that ‘guaranteed’ their 
representation in parliamentary decision-making processes. The former public was shaped by the 
limitations of the latter public whose criterion of participation which depended one’s status as 
landed, British educated and wealthy.222 
John Tengo Jabavu was a ferocious proponent of the amagqoboka public and participant in the 
Cape liberal public. In the case of the former public, he pioneered the isiXhosa current affairs 
periodical Imvo Zabantsundu (which was partially funded by the British Quaker Joshua 
Rowntree), where issues of modernity such as race, religion, government and politics were 
discussed. He was also part of the infamous delegation of South Africans who went to England 
to appeal to the Queen against the decision to unionise South Africa in 1909. He later lost much 
African support after he endorsed the 1913 Native Lands Act. In his biography of his father, D. 
D. T. acknowledged that his father, whilst being “the greatest pioneer our people ever had, the 
true Moses of the Bantu,”223 he nonetheless made two crucial mistakes after endorsing the Native 
Land Act that he would never recover from. J. T. Jabavu would not engage his critics and often 
would publicly dismiss or even ridicule opponents in his newspaper.224 In the 1914 Cape 
Provincial Council election, he ran against the eminent Xhosa politician Walter Rubusana (who 
had held the seat since 1910).225 In so doing, the black vote was split and in the end a white 
opponent, A. B. Payne, won the seat.226 
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Her maternal grandfather Elijah Makiwane was also a public intellectual figure. Makiwane was a 
Presbyterian minister ordained of the Free Church of Scotland in Macfarlan, who in his earlier 
days was a talented student of the African people’s college Lovdale (1865) and an editor of the 
college’s news publication Isigidimi Sama Xosa (1870- 1876), and was later succeeded by J. T. 
Jabavu (1881).227 His sister, Noni Jabavu’s great aunt, Daisy Makiwane Majombozi was a 
pioneering woman who was a mathmetician, civic servant and the first woman to work for Imvo 
Zabantsundu in the 1880s, one of the few women who were able to be “be more than a wife."228 
These relatives were publicly associated and in dialogue with the great South African 
intellectuals of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, as he stood alongside the likes of 
Tiyo Soga, John Knox Bokwe, Phambani Mzimba, Charlotte Maxeke, Z.K. Mathews, Selby 
Msimang, Sol Plaatjie, Rubusana and A.B. Xuma, in discussion around issues “pertaining to the 
rights to property, the vote, the provision of basic amenities such as housing, schools and health 
care to the non-Europeans sections of the population of the Union of South Africa.”229 The 
amagqoboka public found its articulation around the struggles, “on the one hand…to represent 
and make the masses intelligible to official discourse while on the other hand, their loyalty 
remained questionable not only in the eyes of the officials, but also of the masses they 
represented.”230 
To give a sense of the imagined worlds of and position held by J. T. Jabavu (and his coevals to 
large extent) in the cultural and political publics of early twentieth century South Africa – as 
described (however bias) by his son, Noni Jabavu’s father, Don Davidson Tengo Jabavu – the 
following was said about him:   
“A large number of the worthiest Europeans… the Rt. Hon Gen. J. C. Smuts, Prime 
Minister , Rt. Hon. F. S. Malan, Rt. Hon. J. X. Merriman [etc]... realise, as unprejudiced 
observers, that no other individual of the Bantu race has by his permanent ad verifiable 
deeds benefited so large a number of his people. He was the best interpreter of Native 
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aspirations to the Europeans, as also the truest interpreter of European statecraft to the 
Natives. 
He was the ideal balancer of race-adjustment striving for the best for all races, foolish 
action and the extravagant language of extremists...he stood among his people as did 
Peter the Great in Russia and Booker Washington, “the builder of a civilization” among 
the American Negroes. From the Cape to the Zambesi no single Native African has, for 
so long as he did, attracted the attention, drawn admiration, compelled the respect of 
white and black alike and commanded the ear of Government and the European Press.”231 
Her parents, D. D. T. Jabavu and Florence Tandiswa Jabavu (cee Makiwane), were both serious 
civic contributors, and her father a particularly vocal public intellectual as a participant of 
“nearly every government sponsored and extra-parliamentary conference.” 232 D. D. T. Jabavu 
was a Lovedale graduate, African languages scholar, author of clan geneologies, advocate for 
teachers and farmers, Methodist lay preacher, public speaker, journalist, university lecturer, 
educationist (founding member of the African people’s university Fort Hare) and political 
activist. Florence T. Jabavu was also a Lovedale graduate, who taught at Lovedale and after 
receiving a small grant from the New York-based Phelp-Stokes Fund, Florence launched the 
Zenzele (“Do it yourself”) movement in the Eastern Cape where she taught domestic skills to 
African women.233 Issues of infant mortality, home-made products and culinary diversity were 
shared; "In essence, she tried to reduce the negatives of "western civilization" - the reliance on 
false necessities (coffee and tea) and the obsession with cleanliness - with homegrown 
solutions."234 She was affectionately called "Nolwandle" meaning "Mother of the seas" - that is, 
mother of the children of a man who had been educated overseas.235 D. D. T. Jabavu "self-
consciously defined himself as a role model for other less fortunate Africans” as he insisted on 
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education as a means to elevate the standard of living of African people.236 Whilst his embrace of 
the Cape liberal traditions would (much like his father) lose him popular African support in his 
later years, he and his wife signified that cadre of early New Africans (early to mid-twentieth 
century) that made a name for themselves through their public engagement with civic and 
discursive spheres. What is more they were highly attuned to the publicity of their social, 
political and intellectual contributions; Jabavu herself marveling at how “people like my father 
managed to write and think, always exposed to the public gaze, to sociability.”237 
The likes of Ntongela Masilela, Thozama April, Hlonipha Mokoena, David Killingray and Chris 
Saunders have looked at the history of the members that peopled the public imagined here. What 
is always central is conveying that these people and the discursive words they created were those 
of fundamentally modern subjects grappling with the shifts and shafts of modernity. When 
referring to the concept of modernity, Partha Chatterjee sheds some light on what is often an all 
too illusive idea:  
“…modernity was put forward as the strongest argument in favour of the continued 
colonial subjection…the same logic of modernity [would] one day led us to the discovery 
that imperialism was illegitimate; independence was our desired goal. The burden of 
reason, dreams of freedom; the desire for power, resistance to power: all of these are 
elements of modernity. There is no promised land of modernity outside the network of 
power. Hence one cannot be for or against modernity; one can only devise strategies for 
coping with it… 
Ours is the modernity of the once-colonised. The same historical process that has taught 
us the value of modernity has also made us the victims of modernity. Our attitude to 
modernity, therefore, cannot but deeply be ambiguous…But this ambiguity does not stem 
from any uncertainty about whether to be for or against modernity. Rather, the 
uncertainty is because we know that to fashion the forms of our modernity, we need to 
have the courage at times to reject the modernities established by others.”238 
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The struggles of modernity in the context of South African intellectual history were the moments 
where black intellectuals claimed the apparatus and methodologies for public discoursing that 
were used to dominate them or as April states, it was the moment when “the black intellectuals 
appropriated the press as a means to establish themselves as modern subjects in direct opposition 
to the identities ascribed to them in the colonial ideology.”239 This is the basis on which we can 
consider the emergent publics of amakholwa or  amagqoboka. Jabavu comes from this lineage of 
intellectuals who navigated the burdens, pleasure and limitations of modernity; those “who first 
moved on from being 'native informants' of colonial administrators, missionaries and 
ethnographers to becoming authors and kholwa intellectuals in their own right.”240 
Part of this requires consideration of how unlike any other period in history, amakholwa or 
amagqoboka publics functioned both with relative autonomy but were linked to and shaped by 
transatlantic publics and transnational networks usually based on relations with different 
Christian religious groups or New Negro groups of the Americas. Her father had  David 
Killingray notes, prior to 1912, “Black South Africans in Britain [for example] had contact with 
all manner of people, but there were some who were particularly sympathetic to African needs 
and aspirations…Christian humanitarians, most notably Quakers, were among those most 
sympathetic and helpful to Africans.”241 This was very much the case for the Jabavu clan, as they 
had strong ties to prominent families of the Society of Friends or Quaker – the Cadburys, 
Crosfields (the family of Noni Jabavu’s third husband), Rowntrees and Clarks (who would be 
her guardians when she lived in England). According to Jabavu’s letters, these were upper class, 
York-based industrialists who had been associated with the Jabavu family since her grandfather 
expressed his anti-war opinion of the South African 1899-1902 war.242 She would grow up 
amongst these people as one of them as she spent her teen years and yearly adulthood in the care 
of Margaret Clark (nee Gillet) and her family. Margaret Clark, described by her son as “‘an 
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ordinary Quaker pacifist’ firmly opposed to the war,”243  had arrived in South Africa in 1905 
with a Quaker post-war relief mission (with the likes of social worker Emily Hobhouse).  At the 
time, Margaret Clark was “among the strongest Quaker advocates of female parliamentary 
suffrage”244 and associated with the anti-war sect of the British Quakers,245 in spite of her 
husband having a strong pro-war stance and having a strong relationship with General Jan Smuts 
– who Jabavu referred to as ‘Oom Jannie’ (Uncle).246 
More can be said in detail about Noni Jabavu’s parents and grandparents, the key emphasis is to 
show that there were discursive public spheres and their legacies that she would inherit. As is 
evident in her books, particularly in Ochre, the intellectual and social traditions of what Hlonipha 
Mokoena might call the amakholwa (“the believers”)247 or what Jabavu herself identifies as the 
amaqgqoboka are the experiences that are central subjects of her writing, experiences that she 
believes to be a part of South African history that inform her worldview/world-viewing abilities. 
During Jabavu’s visit to Johannesburg, her cousin has the following to say: “Your kind are 
among the last to taste those antique feasts of the spirit. Savour them, that your children may 
know what once was.”248This is precisely what she attempts to do. Like her intellectual 
ancestors, Jabavu was concerned with “packaging Native Life”,249 but more so a particular arena 
of that life that was becoming more rare. As she wrote, “I was in a special situation not only as 
one of two worlds because of my marriage, but because I was brought up in ‘the Colony’.”250 
The peoples of the amagqoboka publics and the New African publics are those she places as the 
central figures in her writing. Their discursive worlds are some of the things she grapples with in 
her texts and does so from the geographical and intellectual positioning of the post-war British 
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literary modernist metropole. I highlight this because part of the discursive marginalization that 
Jabavu has experienced in South African histories attempting to decolonialise, does not tak 
seriously the historical existential dilemmas of the amagqoboka publics and the New African 
publics that she inherits. Yet, as Ntongela Masilea puts forward, “The importance of Noni 
Jabavu in all of these complicated intellectual relationships is that she represents a termination of 
a particular Xhosa intellectual tradition whose origins are locatable in Tiyo Soga.”  
As a black African woman producing work ‘native life’ from the geographical location of the 
British bourgeois, modernist metropolitan, her representation of African experiences signifies 
different things and serves different outlooks. The very amagqoboka of her fathers generation 
and earlier, many international travellers, educated and ‘westernised’ like herself, are not a group 
she herself can be narrowly fitted into. Jabavu represents the amagqobokaazengolwandle – the 
‘converted ones of overseas’ – and so represents a different moment. 
What does it mean for her to write these worlds into discursive being within the framework of 
her geographical positioning? Whilst, emerging during a time where ‘insider’ authored literature 
that was not supposedly “explicitly” political could be used as an example of the “good native” 
or “assimilant”, it becomes important to consider her work in terms of how the “early history of a 
method, theory or body of material does not determine its future use.”251Chapter Three considers 
how Jabavu’s books navigate the concerns that arise with the condition of amagqoboka in greater 
detail. 
‘Noni on Wednesday’ 
 
When Jabavu arrives in South Africa in 1977 to do research for a book she was writing about her 
family history, she wrote a weekly column for that year titled “Noni on Wednesday” for the East 
London based periodical, Daily Dispatch. At the time, anti-apartheid activist and journalist 
Donald Woods was editor-in-chief and would be banned from South Africa later that year for his 
political activism. In over thirty columns, she discusses her personal experiences of family, 
literature, travels, her then residency in Kenya, writing, clan migrations, music, class, racism, 
nationalism, her personal conservativisms and the issues of the society. Whilst the newspaper did 
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not reach beyond the southern and eastern parts of South Africa, her participation is still 
discursively significant. Jabavu puts forward the politics and history of black African life in 
relation to the vicissitudes of European modernity-coloniality through the theme of the everyday, 
ordinary encounters and musings of life. Similar to her novels which will be discussed later, the 
nature of her participation in this newspaper offers up her attempts at strategically presenting an 
African’s life experiences of the modern/colonial discursive and material worlds. In addition, she 
wrote her life worlds into existence in a newspaper that had a predominantly white and male 
authorship. 
In one article, she described her arrival in South Africa and how every moment since was “a 
minor or major trauma”.252 Jabavu considers how she is treated with scrutiny and kaleidoscope 
of reactions because of being British passport holder since 1933 then by marriage in 1945 and 
1951, and then how she has to move through the land of her birth as a foreigner with a three-
month visitor’s visa; “Imagine, I count as a foreigner now, although I was born in South  Africa 
nearly sixty years ago!”253 These sorts of experiences underlie moments when she states that 
neither South Africa and England are her ‘homeland’; stating, “I don’t have one.”254 
Prompted by listening to George Frideric Handel’s Messiah, Jabavu considered the condition of 
being black in South Africa as one of being “despised and rejected.” Like so many black South 
Africans before her, she uses those European inheritances to make a political point about the 
oppressive conditions African peoples lived under. In this article, she described how one would 
start your day off with gaiety: 
 “Then out of the blue, after you’ve left your humble home you are suddenly refused the 
service you need and which is your due, and for which you have the money to pay. You 
find yourself confronted by a scowl, a stare, a refusal. This is a rejection, is it not? You’re 
being treated as less than human. It overwhelms you. And you become “acquainted with 
grief”. Your bright day clouds over, for you have been diminished, reduced to a nothing, 
without having harmed anyone. To collect your senses in such a situation is not easy.”255 
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During these columns, Jabavu would criticize the apartheid system and practices of ‘whiteness’. 
From describing how South African white people understood ‘white’ as synonymous with 
‘national’ (and thus having “the power to declare that ‘unequal facilities are equal’”256) to 
considering how European and South African white people touring African residencies was a 
repugnant form of tourism that emanated from their own lack of cultural history, she reflected on 
some of the issues plaguing her society.257Clear that white supremacy was what was plaguing 
society, Jabavu wrote that: “It’s a mistake for us dark ones to think that all whites are cruel… 
Many of them too, are trapped by the authority which dictates what a certain colour person may 
do or may not do.”258 
However, much of the time Jabavu did not write about what nationalists declare as‘political’ 
topics – supposedly because they did not speak in the political jargon of state and party politics. 
The very month that Steve Biko was killed, Jabavu makes no reference to the event or its 
significations. Jabavu often stated that she does not understand much of what happens in South 
Africa, and thus leads her not to comment on these events. In one article, she stated that some 
compatriots believed that she could never understand what our South African apartheid stands 
for;“Its glorious meaning is beyond you. It may addle your brain if you try to make 
comparisons!”259 
Yet, as the work of many feminist and decolonial thinkers has indicated, the private and personal 
is political. Sharing the stories of one’s family history, tastes in music and literature, ideas about 
travel, ethnic groups, romantic relationships, the networks of people she was associated with etc, 
is to present that which was historically denied by logics and narratives of British imperialism: 
that black people are human beings with histories, ideas and values. To share stories of the daily, 
mundane issues of life and muse on their implications for the sake of musing as a black woman is 
an important historical subversion of the discursive worlds that sought to deny black people not 
only the opportunity to do so but deny their capacity to do so as human beings. 
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In these columns shows her all-embracing global orientations as she employs the ideas, rhetorical 
devices and literary images she has gathered from the places she has travelled and resided; from 
places in east and Southern Africa, the Caribbean, north and central America and Europe.Writing 
about love, Jabavu does so through the languages of both British poets (like Lord Byron, John 
Keats and Percy B. Shelley) and through the African-American jazz musicians (such as Nat King 
Cole).260 Yet she also considers the limitations she experiences based on her migratory lifestyle: 
“I reply in old-fashioned, atavistic Xhosa language, for I am a Swahili and Kikuyu and Nandi 
and Kisii speaker nowadays.”261She also indicates an explicit class awareness and even 
prejudice. When talking about romantic entanglements, Jabavu describe being involved with 
different husbands and men of different cultures and creeds but what they had in common were 
that they were of the same social class. 262 
Jabavu also reveals a self-awareness of participating in a public sphere with an audience. In 
many of the articles she seems to look the audience in the eye. She wants to engage her audience, 
not stay within herself. In one instance, when she addressed her audience she does so on the 
basis of the political urgency for people living in a segregated society need to be speaking across 
spaces divided by race, class and age. “It’s not easy for us South Africans to communicate with 
one another. We are prevented by all sorts of laws, rules, regulations…”263 
She both addresses white English speaking readers (who were the historical target audience of 
Daily Dispatch) but also to a growing cadre of young black educated people.Sometimes she 
would speak like an African elder telling stories to the younger generations. Describing the 
nature of the iinstomi264 tradition in southern Africa, Hofmeyer wrote: 
“One of the most enduring stereotypes in southern African oral literary studies is that of 
woman-as-storyteller. Almost invariably a grandmother, preferably seated in the vicinity 
of a fire, this figure has dominated virtually all local research into oral narrative. As one 
study of the Xhosa ntsomi notes, “That the woman in particular keeps folktale traditions 
alive is attested to by various researchers amongst various cultural groups”…The genius 
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of the storyteller is to be discovered in her ability to work within the tradition, the 
imitative part of her art, as she simultaneously gives her audiences new insights into 
ancient images by using them to give form to their contemporary world, the innovative 
part of her performance.”265 
We might consider Jabavu topresents a similar approach at times, according to the own 
idiosyncratic aesthetics and ideas according to her world and words.266LikeXhosa nstomi, she 
seeks to faithful represent a shared repository of images and ideas that she is not necessarily 
confined by. Like the traditional storyteller, she is an observer in society. She learns from social 
observations and popular rhetorical forms, and reiterated what she sees in her own ways. 
Jabavu’s columns whilst staged on a platform that dictates certain ways of expressing her 
knowledge (that is inherited from logics and forms of British journalism) she still manages to 
present a form of discoursing that has historical lineage in African oral traditions as well as the 
literary history of the amagqoboka in her full usage of the technologies of the printing press, 
whilst still taking stock of the European literary culture she has been trained to use to express 
certain thoughts and feelings. 
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CHAPTER THREE: “A path out of the woods”: Experiencing the vicissitudes of 
modernity-coloniality 
 
Experiences of modernities for African peoples in recent histories has been characterized by 
reclamations of what it means to be self-constituting, self-governing peoples, in order to 
transcend the discursive violences of coloniality that manifested in ontological violences. Part of 
this meant navigating the different layers of the metaphysical ordering of being ‘African’, in 
relation to the false narrative of European colonial metaphysical arrangements. South African 
anti-colonial educationist, humanist, author and public intellectual Es’kia Mphaphele wrote of 
this condition so poignantly in the realm of education in Africa: 
“And so here I am, an ambivalent character. But I'm nothing of the oversimplified and 
sensationalized Hollywood version of a man of two worlds. It is not as if I were pinned 
on a rock, my legs stretched in opposite directions. Education sets up conflicts but also 
reconciles them in degrees that depend on the subject's innate personality equipment. It 
seems to me a writer in an African setting must possess this equipment and must strive 
toward some workable reconciliation inside himself. It is an agonizing journey. It can 
also be humiliating to feel that one has continually to be reassessing oneself with 
reference to the long line of tradition he has entered - the tradition of the West. How else? 
I have assimilated the only education the West had to offer me. I was brought up on 
European history and literature and religion and made to identify with European heroes 
while African heroes were being discredited, except those that became Christians or 
signed away their land and freedom, and African gods were being smoked out. I later 
rejected Christianity. And yet I could not return to ancestral worship in any overt way. 
But this does not invalidate my ancestors for me. Deep down there inside my agnostic 
self, I feel a reverence for them.”267 
With a similar feeling, Edward Said reflected: 
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“I found myself becoming an entirely Western person; both at college and in graduate 
school I studied literature, music and philosophy, but none of it had anything to do with 
my own tradition. In the Fifties and early Sixties students from the Arab world were 
almost invariably scientists, doctors and engineers, or specialists in the Middle East, 
getting degrees at places like Princeton and Harvard and then, for the most part, returning 
to their countries to become teachers in universities there. I had very little to do with 
them, for one reason or another, and this naturally increased my isolation from my own 
language and background.”268 
In relation to this condition of European modernity-coloniality Africans experience, the 
following chapter will consider how Noni Jabavu navigated similar conditionsin her two books 
Drawn in Colour (1960) and The Ochre People (1963). 
Drawn in Colour: African Contrasts is an exploration of some experiences of being African in 
these contexts. In these texts, Noni Jabavu comes to explore the histories and sociologies of what 
it means to self-constitute as a person of African origins in the history of the making of 
modern/colonial Southern Africa. In The Ochre People, Jabavu uses historical and social 
anthropological approaches to represent the history of the making of amaqgoboka, the social 
experiencing of those people in changing climates and her own self-constitution in relation to 
those histories and experiences. In both texts, the underlying creative tension is the sense of 
uncertainties and instabilities of African existences that emerge from varying experiences of 
social, cultural and epistemological Westernization: 
“…later, as I have said, our younger generation were to disintegrate, since with us the 
inroads of western modernity are corroding or qualitatively changing still more of what 
we retain in customary attitudes than they had done in our parents in their day. One 
realises the depth of these foundations in us, since despite the inevitable corrosions and 
changes, I and my coevals retain as much as we do of the Southern Bantu psychology our 
society has handed down.”269 
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Jabavu’s narratives become nodes for the exploration of alternate narrative expressions of 
modernity as the ways in which European influences in Africa are not only identified as imperial 
impositions but are considered in the ways that Africans themselves initiate and negotiate those 
influences. At a meta-narrative level, Jabavu’s own writing style is a reflection of that 
negotiating as her mode of expression is an entanglement of African and European narrative 
expressions and devices. Underlying the content and form of her writing then is the modern-
colonial phenomenon of navigating and negotiating the ambivalences produced by that same 
phenomenon. This was a challenge faced by African people’s and their descendants before her. 
As political activist, early African National Congress leader and critical commentator, Richard 
Victor Selope Thema explained (almost one hundred years ago): 
“The new life has come, and with it we have to swim or sink in its sea of problems. We 
cannot survive the disintegrating and demoralising forces of this new life unless we adapt 
ourselves to its conditions. And if we must survive, we shall have to do what the 
American Negroes have done – adapt ourselves to our new environment. That it is to say, 
we should assimilate as far as possible the good things of Western civilisation and discard 
those that are bad.”270 
The historical effects of the “pace of Westernised life”271 amongst her South African family and 
their various social networks, generate a sense of ‘in-betweenness’ that she dramatizes by 
geographically distinguishing the rural dwellers with the urban dwellers, the southerners with the 
east Africans. However, this distinguishing gesture is always contrasted to her own shifting 
positionalities. Part of Jabavu’s argument is that those of her generation are caught up in 
‘between two worlds’ but that that condition was “physically dramatized in [her] case, living in 
Europe and in Africa”.272She is African and European, foreign and native, insider and outsider. 
This ‘betweenness’ is made to be undesirable and inconvenient in the eyes of coercive, apartheid 
state rule and the British imperial project as not holding to a pre-assigned category of 
personhood enabled a level of violence and alienation from the basic respects towards human 
beings. 
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Drawn in Colour is Jabavu’s first attempt to consider the contemporary conditions of then 
contemporary amagqoboka (those who come from a history of ‘conversion’ or ‘westernisation’) 
and does so through comparison of the vicissitudes of amagqoboka of different geo-political 
regions in Africa, from the perspective of a ‘returnee’. The sense of existing apart from the world 
that she grew up in is heightened by her overseas residency and citizenship. When in Eastern 
Africa, she attempts to find a shared ‘Bantu’ heritage with East African people but finds herself 
more on the outside than before. In a review of V. S. Naipual’s The Middle Passage in 1982, 
Jabavu discusses the condition of being an outsider in lands that she hopes to find some kinship 
with. Much like Naipaul, she was cultivated within the ranks of British intellectual elites. As 
such, she displays an affinity to the sense of alienation a colonial émigré might experience on 
returning to be amongst other once/colonised people. She wrote: 
“And because I am a black South African, I expected to feel a sense of community with 
these Western Hemisphere inhabitants whose political and social freedoms I had long 
envied in my imagination. 
Yet I was disturbed, dismayed to find myself haunted by an inability to enjoy living in 
this reputedly most beautiful of enchanting islands.”273 
She then quoted certain passages from The Middle Passage to highlight Naipauls exposition of 
the uncertainties, alienation experienced by ‘insiders’ returning to the colonised land of their 
origins. Yet what makes her review interesting is in the differences she noted between once-
colonised people of West Indian and African origins:  
Reading these, I ask myself: had I not reacted, despite breathtakingly romantic 
surroundings, to an atmosphere which Mr. Naipaul sorrowfully describes as "desolation"? 
Rootlessness, a historical sense of dereliction, absence of tradition, search for identity – 
these characteristics impressed me during conversations with West Indians. 
The sense of trying to seek out a shared sense of community based on shared values and 
practices is a well-documented venture for once-colonised people of the African diaspora. For 
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Jabavu, the attempt to find kinship with east African people of Uganda was a difficult and 
discouraging journey for Jabavu. In part because of the actual social and cultural difference 
between Baganda traditions and practices and both her own Xhosa South African and British 
traditions. In part because her lens for navigating these traditions were coloured by colonial 
logics of the ‘Other’. Many of the traditional and (then) contemporary social, political and 
cultural practises of Ugandan peoples shocked and even repelled her. Yet, what is so important is 
that when Jabavu is faced with her own limitations, she considers the origins and patterns of the 
attitudes. Part of potentially moving beyond one’s prejudices is acknowledging that one holds a 
certain prejudice. Consider how Jabavu grapples with her personal prejudices: 
“But try as I would, things came to pass that when compelled to leave my house to go 
shoppingor visit people, I found I was averting my eyes so as not to see ‘the Natives’…I 
looked right through them as though they did not exist. 
Such conflict between common sense, emotion, human values inculcated during one’s 
childhood – would it not tear a person to pieces? I was torn and therefore tried all the 
harder to think, since the attempt to think things out was another of those habits 
inculcated during the formative years. I tried to analyse the positon of finding that I felt 
like a prejudiced person.”274 
Some these concerns still remain unresolved today. The political orientations of her readers of 
the day colour that which they note and that which they do not. To express the difficulty of 
discovering differences made Jabavu unpopular amongst some groups. A review of Drawn 
appeared in the Marxist magazine Labour Review. Titled “Évolués” – which is a French term 
that denotates an African person who ‘evolved’ through process of Europeanisation in their 
education and who might share predominantly European values and views – the reviewer argued 
that Jabavu’s African ‘aristocratic’ background and British upbringing inform her “occasionally 
accurate descriptions, superficial judgements, women’s-journal philosophy, whimsy and 
astonishing anti-black racial prejudice.”275 This is followed with the observation that, “The result 
is distress, and the style, never literary and often tasteless, conforms with the ultimate triviality of 
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her outlook.”276 The review shares a few positive aspects of Jabavu’s text but ultimately brands it 
“irritating”, “tribalist” and believes her to exhibit “narrow and ludicrously anachronistic” 
attitudes; “In her hands it remains the vacuous pastime of a little woman, rather like tatting or 
embroidery.”277 
Then on the other hand, Jabavu became a case for British conservativism. Scottish journalist 
Charles Neal Ascherson, wrote the following in the 1828-founded British conservative magazine 
The Spectator:  
“Drawn in Colour is a book by an African which will upset many other Africans. In a 
season of facile oratory about negritude and the African Personality, Miss Jabavu argues 
with all her heart that some peoples in the continent are naturally enlightened and others 
are depraved. In a period which regards the grant of political liberty as a second baptism 
conferring all-effective grace, she contends that the Africans who have had to struggle 
against a white settler minority are doubly blessed. As a South African, she came to 
rejoice in ‘this very clash, the coming explosion being built up here in the South that was 
precipitating me and mine into the twentieth century...”278 (Emphasis added). 
 
He continued to explain that her observations of people of Baganda (present day Uganda) made 
her bitterly disillusioned and, “reversed all her judgments and decided that the injustices of her 
own land were an invigorating force.”279 
After considering how she herself felt and acted like a prejudiced person, Jabavu wrote further: 
 “This business of feeling impelled to try to ‘like’ and ‘be nice to those natives I knew’ 
was a dilemma. To my dismay, I saw I was now in the same boat as those whom we 
Southerners call slightingly ‘liberals’, meaning white people whose brain and sense, 
education or conviction tell them there’s no reason not to like us blacks; but whose 
emotions are rooted, as evidently mine were too, in an instinctive revulsion from a way of 
life more primitive than their own. Instead of sorting individuals out as friends according 
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ot interests and habits in common, such liberals… tried to like ‘blacks’ but couldn’t quite 
make it. For how can you like people because you cerebrate about it in an emotional 
vacuum? Is it true that one only begins to like or love, even merely tolerate perhaps, 
primarily if one’s emotions are free from the effects of hock or hurt or ‘fear of the 
unknown’ – as much where groups are concerned as where it’s a question of 
individuals?”280 
How do the reviewers’ observations stand when one reflects on the Jabavu’s acknowledgement 
and painful considerationsof her prejudices? Jabavu eventually locates this prejudice in a disdain 
for practices of incest and other sexual behaviours that Jabavu was told were a practice of some 
of these people. We could also consider her feelings to be in small part compelled by her sister’s 
unhappy marriage to a Ugandan man. However, there is no denying that Jabavu attempts to self-
reflect on the patterns of her thoughts in personally challenging ways. Jabavu actively wrestles 
with what it means to be of African descent at a time when African unity was the desperate cry 
from all corners of the continent. Jabavu unsettles claims of intrinsic African unity. Consider the 
following:  
“I came to realise that the depressed state I was in was due to my having built more on to 
the concept ‘Bantu’ than it warranted. I was to blame, not my Eastern or even 
Interlacustrine fellows. They were not tainted by ideas about ethnic links that some of us, 
especially down South, derive from the Western language we speak in common with one 
another along with our own, and which disseminates philosophies about cultures being 
related through language, religion, myths and such things. These fellow Bantu thought in 
their own way; one tribe felt no link with the next, as of olden days. Why should they feel 
I was one of them when I wasn’t? They had seen it first, my fault for having taken so 
long.”281 
In A to Z Women in World History, like in many other responses to Jabavu, her focus in Ochre 
on situations where cordial or affable racial relations exists are taken as a disavowal or avoidance 
of the racialized institutionalism and racist confrontations that existed at the time.282 This is 
attributed to Jabavu’s elite social and political standing. One review of the international 
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magazine The New African, argued that, “The prevailing mood is nostalgia, harking back to the 
"old days", when Black and White lived side by side (no buffer strips then) in an atmosphere of 
tolerance and mutual respect. Whether these "old days" were as idyllic as pictured by Miss 
Jabavu, is open to question.”283In a passing assessment in Rachel Heidi Moffats PhD on African 
travel writing, render her work completely apolitical, suggesting that the personal is not political. 
She stated: “Indeed, Jabavu‘s narratives revolve around personal, rather than national conflicts. 
Her reflections on the impact of Western culture do not drive the plot as firmly as the death of 
her brother, her sister‘s marital problems and her jealousy of her stepmother.”284 Moffat 
overstates the prominence of the narrator’s ‘jealousy of her stepmother’. More importantly, the 
plot is driven by personal life that then enables an exploration of the impact of Western cultures 
in an organic and honest manner, that reflects memoir-style narratives. Her texts either were 
glorified by white conservatives, disregarded by those of Africanist or socialist affiliations or 
accepted by moderates looking to visibalise a black woman writer.  
 
Of being and ambivalences 
 
Locating Jabavu as someone actively dealing with the entanglements of multiple converging and 
diverging concepts of being human – from British imperial logics to African humanisms – 
enables us to consider the significance of new, dynamic approaches to the self-articulated, 
cultural archives of once-colonised peoples. Social, political, geographical, discursive and 
existential ambivalences in the context of African experiences of modernity-colonial encounters 
are at the heart of Jabavu’s narratives. Not only is the content of Jabavu’s work self-consciously 
concerned with the nature of contradictions and uncertainties that belie the colonial experiences 
in Africa, her existential locations in the modernist-colonialist discursive worlds suggest one 
straddling multiple identities according to the demands of the space. Some of the reviews of her 
books and responses to her during the 1960s indicate the lack of careful consideration for the 
contrasts and dexterities of the ideas, narrated human interactions and personal experiences that 
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texture Jabavu’s work. These sorts of simplifications deny the complexity of negotiations that 
underlie the experiences that inform the texts, the writing style of the texts and the circulation of 
them as literary historical artefacts. 
 
In the author’s note, Jabavu positions her narrative around histories of experiencing “contact 
with Westernisation” and differentiated histories of that contact.285 She contends that: 
“Like so many so-called Westernised southern Bantu families, we were bound to behave 
in a proper manner, according to the dictates of the life old and new, the essence of our 
African life which outsiders tend to interpret as ‘spoilt by Europeanisation’. In fact, it is 
neither spoilt nor improved, it is simply different from what it used to be because of the 
elements from English and Boer life which have impinged on us.”286 
In Ochre, Jabavu considered how amagqoboka exist in often unstable states of un-/belonging as 
they are seen by much of their society as isolated or cut off from indigenous social practices due 
to their participation in European social, political and cultural practices. Part of understanding 
that ways of life are ‘simply different’ from what they used to be required Jabavu to recognise 
some level of depredation of indigenous cultures that occurs when dominating foreign cultures 
express themselves on indigenous peoples. Yet, unlike many of the analyses of black experiences 
of once-colonised people that would follow hers, Jabavu retains a sense of acceptance and even 
optimism in certain indestructible tenats of indigenous life, that the traumas of coloniality cannot 
dissuade. Throughout there is an attempt to portray a “symbiosis of custom and modernity”287 as 
she herself put it. She wrote:  
“Our generations were to disintegrate, since with us the inroads of western modernity are 
corroding or qualitatively changing still more of what we retain in customary attitudes 
than they had done in our parents in their day. One realises the depth of these foundations 
in us, since despite the inevitable corrosions and changes, I and my coevals retain as 
much as we do the Southern Bantu psychology our society has handed down.”288 
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Whilst this attitude, that reviews have found ‘nostalgic’ or even out of touch, is fostered by the 
cushioning of an elite African family and having lived the life of an upper class English woman, 
Jabavu’s representation of the fluidity and relative contentment of amagqoboka is one that still is 
aware of the ambivalences of coloniality/modernity. The children and grandchildren of 
amagqoboka, Jabavu iterates,stand with an inherited chasm that yawns at their feet even as they 
rejoice in the framework that produced them.289 The common denominators of “hesitations, 
prevarications, obduracies, step forward, step backward”290  characterise their navigation of 
space and time in their indigenous communities and her own experiences beyond this.  
In a 1963 review of The Ochre People (1963)for The New African, Ursula Laredo argues that the 
title of the book is misleading because the focus is not in fact on the ‘unconverted’, ‘ochre’ 
African people who maintain more traditional lifestyles.291 The title might suggest something 
else. The ‘ochre’ people are the referent against which the amagqoboka are continually 
compared. Consider kholwa intellectual Mangema Fuze’s title of his first book Abantu 
Abamnyama (Black People and Whence They Came) (1922), that traces the historical lineages of 
black peoples in southern Africa. In a book that tries to conceptualise the modern condition of 
being amagqoboka, to name the book The Ochre People is to consider from whence they came. 
It is to consider the historical identification of difference that projected them into being. Rather 
than misleading, the titling can be considered to reference the historical lineage of the making of 
peoples she presents.  
Being that amagqoboka exist in relation to the ochre people (the ‘converted’ always tethered to 
those not converted), titling the book as such further highlights the precarious position of the 
inhabitants of Jabavu’s South African life. Amagqoboka descendants were becoming 
increasingly unstable social positioning or identity due to the growing effects of apartheid. She 
notes the shifts with the increasing violations and destructions that came with the apartheid 
system. From the land dispossessions and forced removals of ‘influx control’ apartheid laws to 
the increasing state militarization and violence following the Sharpeville Massacre of 1960, the 
South African life Jabavu knew was not only distant but a historical rarity.   
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What enables Jabavu to express a sense of rootedness, however, is her continual sense of having 
a history and origins. In a review of V. S. Naipual’s The Middle Passage in 1982, Jabavu wrote 
that: 
“As an African, I possessed a heritage embedded in my language, tribal loyalties, stored 
treasures of legends, events. Do not these give any African a fortunate sense of 
continuity? Whatever deprivations apartheid imposes on us in my own country, these can 
never efface the strengths and traditions of our people.292 
The “strengths and traditions” of her people are precisely that which she attempted to share in 
her own narrative texts. Readers are made to consider how once-colonised people retain a sense 
of indigeneity within the context of encroaching external cultural influences and, with some 
degree of collective agency, reinvent what it means to be African with all the vicissitudes of 
encountering and making modernity-coloniality. 
 
Much like her contemporary Es’kia Mphahlele announced, Jabavu’s articulations of modern 
African self-constitution is mediated by the dynamics of being a person of “two worlds.”293 
England was her “other homeland,”294 as she refers to it. Whilst Jabavu’s two books narrate the 
worlds of African people’s, British societies stand either as minor or absent referents. British 
material resources and discursive practices are used to communicate the worlds of her African 
people. For the ardent African Afro-centric, imperial form retains imperial logics that would 
continually represent an Africa that emerges from the mechanisms of the European gaze, with 
the imperial construction of Europe being the specter that haunts/informs the representation of 
African worlds. Initially, we could consider this ambivalence in the following ways:  
“It is not the Colonialist Self or the Colonized Other, but the disturbing distance in-
between that constitutes the figure of colonial otherness—the White man’s artifice 
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inscribed on the black man’s body. It is in relation to this impossible object that emerges 
the liminal problem of colonial identity and its vicissitudes.”295 
Toni Morrison argues that there exists distinct approaches when one considers the history of 
enslaved people’s literature:  
“One: "This is my historical life - my singular, special example that is personal, but that 
also represents the race." Two: "I write this text to persuade other people - you, the 
reader, who is probably not black - that we are human beings worthy of God's grace and 
the immediate abandonment of slavery."”296 
Similarly, we could consider Jabavu’s texts to both represent a personal but broadly applicable 
experience of an ethnic group as well as an attempt to persuade the British modernist-colonialist 
of the humanness of her people. Jabavu’s narratives do relate a similar navigation of audiences in 
the way that the register of enslaved people's narratives used “wiles in dealing with”297 the 
authorities of their times. As Morrison suggests, “There was a careful selection of the instances 
that they would record and a careful rendering of those that they chose to describe.”298In making 
this link to the history of enslaved people’s literatures is to locate Jabavu in that long and global 
history of writing by once-colonised people within imperial public spheres.  
Alice Deck going into greater detail in an article on Zora Neal Hurston and Noni Jabavu, 
suggests that their writings were attempts to shorten the distance between the Colonialist self and 
Colonised Other. Deck argues that in the cases of both Hurston and Jabavu, the narrators appear 
not to, “complain about the social condition of his or her particular ethnic group…[or] lament the 
injustices white Americans or Europeans have inflicted on their particular communities, but 
insist on a bicultural identity that allows them to pinpoint the cultural contrasts and equivalences 
between the ethnic communities in which they were born and the white communities in which 
they were educated and, in some cases, eventually chose to reside.”299 Deck goes on to argue that 
Jabavu, like Hurston, provides an autoethnographic work that aimed to “demonstrate the basic 
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humanity of [her] peoples to an audience of readers living outside of the particular communities 
under scrutiny.”300 In an anthology on women writing in history, in the profile on Jabavu they 
write, “…largely because of her interracial and international background that Jabavu began 
writing her memoirs. An English friend encouraged her to stop reminiscing about her African 
heritage and to start writing it down. Jabavu took her friend’s advice.”301 However, it is far more 
than that simplification. Being that Jabavu published in the British metropolitan, at the behest of 
her British contemporaries, her work would be guided by an expected elite British readership. As 
such, it would make sense that Jabavu would attempt to humanise historically dehumanised 
people, and more so, display the civility of her own people – as civility was a guiding feature of 
high culture in the British context she found herself a part of. This has particular resonance when 
one considers what Peter Kalliney raised regarding the way in which black cultural producers 
would “discourse of high aesthetics and the figure of the polite man of letters”302 to gain entry in 
British literary publics and access to opportunities tied to the institutions of those publics. 
 
The presentations of amagqoboka, whilst can be argued to exhibit explicit bias in favour of the 
values espoused by amagqoboka, is neither romantic nor nostalgic, as some reviewers have 
contended.303In a colum written for Daily Dispatch, Jabavu wrote:  
“And speaking of cultures, one must remember that they are not static, not granite-like, 
immovable, as Afrikaner culture has been ordered to be by its rulers. The contiguity of 
the world’s nation - and it’s a small world now - causes interaction and change whether 
we like it or not.”304 
Naturally then one can understand how she would approach the condition of ubugqobokaas one 
of historical and global dialecticism, absorbing those elements of incoming culture that were 
found valuable and repudiating those that were incompatible.305 African traditions of social 
behaviours of her peoples are not overly-praised or denied. On many occasions, the narrator 
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indicates where “isiko [indigenous customs] cannot always reconcile complex inner feelings.”306 
In many other situations, she feels the gaping failure of English tools of communication. In her 
third editorial for the New Strand, Jabavu describes her long-standing frustrations with writing 
narratives in English. She explained how she kept unconsciously trying to make the English 
language sound and read like her mother tongue isiXhosa. Though a continual struggle, one 
etched into the fibre of her narratives, this became part of her self-articulation as a writer. She 
wrote: "It was an event not unlike falling in love. It was bigger by far, for I was on the threshold 
of a love-affair with language – a phenomenon which, unlike the other kind, kindles inspirations 
that endure...The exploration promises to be endless."307 Aware that she consciously struggles to 
curb the manifestation of linguistic impulses inherited from her mother tongue, as we see in both 
her narrative texts, Jabavu continues to attempt to express isiXhosa thoughts in English formats – 
that was the struggle of presenting the entanglements of modernity-coloniality. At the time, few 
African women were critically discoursing about their own languages and the cultural history 
behind them. 
Whilst many reviews found her attention to language and linguistics tedious or laboured, 
Gordimer shares a different appreciation: 
“Noni Jabavu’s ear…she nets every nuance of our South African English speech, and she 
is able to convey, in English, the subtle complexity of Bantu languages in a manner that 
makes it all as miraculously clear as a glass of water. No one has ever been able to do 
this, for me, before. Then there is her way of moving through the familiar landscape: the 
villages and houses we know too well to see, anymore – until suddenly there they are, 
new, blinding, through her awareness of them.”308 
This was not an act of translating the isiXhosa language to make her people more palatable or to 
speak on behalf of them. Rather, Jabavu interprets those aspects of isiXhosa language that open 
up the creative tensions of the modern condition of amaqgoboka through the linguistic currencies 
of her day.  In the author’s note of The Ochre People, Jabavu invites in her isiXhosa-speaking 
audience: “May I have a word surreptitiously with Xhosa-speaking readers - ‘bite their ear’, as 
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we say?”309 She points out that she could not reconcile herself with some of the modern isiXhosa 
orthography and as such chose to relate her own “erratic spelling.”310 Jabavu argues that her 
inclination to older isiXhosa orthography is only fitting for a language that so “dominantly 
vocalic in character” requires “nothing short of a new script [to] be devised.”311  Jabavu 
continues: “The roman is not suitable, and will always make for troublesome - and ugly - reading 
and writing.”312 Much like the author’s note of her previous book that acknowledges her 
allegiances to “two worlds with two loyalties,”313 here too the contradiction arises when she 
‘apologetically’ invites the English-speaking reader:  
“For I have here and there unconsciously inflicted [an English] word according to Xhosa 
rules in trying to convey a non-English thought. When my publishers’ reader pointed out 
that it was an invented construction, I decided to risk letting it remain because it seemed 
to me that the ‘new’ word came closer to the meaning I hoped to render than the one 
which would have been grammatically correct.”314 
The narratives do not present an essentialist view of African peoples and their ethics. Perhaps, as 
Grant Farred proposes with regards to the influence of the socio-political position of Stuart Hall, 
Jabavu's middle/upper class Anglo-British locations might have created her dislike "for 
nationalist formations of the anti- or postcolonial variety [that] was at once a theoretical and 
political position and, as ironically, a marker of his integration into English “national” life.”315 
There is an understanding that ethics of indigenous origins do not reside in the souls of black 
folks, but exist according to the frequency of the practicing of those ethics. When Jabavu arrived 
at the airport in the early stages of narrative in Drawn and is assailed with clamouring members 
of the press, she explained, “what took my breath away was that black men were being every 
whit as impersonal, unfeeling as white. Africans who are inclined to the idea of ‘Pan-Africanism’ 
as many are in recent years, claim that black people have the quality of ubuntu human feeling, 
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and that white people lack it. Well, here was sophisticated westernisation in both colours, white 
and black.”316 
When technologies and ideologies of European origins taken up by her people, they do not 
abandon African practices all together – simply those that no longer have relevance to their 
lifestyles, much in the same way certain European notions hold no relevance. In so doing, Jabavu 
positioned herself as uniquely attentive to the sociological phenomenon of coloniality/modernity. 
She wrote: 
“Some of us moderns sometimes benefit from the effects of recondite things like 
‘extended family’ of olden days, whereas observers carelessly assert that ‘Westernised 
blacks are but poor copies of the white man’. To this I and ‘cousins’ like these can scoff: 
‘How ignorant some observers and self-styled expertscan be about “us Kaffirs”!’ Indeed 
how can they help being so, forced as they are by the present political dispensation to 
observe us from a distance which distorts and throws little light on our lives as we live 
them?”317 
Nadine Gordimer’s review of Drawn in Colour: African Contrasts, is one of the only reviews of 
her time that provides more complex, rich and nuanced interpretations of Jabavu’s work. 
Gordimer captured some of the key elements that follow in this discussion and the ideas that 
animate my interest in Jabavu.318  Gordimer starts off interrogating the peculiarity of 
positionality held by someone like Jabavu, arguing: 
“Noni Jabavu writes that she belongs to ‘two worlds with two loyalties’...but her book 
makes it clear that she belongs to a third that is shared by the very few. It is a world 
where distinguished African families like the Jabavu made a bid to join Africa to what 
Basil Davidson has called ‘the mainland of humanity’ through education, religion, and a 
genuine affinity for Victorian-Edwardian liberalism. Not many South Africans, black or 
white, will recognise this world as their own present-day one…”319 
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She then points to an aspect of the novel that many an Afrocentric, Africanist or Black 
consciousness advocate might find disconcerting and possibly misread pro-Europe/Britain/White 
or  as Dennis Brutus charachterised “new un-African”320: 
“Almost every book I can think of, written by an African, is concerned with the lack and 
emptiness that bedevil the life of the Westernized black man or woman; this book - 
without benefit of a self-conscious negritude or tub-thumping nationalism - takes for 
granted a startling fulness of life brought about quite naturally by a synthesis of African 
and Western ways, in spite of everything. Noni Jabavu may seem oddly out of touch with 
the raw moment…Her book will not attract the disapproval of the censors in South 
Africa. Its gentle candour, its warmth toward things South African - my country, right or 
wrong - its recognition of an old bond of understanding and looking between the Africans 
and what she stolidly, non-nonsensely calls ‘the Boers’ - these will meet with official 
approval.”321 
However, Gordimer shifts her orientation to make a particularly luminous suggestion that takes 
seriously the potentiality of colonial ambivalence, or the transcendental potential of what Homi 
Bhabha might call a ‘Third Space’:  
“Yet I would call this book, from a Nationalist point of view, the most dangerous yet 
written. For its author is that creature from space, that unheard-of impossibility in the 
concepts of apartheid, an African who has managed quite effortlessly to master and make 
her own the white man’s way of life, and that part of her book (an immensely civilized 
book that never raises its voice) which deals with South Africa reveals how beautifully 
the two cultures dovetail, and how, in the really important events like birth, marriage and 
death, they modify and complement each other, the West bringing reason and an 
enlightenment of custom in keeping with the technological and scientific context of the 
modern world, Africa bringing a psychological understanding of man’s emotional 
needs…”322 
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Whilst Gordimer might stray to quickly into the terrain of the imperial binary logic, that has the 
‘West’ as ‘Rational’ and the ‘Rest’ as ‘Emotional’, she still offers us a sensitivity to the ways 
Jabavu herself presents the entanglements of colonial encounters with African social and 
intellectual practices. Gordimer’s final sentiments: 
“She is often a clumsy writer, but she has style; one feels it comes direct from life, where, 
undoubtedly, she has a great style, too. She has written, probably without knowing it, 
certainly without trying for it, since that is the only way such a wonder can be 
accomplished, an organic book. It is grown, rather than put together. Such books are 
rarities.”323 (Emphasis added). 
One of the few critical responses during the time Jabavu’s novel was published, Gordimer 
manages to elucidate the central aspect of Jabavu’s writing: of grappling with conditions of 
ambivalence that arise with modernity-coloniality. The colonial modernities that Jabavu and, in 
turn, Gordimer are attenuated towards are characterized by the uncertainties and vicissitudes of 
colonialism in the modern era, the ambivalences of the “once-colonised.”324 As indicated earlier, 
“The same historical process that has taught us the value of modernity has also made us the 
victims of modernity. Our attitude to modernity, therefore, cannot but deeply be ambiguous.”325 
Both of Jabavu’s narrative texts exhibit sustained grappling with what Frantz Fanon has called 
the “ambivalence inherent in the colonial situation”326 or what Homi Bhabha has written 
extensively on of “the liminal problem of colonial identity and its vicissitudes.”327 
 
Ambivalence becomes useful when one thinks of it not as an identity for the ‘in-betweeners’ but 
as a state of being that recognises the violence of the imperial epistemology that 
perpetuated/perpetrated ontological violence on the experiencing subject of coloniality. 
Ambivalence is located in movement and motion. Never a fixed state. Decolonial thinking 
underlying its usage here means that ambivalence allows us to take stock of the entanglements of 
modernity-coloniality without submitting to logics of fixing that are ultimately imperial.  
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The history of English autobiographical travel writing highlighted in previous chapter requires us 
to consider what Bhabha describes as the impulse towards “a measure of mimesis and a mode of 
civil authority and order… For it is in between the edict of Englishness and the assault of the 
dark unruly spaces of the earth, through an act of repetition, that the colonial text emerges 
uncertainly.”328 However, there needs to be considerations for the manners of expression that 
might enable us to consider how her work goes beyond simply re-establishing British imperial 
logics by virtue of the mode and mediums of expression or the identification of her being a black 
woman doing the kind of work she does.  
The title Drawn in Colour suggests a creative and impressionistic work. “In colour” suggests an 
attempt at sharing an impression of greater depth or giving life to that which is often rendered 
monochrome. Drawing, image-creating, suggests a personal creative flair and therefore opens the 
potential of imaginative negotiation. What is more, Jabavu, unlike many imperial works before 
her, does not claim to have the official, exclusive or authoritative interpretation. Jabavu, in both 
texts, offers scenes of South African life from her personal experiences, within a broader 
unfolding drama; as she put it, “I have told here something of my own background and 
circumstances since this is a personal account of an individual African's experiences and 
impressions of the differences between East and South Africa in their contact with 
Westernisation.”329 Whilst a collection of scenes makes a an assemblage, the scenes stand as 
snapshots of a broader, deeper and on-going understanding of South African lives. Whilst one 
could consider her work simplistically as a repetition of the advent of the English book (as 
Bhabha might argue) – as mimetic and a mode of civility or order – Jabavu eludes such a simple 
categorization because she concludes her works with a level of inconclusiveness. Her grappling 
with the uncertainties that emerge as subject of modernity-coloniality of Southern African and 
British origins, do not create resolution that lifts her out of the ambivalence. Instead she remains 
trying to negotiate a path out of those living and discursive woods she inherited, even in the face 
of failure: 
“…to accept and even act be glad of your background or to realise it had enriched you is 
one thing. To act accordingly, another. The end would be symmetrical indeed if I could 
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say that from here on all was plain sailing. But I cannot quite. The human beings in the 
case were all too human. While emotions continue to tug against the desired pattern, the 
picture that emerges remains out of focus and awry.”330 
The concerns underlying the following are how Jabavu navigates the colonial impulse to “[turn 
her] back on the hybrid half-made colonial world to fix [her] eye on the universal domain of 
English literature”331 or if she “turns the discursive conditions of dominance into the grounds of 
intervention.”332 
 
Towards “nothing short of a new script”333 
 
Imperial logics of self-constitution disallow us to fully appreciate what Jabavu offers us. Whilst 
postcolonial studies allow us to think about the contrasts Jabavu grapples with, ““writing back to 
the centre,” “mimicry,” or “hybridity” do not adequately account for the formal, linguistic and 
ideological textures”334 of the writings of someone like Jabavu. This is largely due to the way 
that these theories seem to retain teleological assumptions of ‘overcoming’ colonialism and 
becoming postcolonial. Homi Bhabha’s popularized theory of ambivalence argues that 
ambivalence is the state of being of the colonised subject because: 
 
“…the colonized subject is never simply and completely opposed to the colonizer. Rather 
than assuming that some colonized subjects are ‘complicit’ and some ‘resistant’, 
ambivalence suggests that complicity and resistance exist in a fluctuating relation within 
the colonial subject. Ambivalence also characterizes the way in which colonial discourse 
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relates to the colonized subject, for it may be both exploitative and nurturing, or represent 
itself as nurturing, at the same time.”335 
Jabavu was in positions of ambivalence. She saw this as particularly acute amongst her 
generation of Africans-from-overseas or decedents of amagqoboka. “My cousins and I and all 
those who make up that [modern] life pattern share certain denominators: hesitations, 
prevarications, obduracies, step forward, step backward. One hacks a path out of the wood and 
considers alternatives routes within the systems that now exist.”336 In relation to the range of 
historical antecedents she inherited, Jabavu continually attempted to work out new ways of being 
as conditions of ambivalence shifted according to the contexts. As she put it, quoting a family 
member, “the settings of life were changing. Personal relationships had to be worked out in new 
ways.”337 When she is in the home of her uncle Cecile Makiwane, because of her foreign 
residency, her age and her filial relations, she becomes a new set of contradictions. When the 
elders ate breakfast, she was not expected to join them because “[she] was a cross between a big 
person who is waited on” (and therefore can take her time to get up) and “‘a special child’ who is 
indulged, as the real children of the house would never be” (due to her foreign-ness and filial 
relationships).338 In the company of Ndleb’ende, a youth inspanning a pair of oxen to a sledge, 
Jabavu acknowledges how the social relations shift, explaining how she “exercised [her] 
privilege”339 to comment on the silliness of the young man’s trendy haircut.    
Jabavu was ever aware of her belonging to quite different local and international communities 
that inform her different, shifting, moving sociological and theoretical orentations. As Gilfillan 
put it, “Jabavu's text does not construct a homogeneous Africanness. However, when difference 
is inscribed, a difference that is the effect of history and culture, between "School" people such 
as the writing self, and the pagan, or ochre people through whose eyes she is represented, 
somewhat parodically, as "the immaculate convert".”340 Through historical, autoethnographic, 
sociological and linguistic inquiry, Jabavu’s narratives attempt to concpetualise the 
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amagqobokaas sites of the modern synthesis (however unstable or minor) of ‘Africaness’ and 
‘Britishness’. In a correspondence to Vera Brittain, Jabavu addresses the issue of constructed, 
insular regional identities and suggests a potential conceptual synthesis. She wrote: 
“It makes me wish that more black South Africans were writing books (in English) 
because thecross-currents of views, even between the reviewer and myself are, are 
illuminating and prove his point that: as between Africans themselves, the “worlds” in 
which they live and think are not “two” (as I said in my forward) but “legion”as he 
says!”341 
Jabavu’s narrative texts are an attempt to consider not only the ruptures of belonging to two 
worlds – which has been a dominant theme in black writing concerned with coloniality-
modernity. What is striking about these works is the way she attempts to consider that which 
binds seemingly disparate worlds.  To think of what allegiance/loyalties/commitments342 exist 
between the worlds she has inhabited and inhabits simultaneously, is to take account for how 
certain ways of being continue to exist through legion. As, legion343 also requires us to consider 
the numerous currents that run through and make up seemingly distinct or isolated sovereign 
bodies. Jabavu’s narrative texts offer an opportunity to see how it is that ambivalences of 
coloniality-modernity are consolidated through certain arrangements of social harmonies, whilst 
still giving a sense of the historical cacophonies that those contemporary melodies emerge out of. 
As Gilfillan so succinctly states, “It is, precisely, Jabavu's "in-betweenness", the "neither/nor" 
identity constructed in her discourse that constitutes a textual assault on the presuppositions of 
the racial ideologies of the day.”344 
Jabavu’s works are a palimpsest of the ambivalent colonial encounter, that unlike many texts of 
her time take to affirming the elements of the different cultures she belongs to. Jabavu uses 
European and African cultural images and idioms to express the textures of her experiences in 
Africa. With her usual inclinations towards linguistic turns, Jabavu takes seriously those 
linguistic and literary elements of her African mother tongue that better enable her to express 
certain situations:   
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“Xhosa is fortunate in talk. Because of it’s structures it avoids ‘embarrassment’. The 
inflexions, the shape of the sentence, the flexibility of the verb, the alliterative concord, 
the euphony of constructions that sound like arabesques and weave in and out like 
counterpoint - its characteristics can confer grace on expressions of the heart’s 
emotions.”345 
Immediately following this she even speculates as whether being away from her mother-
tongue/land might have lost some of the, “influence of the language and all that it implied.”346 
Confronted with her strained relationship with her step mother, she points to the “self-conscious” 
nature of English and the implied “embarrassment of talking [about personal and emotional 
issues]”.347 
In other moments, Jabavu uses images from different geographical origins to narrate her worlds. 
She describes a woman within the traditional amaXhosa community as “like one of Millet’s 
figures in The Gleaners”.348 Traditional Buganda women initially “looked like Gauguin figures 
incongruous next to the heap of banana peel” but then realized that the image was more like the 
surrealism of Salvador Dali because of the striking contrasts and absurdities of the reality.349 In 
other scenes, she describes the unconverted, traditional amaPondo South African men by using 
the comparison of native American braves, in an attempt to illustrate both groups traditional 
attire adopted for the particularities of their climates and practices.   
 
Jabavu makes evident the way in which ambivalence can work for a person, how simultaneously 
belonging and not belonging enables a level of social elusiveness and mobility. When she 
wanted to broach the sensitive subject of her cousin Kehle’s education fees to her uncle (his 
father), Jabavu argued that if her intervention was seen as “crude or indelicate” then the blame 
for her conduct would be “laid at the door of my overseas life” since the local people viewed 
overseas people as not knowing how to handle delicate human matters due to their absorption of 
European values of privacy and individualism.350 When she travels in Eastern Uganda, she is 
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able to move beyond the boundaries of her constructed gender role because of her foreignness, 
and go into a mosque that was designated as a space exclusively for men.351 
All of this amounts to no totalizing conception of the world/s she inhabits. Jabavu grapples with 
and claims a range of cultural genealogies that have always been entangled. She makes those 
entanglements apparent in the way she continually struggles with conflicting ideologies, 
psychologies and social behaviours. What is important to note, is that Jabavu’s presentation of 
entangled genealogies is part of working against the imperial impulse to obfuscate the origins, 
disparities and differences of seemingly whole, homogenous or unified systems. Gayatri Spivak 
describes it as worlding.352Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o calls in a globaletic reading, which I focus on 
here. Jabavu’s traditional elusiveness (the inability to typecast her as one particular historical 
figure) and her embracing of multiple cultural histories provides a case for decolonial approaches 
such as globaletic readings. Globaletics describes globally orientated, dialectical thinking. 
Dialectical is the exchange of ideas that recognises that discourses exists from the onset of an 
engagement between two or more people. Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o explained that, “Globaletics, 
derived from the shape of the globe, is the mutual containment of hereness and thereness in time 
and space, where time and space are also in each other.”353 
Imperial narratives of expansionism and globalisation deny the wholeness of the globe and 
therefore the fluidity of human experiences. Imperial narrative logics pin people down and 
essentialise who they are and what they are capable of, by globalizing a particular narrative of 
human existence. A globaletic narrative recognises that people cannot be pinned down or 
essentialized to one particular capability or identity because being part of a globe means there is 
no hierarchy or center that one can measure human experience against. A globaletic sensibility is 
to recognise that the wholeness of the globe means that human experiences whilst particular 
according to the localities of their contexts, cannot be essentialized or parochialized because they 
feed into a global network of ideas and experiences. Human experiences whilst relative to one’s 
contexts are part of global contexts that ever-changing. This is recognizing that there are 
narratives that will represent themselves as global when they are part of a broader network of 
convergent and divergent thinking.As such, according to wa Thiong’o: 
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“Reading globalectically is a way of approaching any text from whatever times and 
places to allow its content to form a free conversation with other texts of one’s time and 
place, the better to make it yield its maximum to the human…. It is to read a text with the 
eyes of the world; it is to see the world with the eyes of the text.”354 
A globaletic reading acknowledges how imperial narrative productions aim to inculcate 
exclusionary world views, yet still will embrace those histories in their broader entanglement of 
non-hierarchical historical experiences and ideas. Jabavu’s life and works become significant 
when we consider she self-articulates through an embracing of the many heritages she rightly has 
a claim to. That sort of embracing is the mark of a global orientation when, as it is in her case, it 
is accompanied with self-reflection of the limits and tensions of those inherited ideas, 
expressions and spaces. Understanding her as a literary figure who shares her experiences of 
inheriting a transnational cultural palimpsest is to acknowledge her as a global subject. The 
potentialities of minor or peripheral writers such as herself, are in her embracing of the multiple 
cultural genealogies that we all have claim to.   
 
There is a subversive nature to Jabavu’s narratives on the discursive level.  Whilst early and 
contemporary criticisms of her were work identified her as being too conservative and lacking in 
self-reflection, I argue that she does to a great extent trouble imperial logic and form. She 
considers the logics behind the nationalist white colonialists and dominators. The observations 
she shares are both her personal observations as well as those of the layered “I/we”: 
“...the Boers are not all primitive Calvinists stunted in thought as Nationalist policies and 
tenets of the Dutch Reformed Church imply, and the occasional Boer sadist confirms… 
Nor are the English on the other hand all civilised Western men as their ‘overseas’ 
inheritance would lead you to expect; with them too the occasional one will commit an 
atrocity. Furthermore, the English are guilty in our eyes, of a subtler, greater sin because 
in what we call their desiccated, intellectual’, to themselves, ‘balanced’ approach to 
human problems they appear heartless and unfeeling; whereas the best of the Boers show 
signs of a warmer, more human temperament…. 
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‘They [Afrikaans people] had been so long in Africa being beaten by the sun like us,’ we 
often say, ‘that they were getting to be people, human. But the English having come later 
to our land still had the northern frost and ice in their veins.’”355 
In another episode, the narrator describes the observations of her elders that clearly locate the 
history of power and authority: 
“The Boer had become a jealous creature, poisoned by his rancour towards the 
Englishman. Race-dedicated Nationalists are in charge today, destroying the qualities of 
their own people, filling them with hate and envy… What ruined the Boer was when the 
Englishman, having vanquished and thrashed him in war, handed the whip to the loser 
with that 1910 Act of The Union of South Africa. What was that but incredible, 
desiccated, intellectualism? Now we Africans are paying the consequences for the 
inexplicable psychology!’”356 
Yet, Jabavu remains clear that the system of apartheid comes from a racist logic and operates to 
dispossess African people of their rights and freedoms:  
“Apartheid was becoming ‘like a granite wall to defend White Christian Civilisation’, 
because Dr. Verwoerd was at the time urging his followers to make it so. And arrests of 
people like my uncles  showed what was in store under ‘true apartheid, the policy of 
good neighborliness’. The phrase was coined by the doctor, to counteract 
misunderstandings in the outside world… But the morning I was with them the uncles did 
not know how their lives would be affected nor that things were to happen soon. They 
only knew that the Transkei was seething with discontent like the rest of the country. 
People were suddenly arriving in every hamlet, ‘endorsed out’ as the expression had it, 
from cities where they had lived for years earning money to send back home. Now there 
was a law dealing with ‘Influx Control’. Those who were forced to return to the Reserves 
tried to steal back into the cities because there was no work, the countryside in any case 
overcrowded.”357 
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Although reviewers have argued that she does not take the question of race and the history of 
racism in Southern Africa seriously, Jabavu continually articulates the historical consequences of 
these issues. In Ochre, in particular, Jabavu considers and narrates the discussions of the history 
of the making of her peoples. From the South African war of 1899-1902 to the Mpondo uprisings 
of 1960, a sense of how modern South Africa was made and the implications of these moments 
backgrounds her narratives. 
Though Jabavu relays history in ways that counter hegemonic imperial narratives, she disrupts 
imperial logics and forms of articulating the worlds she inhabits in subtler annunciations. She 
writes about her own grappling with different conceptions of time, and therefore space. I argue 
that it is her explicit recognition of ambivalence that enables her to develop narratives that have 
counter imperial hegemonic implications because she re-presents Africans in all their human, 
daily challenges. She brings politics of modernity-coloniality into the living social experiences 
and social histories, not by simply re-iterating the iconic struggles for African self-constitution.  
For example, the logics of imperial and indigenous time organisations shape Jabavu’s social 
behaviours: “My peripatetic tendency to cross t’s and dot I’s conflicted with the tenet that ‘time 
should be allowed to do its work’.”358The linear ordering of European imperial clock-timing 
produces certain relationships and spaces, which in turn lock people in particular modes of 
engagement and expression. Jabavu knows herself to be ordered by European arrangements of 
time that in turn order behavioural patterns in certain respects, but articulates other forms of time 
that enable different kinds of productive social behaviours. The narration attempts to highlight 
how part of her inherited world was “steeped in a feeling of timelessness”359 or endlessness of 
the conversations is tied to, for her, particularities of linguistic expressions and social behaviours 
amongst Southern amaXhosa Africans. This timelessness of letting “time work itself out”360 or 
the “policy of ‘not rushing matters’”361 is an inheritance from her parent’s generations of African 
people. It produces a way of discoursing that is lengthy, thought-filled and never-ending. This is 
not an attempt to retrieve an ancient lost African practice but to present and indigenous362 
organisation of time. An indigenous durée, as Mbembe puts it, are those organisations of time 
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that more reflect the actualities of the human social behaviours and relationships.363They are not 
something to dig for as they exist in the peoples practicing of social behaviours not ordered by 
capitalist, industrialist, imperialist organisations of time.  
Jabavu’s narratives (even her columns) try to show how this timelessness is part of her people’s 
deep regard for human relationships. In one of her columns for the Daily Dispatch, she explains 
how during a ‘cross-examination’ of a mother about the name of her child, Jabavu explained that 
such a length engagement was welcomed because “we are deeply interested in other people, in 
human relationships; and time being endless, we can talk by the hour about them.”364As such, to 
represent a sense of time that is cultivated on the basis of really revering human beings and 
relations is intellectually consequential because she presents those African discursive practices as 
concerned with the humanity of those who (in the British imperial discursive realms) have been 
denied that humanity.  
Whilst she continually expresses the content of lengthy engagements, Jabavu also imbues this 
ethic in her narrative style. For example, she spends much of the texts continually translating 
isiXhosa words, dialogues and ideas, even when the interpretation is not equivalent. In so doing, 
her writing has been criticized as “stilted, artificial”365 or as showing a “lack of self-reflection 
and [an] over-abundance of ethnographical details that make them tedious books to read.”366 I 
consider the lengthy explanations as reflective of the texture of palaver, that can be argued to be 
a way of reflection and negotiation premised on the endlessness of conversation. This lengthy 
style of explanation is a form of meditation that, whilst unresolved, is a form of narrative 
discursive practice that does not lock subjects or ideas into narrow categorization. It retains 
potentials for epistemic openness because it is premised on the on-going nature of the 
conceptualising process. Unlike British imperial logic and narrative form, Jabavu (whilst 
recognising the prevailing forces of European arrangements of time in her life) does not fix or 
pin down the events and people of her narratives to uphold some farcical ‘Truth’ or affirm a 
British imperial order.    
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The palaver (or a suggestion of something of its nature) is a central narrative device that Jabavu 
uses, that offers something beyond the European literary narrative and discursive practices. In 
British imperial linguistics and literature, palaver connotates an unnecessarily lengthy and 
prolonged discussion that is characterized as bothersome, tedious, fussy, troublesome or 
somewhat of a nuisance. When referring to the social practices of colonised indigenous people, 
British imperialists use palaver pejoratively to characterise extended conversations as blithering, 
babbling gossip or idle chatter.367 This enables an imperial logic of the colonised ‘other’ as 
displaying inherent anti-intellectual, irrational discursive practices.  
 
Its Latin root word is parabola which denotates a story or word368, and in later times, more 
specifically a comparative public narrative. Moradewun Adejunmobi suggests that palaver in 
West Africa would have been disseminated during the Portuguese and French trade encounters 
on the coast (as palavra and palabra), in relation to the prolonged engagements that would occur 
between European traders and African locals due to the communicative challenges.369 Ernest 
Wamba-dia-Wamba’s revitalizes the conception of the palaver by historicising it as a 
democratic, African form of collective, public engagement through comparative narration that 
has existed prior to colonial encounters and continues to exist on the continent. For Wamba-dia-
Wamba, “The Palaver is a means of 'free' or 'liberated' speaking by community members, but it is 
not uncritical or unreflective.”370 Jabavu offers a literary, historical narrative that is infused with 
not only narratives of palaver scenarios that exhibit and advocate critical, discursive African 
publics but also uses methodologies of palaver on the level of metanarrative.  
The meta-narration of the palaver indicates here sensitivity towards peoples’ self-representation 
and knowns when she serves the community better not to contribute – “I would have liked to say 
what I thought but didn’t. It would have been out of place for me to comment.”371 
 
The palaver allows for what Michael Neocosmos described as a “Time of Humanity.” Jabavu 
highlights the way the “policy of ‘not rushing matters’”  that enable “the companiable talks, the 
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sense of continuity, of belonging,” can be justified to worlds outside of the African 
communities.372 European capitalist time creates a point of conflict for African people.  It 
diminishes the value of discussing certain topics, that are ‘too personal’ or not urgent enough. It 
diminishes critical, social practices of discussion, critique and reflection - the modes of talking 
that allow us to amicably, sincerely and critically deal with human problems. Throughout both 
narratives, the sense of timelessness of dialogues and critical discussions are continually 
invoked.  Whilst the transcription of the discussions might be relatively short in text, there is 
always an implication of the discussion stretching into the night, beyond the textual expression 
of the event; “we are deeply interested in other people…in human relationships; and time being 
endless, we can talk by the hour about them.”373 Jabavu allows conversations to continue in other 
spaces and times that, whilst absent in the text are existing spaces and times.  The very last image 
of her father is one where he is taken up in collective discussions. As she bid him farewell, he 
began the “resumption of a tale”374 that had been on-going, seemly over days, months, years and 
decades. 
Within the process of a palaver, even when a topic of relative discomfort is raised it is treated 
with “the custom of ‘hearing the speaker out’.”375 Within the palaver, there exists conduits for 
the social exchange. Wamba-dia-Wamba calls such a person the Nonzi: those people “who are 
known specialists or who emerge on the spot, as 'masters of the clarification of speech'.”376 As 
Richard Bell describes, “[Since the palaver functions] as competent dialectics; they are therefore 
dialecticians…They are very able detectors of the divisive 'bad word' – and stimulators of the 
palaver; they help assure that it does not degenerate into violent antagonism. They know how to 
make severe criticisms without offending or silencing the one criticized…”377 Wamba-dia-
Wamba goes on to note that a good Nzonzi: 
“must know how to listen attentively and tirelessly; to pick up the essence of each word 
spoken; to observe every look, every gesture, every silence; to grasp their respective 
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significance ...and to elaborate...arguments to counter...unjust positions and/or to re-
affirm or reinforce correct positions.”378 
In The Ochre People, Jabavu stages her father, D. D. T. Jabavu, and other individuals who are 
(because of particular social and filial positioning) known to be intermediaries of conversation 
(such as a man on the bus in the second part of the text) as themasters of clarification. At a meta-
narrative level, Jabavu as narrator is that discursive conduit. She narrates the ideas and dialogues 
of the people she discusses in order to come to some understandings of how the conditions of 
modernity-coloniality had affected her family within all generations. In an attempt to punctuate 
her experiences of being in South Africa at the end of Ochre, renewed with “underlying 
loyalties” for the family who had allowed her to see through their eyes and accept certain 
assumptions and aims of their society, Jabavu stays considering the “not yet resolved” condition 
of Africans of her generation.379 There is no conclusive ending per se. Rather, which reflects the 
spirit of a palaver, certain ideas and outlooks emerge out of the collective inputs of a group of 
people who she had been in dialogue with.   
The orientation that the palaver announces is the layered voices of community members. This 
has both discursive and meta-discursive implications as Jabavu’s presentation of the palavers is 
both an opening of a critical collective dialogue form and a critical presentation of her 
contaminating the Western coloniser’s narrative “I” with the “we” of the ‘studied’ once-
colonised people. “Put differently, the "I/we" that speaks is a site of layered discourses, and her 
text forms what Lionnet calls a "palimpsest".”380 
Prior to the funeral of Jabavu’s brother Tengo Jabavu, the narrator describes the negotiations her 
family made with the Afrikaans authorities regarding an incident in which her uncle was 
arrested. She narrates her father’s description of his conversation with an Afrikaans police 
officer. He surmises a central tension of amagqoboka.“‘A cheeky bloody Fort Hare student kaffir 
boy’...We all know the Boer attitude towards ‘educated kaffirs’,”381 he relates, foregrounding the 
logic that would underpin the Bantu education laws. The narrator then articulates the mourners 
responses to the incident:  
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“Then to make us gently laugh, someone suggested, wry-voiced, that the police did rise 
as early as that in order to go raiding black people in their homes to fill the pick-up vans 
to the prison; he said grimly, ‘You can always catch Natives sleeping in their houses.’ 
We resigned ourselves to the inevitable and shrugged our shoulders with my father. 
But now spoke my father’s [maternal uncle].. ‘Kulungile, mtshana. Akukhonto 
mntan’am...The Boer will release. He will free our child’s child. You see, you knew how 
to speak to him. You spoke as befitted the occasion. You gave him the “baas” a Boer 
wants!’  
At that our aunt, my father’s classificatory sister, reared up like a stung mare…’You see, 
you young!’ she harangued. ‘You and your disdain when it comes to using wiles in 
dealing with the Boer, you with your insistence on looking the European straight in the 
eyes! Where does that get you? In the cells! Yet give him his “baas baas baas”, what does 
it cost when you would see how such a creature can be persuaded to be human? Lino 
buntu i-Bulu, it has humanity has the Boer. But one has to use tricks to drag its humanity 
out of it. Why disdain those tricks?’”382 
Jean-Paul Sartre animated the dialectics of de-/humanisation between discriminator and 
discriminated, arguing that in the process of dehumanizing the oppressed subject, the oppressor 
dehumanises themselves.383 From that moment on, the humanization of both subjects has been a 
historical struggle. The participants in Jabavu’s narrative enable a critical confrontation with the 
‘master-slave’ dialectic within the local and specific conditions they emerge out of. This account 
offers a keen analysis of the complexity of existential subversion. On the one hand, to call an 
Afrikaans man (what she refers to as a Boer) “baas” or “boss” by contemporary standards would 
indicate a propagation of the racial hierarchies that support racist logics. To call the white 
Afrikaner baas would be to imagine the black person as inferior to the white person. Yet, on the 
other hand, as Jacob Dlamini points to in Native Nostalgia, “Black South Africans [have used] 
Afrikaans without necessarily subscribing to the white supremacist ideology of those who 
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claimed Afrikaans, despite history, as a white man’s language.”384 On that same trembling hand, 
what are the implications when elders are using racist lexicons towards the recovery of a shared 
humanity? Much like the previously enslaved people’s writing form Europe and America, Jabavu 
demonstrates how her elders use ‘wiles’ when dealing with the colonial and apartheid 
authorities.Such instances like these breakdown the initial reductive ways we might think of 
subversion for example and in so doing becomes an intellectual intervention. As Said put it, 
"One task of the intellectual is the effort to break down the stereotypes and reductive categories 
that are so limiting to human thought and communication."385 
An elder declared, “‘Ama-Bula asingabantu kakade? Are Boers not people after all?... how 
open-handed the Boer could be when he allowed himself to be human’.”386  This troubles the 
popular ideas of histories of resistance. This call to persuade a person to be human, to use ‘tricks’ 
to drag the humanity out, through (mis)use of racist language, disrupts the clear or cut notions of 
complicity and resistance. Through these collective dialoguing subversive actions and ideas 
emerge.  
 “Contingency, uncertainty and ephemerality…offer a vast reservoir of freedom and free 
play.”387 Recognising Jabavu’s work and life within the marked sense ofcontingency, uncertainty 
and ephemerality she displays, enable us to consider how her work might offer potentials for 
decolonial orientations to some of her concerns. This opens up Jabavu’s work to consider her and 
her worlds anew. More so, it allows her work to have new significances in the history of South 
African writing. Tracing these histories of self-articulated ambivalences enables us to consider 
the nature of those uncertainties we inherit today.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: Navigating the logics and forms of travel 
 
Reflecting on the colonial past, popular histories of Black people moving conjures the terror that 
swaddled a human’s entirety as her body stiffened and smacked with every wave of the slave 
ship; the melancholy of sending her boy along with a few livestock, tightening the babe to her 
back in the process of dispossession from the encroachment of wars; the stench of departure as 
the train drags her to the metropole. To travel in the colonial periods as a black person, 
particularly as a woman person, was to be shoved, constrained, hurled and tossed up by the 
‘invisible’ hand of dominating global world systems. To travel during these times as a black 
person on one’s own terms was to operate under suspicion. As an immigration officer stated to 
Noni Jabavu when she arrived in South Africa in 1977, “Blacks don’t do all this travelling. What 
are you doing?”388 
In worlds where black women have been imagined and reimagined as strictly inhabitants of 
particular consciousnesses within the domestic, private and local, it is increasingly important to 
locate the historical and contemporary currents that reveal transnational experiences and 
travelled/travelling self-articulation by black women. Jabavu was a black South woman who, at a 
time when her country-people’s movements were confined and legislated by a white supremacist 
government, travelled the world, living and moving glocally. As Henry Louis Gates described in 
a brief profile , “Jabavu’s cosmopolitan life, though exceptional, reveals the broader 
transnational ties that enabled both personal resilience through and collective resistance to the 
depravities of the apartheid years.”389What does travel then come to signify in the history of 
coloniality when Noni Jabavu attributed her movement to “the unexpected vicissitudes of 
anybody’s life”?390 What kinds of historical disruptions and continuities does the moving Jabavu 
come to mean, particularly when considering her declaration that: 
“What becomes of us after we are born, whether we live in this, that, or some other place 
is largely in the lap of the gods. In my case those proverbial deities (I’m tempted to use a 
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much less elegant variation for them) seem to have fated me to spend my entire useful 
life half a world away from home!”391 
 
In the following chapter, Noni Jabavu’s life and work will be considered in terms of the 
historical relationships of the politics of movement and between travel and writing. 
Understanding the nature and politics of existence and movement for Jabavu as writer-traveller 
of modernity-coloniality enables us to make visible lives that are often hidden in master political-
historical narratives. As Burton relays, modes of interpretation such as anthropologies and 
ethnographies are modes “that travel throws into bold relief.”392 Journeying across spaces allows 
her to discursively journey across time, that in turn enabled her to think about the making of 
modern South Africa through the history of migrations in Southern Africa.393 To do so was to 
reveal the ways in which people come to be based on complex movements and negotiations that 
is often denied by narratives that employ logics of imperialism where African peoples are seen to 
be people fixed in space and time, as static objects that move only in accordance with the 
European imperial winds.  
Travel can be seen as a way of disrupting the fixing of space as the experiencing of difference 
enables Jabavu to compare the ways certain logics produce certain behaviours. Within the realm 
of women travellers who wrote their experiences, Smethurst argues that women travellers might 
be considered to have been ambivalent figures within the colonial context, both validating and 
invalidating the interpretative models of gender and empire where the two impinge on each 
other.”394 He writes further that:  
“On the one hand, the presence of women in the masculinised colonial terrain implies 
support for the system that enables that presence but, on the other hand, if ‘the domestic’ 
is to be regarded as the normal sphere for women in both models, a woman’s presence in 
the colony might imply either critique of an imperialist ideology that constrains women, 
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or flight from womanhood itself, or both. In such situations the presence of women 
travellers might be conceived as counter-hegemonic.”395 
Like Carol Boyce Davis does in Black Women, Writing and Identity: Migrations of the Subject 
(1994), I will attempt to consider Jabavu’s life and narratives in terms of the politics of migratory 
subjectivities within the histories of travel, movement and writing.396 As, as a black South 
African woman who migrated all over the world, often during the most historically heightened 
moments of social and physical control of black peoples, whilst not unique (as the lives of 
women like Charlotte Maxeke, Katie Makhanya and Alice Mclintoch whose voluntary,397 trans-
atlantic travels in earlier periods demonstrate) exhibits some existential resistance to the logics of 
colonialism as her ability to move individually and voluntarily as a black African woman defy 
the impulse of colonial domestication. Propelled by the argument by Davies to read black 
women's writing "as a series of boundary crossings and not as a fixed, geographical, ethnically or 
nationally bound category of writing,"398 I seek to consider her narratives in her two books as 
existential and discursive boundary crossing, as mobility enables the potential for disordering 
fixed worlds or ways of being.399 Underlying this is a globaletic viewing where we can consider 
Jabavu’s mobility as a foundational element that breaks attempts at bounding or fixing her 
identity and the spaces she moves in/through/with to narrow, static ideas of womanhood, 
blackness, inter/nationalism, Africaness etc. Understanding Jabavu’s presentations of 
subjectivity through unpacking logics of colonial migration enables us how she might present a 
potentially decolonial migratory subjectivity. In so doing, Jabavu enables us to think about the 
power of eluding being fixed to one particular place. Somitree Gupta relates some of the 
potentiality of this condition so richly: 
“Coming home, for me, signifies multiple origins and crossings, multiple departures and 
arrivals, as well as belonging to multiple places and communities. Coming home also 
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means feeling displaced and disoriented sometimes. Coming home means routinely 
negotiating purist, linear, and originary scripts of home and identity...Coming home 
means situating myself within my multiple, complex genealogies of border crossing, 
which in turn have shaped my multiple, hybrid identities...Coming home, for me, means 
constantly negotiating these embodied experiences of belonging and un-belonging across 
multiple geographies and trauma-temporalities. Coming home means coming to terms 
with my multiple, fraught genealogies of border crossing, and forging a shared space of 
friendship and solidarity with anti-racist, anti-capitalist, anti-imperialist, and queer 
feminist allies in this journey.”400 
Participating in the ‘commonwealth of letters’ and transatlantic publics (to name some public 
spheres previously discussed) is related to her ability to document travel and contribute to the 
modernist/colonialist discursive realms of travel. Jabavu’s ability to travel physically across 
spaces enables her to travel across discursive spaces. Her awareness of how logics of European 
travel shape her behaviours is a reflexivity that allows us to more fully consider the impact of 
technologies of modernity-coloniality; “My peripatetic tendency to cross t’s and dot I’s 
conflicted with the tenet that ‘time should be allowed to do its work’.”401 Travelling physically 
and discursively through mediums dominated by masculinist logics opens up a world of new 
significations and reorientations towards existing metaphysical orderings of European 
modernity-coloniality. 
Prior to Jabavu’s first voyage to England in 1933, voluntary travelling was not unusual for black 
South African peoples. The local and global national liberation histories have often marginalised 
the experiences of black women, however articulate they might have been. With the 
development of black feminist, African diaspora, postcolonial, subaltern and decolonial studies, 
scholarly and popular work has emerged to rethink nationalist, conservative historiographic 
traditions. These areas of studies have enabled new light to be shed on the intellectual lives of 
modern travelling-writing402 black women of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries such as 
South Africans Charlotte Mannye Maxeke, Katie Mkhanya, Alice Mclintoch and women of the 
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black diaspora such a Phyllis Wheatley, Julie Ann Cooper, Addie Hunton, Zora Neale Hurston, 
Una Marson, Shirley Graham Du Bois and Era Bell Thompson. All of these people were writers 
whose travelling impacted the intellectual turns of their writing. 
Her grandfather Tengo John Jabavu had been part of the 1910 envoy to England, to protest the 
unionisation of South Africa after the restoration years following the South African war of 1899-
1902. Don Davidson Tengo Jabavu, her father, was part of the second generation of South 
African missionary educated blacks whom were sent overseas for the purpose of them returning 
to ‘uplift’ the black Southern African peoples. Some notable figures studying law at the time 
were Pixley kaSeme (Jesus College, Oxford), Richard Msimang (Queens College, Somerset) and 
Alfred Mangena (Lincoln's Inn, London).403 As D. D. T. Jabavu’s biographer Catherine Higgs 
indicates,  "London had a long-established black population - it estimated at between 14 000 and 
20 000 in 1770 - and African students, mainly from the West African coast, had been studying 
there since the eighteenth century."404 Between 1906-1913, D. D. T. Jabavu was educated at the 
University Tutorial College in Red Lion Square (1906-1908), the University of London's 
University College (1908-9), African Training Institute of Kensington Business College (1912) 
and Kingsmead College in Birmingham (1913).405 In 1913, recorded in his travel journal as “My 
Tuskegee Pilgrimage”, D. D. T. Jabavu toured some parts of the United States of America 
spending some time in a summer school at Tuskegee University for American Negroes, speaking 
to various groups on the conditions of the Native African in South Africa, and meeting public 
intellectuals like William Edward Burghardt Du Bois and Booker Taliaferro Washington.  
Jabavu lived in Uganda (1955-1960) in the years preceding independence, Jamaica (1962-1967) 
where she wrote her second novel following the breakdown of her third marriage406, Kenya 
(1967-1977) during Jomo Kenyatta’s presidency and Zimbabwe before and after the war for 
independence (1978-9/1981-2002).407 Her formative years were split between Middledrift, in 
what is now the Eastern Cape province in South Africa, and, from age 13, spent most of her 
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teenage years and young adulthood in England (primarily in York where she schooled, later 
Birmingham and London).  
Her York years saw to an exposure to the middle/upper industrial capitalist classes as well as the 
networks of active members of The Society of Friends. In the post-war years, Jabavu was 
exposed to the London artistic, literary scenes. From the moment of mainstreaming international 
jazz musicians to the growing journalist networks of the British Broadcasting Channel, to the 
literary circles of Fleet Street, Jabavu was entangled in the self-proclaimed Public of London. 
Throughout her time in the various African states, Jabavu met with and enjoyed the company of 
many prominent African intellectuals, politicians, doctors, teachers, journalists etc. as many were 
taught by or familiar with her father Davidson Don Tengo Jabavu, eminent intellectual, professor 
at and founding member of the first ‘native’ tertiary education institution, Fort Hare. She also 
socialised with the settler/expatriate and civil servant communities in transitioning/former 
colonies, as her second husband Michael Cadbury Crosfield was British filmmaker for the 
British government. From 1967 to 2002, she moved on her own between England, South Africa, 
Kenya and Zimbabwe. Jabavu’s British passport had given her a level of mobility across the 
globe. However, when she returned to South Africa in 1977 in the hopes of a future permanent 
residency, Jabavu found herself – to borrow from Sol Plaatjie – a pariah in the land of her birth. 
The condition of ambivalence became acute as not only did she have to navigate the bureaucracy 
of being named ‘foreign’ but her usual multiracial social life was dramatically curtailed due to 
the segregationist policies of the Group Areas act. This (along with some family related 
difficulties) led her to continue to reside outside of the country in Kenya and then Zimbabwe, 
only finally coming back to South Africa in 2002. 
The migratory lifestyle she lived gave made her, as Xaba describes, “a citizen of the 
world.”408As such, it becomes important to map out the significances of Noni Jabavu’s work as 
critically grounded in movement. The following chapter will consider how to think about Helen 
Nontando Jabavu (the ontological being) in relation to Noni Jabavu (the being that emerges from 
knowledge). This becomes of particular importance as whilst she presents herself in relation to 
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her African origins, as Xaba relates, Jabavu’s life stood “geographically apart from her Jabavu 
heritage and socially, drastically different form them.”409 
How can we use a historical lens to think about the relationship of the traveller and text/the 
textualities of travel/ the traveling texts? The central contention of this scholarly excursion will 
be thinking about some history and theorising of the politics of travel writing. With Noni 
Jabavu’s two novels - Drawn in Colour (1960) and The Ochre People (1963) - I hope to animate 
the intimate relationship of wandering as wondering. What logics inform the wandering of the 
traditional Western colonial traveller? How does a person like Jabavu perpetuate, negotiate, 
appropriate or renegotiate the prevailing logics of travel in her time?   
This is increasingly important for the underlying feminist aspirations here because this makes 
visible (as many thinkers have been doing popularly at the very least since Joan of Arc) the fact 
that Black women cannot be arbitrarily fixed in place, that movement is instructive to thinking 
and that (as was indicated in the previous chapter) new significations of Jabavu’s work enables 
one to consider her contributions as intellectually consequential. As Smith puts it so well: 
“Moving by foot, plane, locomotive, or automobile, the woman traveller assumes a place 
in the history of that technology of motion, even if she remains oblivious to it. That 
history encompasses the emergence, development, and transformation of a particular 
transport technology, its uses and design features, its rise and fall. Moreover, it is 
inseparable from the history of modernity, with all the implications modernity has for the 
mapping of modern social relations. Narrating travel by foot, plane, locomotive, or 
automobile, the travel narrator negotiates the dynamics of and contradictions in the drift 
of identity, and reveals the ways in which modes of mobility - engines of temporality, 
spatiality, progression, and destination - are (un)defining.”410 
Locating itinerant writing 
At the level of ontology, the ability to travel is the potential to move beyond narrow social 
identities and breaks the boundaries of spatial-constructed living. To move across space for the 
colonial subject is to move beyond the colonial confines of what you are told to be and how you 
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might choose to be. To travel is to encounter, which has all the possibilities for interaction, self-
determination, and disruption – in colonial contexts where the African person was meant to be 
fixed in space, controlled through institutionalised stasis. Whilst the technologies of travel might 
attempt to reinforce the societal norms, with allocated class, race or gender based compartments, 
as a character in Jabavu’s The Ochre People exclaimed in spite of the discomforts of the third-
class railway, “it was travel, nevertheless!”411 
Travel enabled the creation, proliferation and popularisation of writings of different kinds 
precisely because it facilitates encounter. Locating in dislocation is part of the power of colonial 
discourse, as ‘Travel and travel writing, and the imaginative geographies they conjured, were 
crucial to the discursive formation of empire, especially by their insinuation and cementation of 
crude binaries such as the West/the Rest, attached to which were the clearly pejorative 
formulations of civilised/savage, scientific/superstitious, and so on."412The most influential 
literary texts that came to shape the most dominant ideologies and destructive discursive turned 
material worlds arise out of journeying (on the ontological level) and the epistemological 
dimensions of the writing of the journey.  
In the early history of continental travellers distinct types of travellers emerged between the 
fourth and fifteenth centuries, namely the scholar, crusader, and pilgrim. For example, in the 
context of Northern African history one of the earliest figures of the pilgrim was Ibn Battuta and 
his documentation of his travels from Tangers, Tunisia to Mecca, Saudi Arabia in the fourteenth 
century.413 Crusading travellers of the eleventh to fifteenth century were authoring a Christian 
civilization through creating original texts and destroying competing texts. The “itinerant 
scholar”414 as Sidonie Smith describes, became a common figure after various conflicts between 
the fifth and ninth centuries as scholars tried to recoup the archival materials and classical text 
that had either been destroyed or scattered across Europe, Asia and even Northern Africa.415 
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Locating Western histories of travel is to locate a history of texts that represent and promoted 
particular itinerant scholarship that worlded, global history as synonymous with Western 
Christian Enlightenment elitist capitalist histories. As Smith describes succinctly: 
“Western travel and travel narratives up to the end of the nineteenth century suggests how 
historically specific kinds of travel make for specific “models of good and heroic 
behavior that reinforce the values of ideology” (Slotkin 507): pilgrimage promotes the 
medieval supplicant; early modern exploration and encounter, the survivalist and 
conqueror; settlement, the new capitalist entrepreneur; scientific exploration, the 
enlightened observer; the grand tour of the eighteenth century, the aristocratic or 
bourgeois gentleman; missionary projects of the nineteenth century, the subject of 
progress; exotic flight at the end of the nineteenth century, the romantic rebel. These 
travellers returned with narratives that link mobilities to textual representations and in 
turn textual representations to identities.”416 [Emphasis added] 
Paul Smethurst locates the connection between empire making and travel writing: 
Mobility is the sine qua non of travel writing, and travel writers, having been granted 
mobility as imperial subjects, then assume the authority to narrate. The duty of imperial 
travelling subjects is then either to explore and extend the empire, or survey and 
reconfirm its territories and the ‘within-bounds’ of the places and peoples of empire. 
They fit experience and anecdotal evidence to existing structures, maintaining order by 
acting as intermediaries between the world of experience and accumulated knowledge—
between the empirical and the imperial.”417 
Textual representations in the travel writings of the 18th century onwards, created identities and 
imaginings that, as Pratt argues, “gave European reading publics a sense of ownership, 
entitlement and familiarity with respect to distant parts of the world being explored, invaded, 
invested in and colonized...They created a sense of curiosity, excitement, adventure, and even 
moral fervor about European expansionism. They were...one of the key instruments that made 
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people “at home” in Europe feel part of a planetary project; a key instrument, in other words, in 
creating the “domestic subject” of empire.”418In addition, as V. Y. Mudimbe argued: 
“At any rate, the explorer's text is not epistemologically inventive. It follows a path 
prescribed by a tradition. Expedition reports only establish a very concrete, vivid 
representation of what paintings and theories of social progress had been postulating 
since the Baroque period. In what the explorer's text does reveal, it brings nothing new 
besides visible and recent reasons to validate a discipline already remarkably defined by 
the Enlightenment…Colonialism becomes its project and can be thought of as a 
duplication and a fulfillment of the power of Western discourses on human varieties. The 
development of anthropology, which up to the very end of the eighteenth century was 
sought within travellers' narratives, now takes a radical turn. From now on it will develop 
into a clearly visible power-knowledge political system.” 
From religious texts of pilgrimage like John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress (1678) to the 
crusade-like voyages of Robinson Crusoe by Daniel Defoe (1719) to the more critically 
conscious ideas in Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (1726), travel writing created some of the 
most influential texts that represent overlapping interactions of conquest and knowledge that we 
inherit today.419The logic behind this history of travel writing is so well summed up by an in 
Scottish explorer Mungo Parks: 
“If I should perish in my journey, I was willing that my hopes and expectations should 
perish with me; and if I should succeed in rendering the geography of Africa more 
familiar to my countrymen, and in opening to their ambition and industry new sources of 
wealth, and new channels of commerce, I knew that I was in the hands of men of honour, 
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who would not fail to bestow that remuneration which my successful services should 
appear to them to merit.”420 
This is the kind of history that has over-represented itself as experiences of universal subjects, at 
the exclusion, marginalization or degradation of the majority of the human population. 
As such, it becomes important to evaluate Jabavu’s work outside of the persistent frameworks of 
‘black autobiographical writings’ or ‘women’s life writings’ as “the form of Jabavu's first 
text…approximates the traveller's account rather than the usual autobiographical 
bildungsroman.”421 Elaine Unterhalter places her in a category of ‘journey writing’ suggesting 
the identification of a relationship between travel and narrative.422Carol Boyce Davis once 
argued that Jabavus texts “hardly qualified for the autobiographical designation” and that 
instances of her best writing are those which “recall experiences while travelling alone and away 
from family.”423 Locating Jabavu’s work within the broader genre of travel writing opens up new 
possibilities for her work.It also means a recognition of how Jabavu intervenes in the 
conventions of the genre.  
Jabavu’s travel writing disrupts imperial hegemony. As was indicated earlier in her columns, 
Jabavu continually displayed all-embracing global orientations as she employed multi-
geographical ideas, rhetorical devices and literary images gathered from the places she has 
travelled and resided in.424Unlike the “monologue”425 quality of Robinson Crusoe and its 
descendant colonial travel writings, dialogical nature of Jabavu’s texts contravenes with the 
dominant narrative logics of travel writing. Dialogical texts, in contrast to popularly didactic 
colonial anthropologies, Jabavu starts, pauses and resumes dialogues with individuals, 
communities, herself and (whether consciously or not) discursive public spheres, that is 
descriptive more than subscripted. In addition, it is through the changing of the landscapes and 
people that Jabavu is able to make commentary on the sociological phenomena. The exposure to 
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different worlds and ideas that make for intellectual engagement and contemplation. For 
example, travelling to Uganda enable her to observe a kiganda custom where “women travelling 
with their lord and master [husband] are expected and themselves expect to be silent while the 
man speaks on their behalf.”426 Whilst some might argue that Jabavu lays the heaviest claims of 
sexism at the doors of east African communities, I see it more as the distance of being an 
outsider which enable her to register the natures of established gender roles. 
 
To find someone like Noni Jabavu - even at the moment of realising that women have a rich 
history of travel and writing (in all the myriad expressions of textuality) - is to have to grapple 
with travel as predominantly having been “associated with men and masculine 
prerogatives…[and that it has functioned as a domain of constitutive masculinity.”427 
Simultaneously, an awareness of how Western technologies of travel were built for the white 
European subject (in service of the white nations), features in considerations of what it means to 
think about coloniality and mobility. As D. D. T. Jabavu put it, describing his experience of the 
American Railway services, “[the] uncongenial conditions must seriously discourage negroes 
from forming travelling habits.”428Yet, following the aforementioned observation, Sidonie Smith 
states that:  
“...women have always been and continue to be on the move. They climb aboard sailing 
vessels, or pull themselves onto horses, or grab a walking stick and set out along rutted 
paths, or rush to make a train. If traveling, being on the road, makes a man a man—and 
makes masculinity and its power visible—what does it make of a woman, who is at once 
a subject as home and a subject at home? What does it mean for a particular woman to 
gain access to this defining arena of agency in the West?”429 
What is at stake to think of a black African British woman as she travel-writes when as Janet 
Wolff argued, quoted by Smith, “The ideological construction of ‘woman’s place’ works to 
render invisible, problematic, and in some cases impossible, women ‘out of place’.”?430 
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Whilst freeing in some senses, Smith suggests that how women made meaning in travel is often 
guided by “the protocols of gender out of which, through which, and against which they 
negotiate their movement.”431 Smith proposes that the reading of the style, form and register of 
women's travel writing (and life narratives must be considered alongside what were Admissible 
and inadmissible travel motives.432 Often women would situate themselves in relation to the male 
figures433 in their lives  or according to motives that were admissible in the contexts of their 
times, such as health reasons.434 The idea of having a legitimate promoter or voucher, is a 
frequent aspect of the introductory notes of nineteenth century women travellers435 and the 
narratives of enslaved or previously enslaved black people.436 As: 
“To avoid the impropriety of self-preoccupation and self-promotion that were so much a 
part of [male-authored] travel narratives, women often masked their curiosity and their 
agency by muting their narrative “I.” Some displaced any personal motivations for 
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writing onto importunate friends and relatives who, the narrators hastened to tell their 
readers, pressed them to write.”437 
The dedication, the first remark of the author, in Drawn in Colour: African Contrasts (1960) was 
for her then husband Michael Cadbury Crosfield. The dedication in her second novel The Ochre 
People: Scenes from a South African Life (1963) reads simply “For Roger” - Roger Lubbock (a 
journalist and publisher for the Open University in the UK438) who she described as an ex-lover 
and lifelong friend in her letters to the Keenan-Smiths in the 1980s. The acknowledgement in 
Drawn says that the book was born from the urging by friends (all from the middle, upper and 
aristocratic British classes) “not to be content with merely reminiscing...about my Bantu 
background but to ‘write it all down in a book so that other people might share it’.”439 
Discovering this history is so key to navigating how ‘moving women’ have and continue to 
imagine, observe, construct and engage in their worlds in ways that riot against dominant public 
discursive frames that would have black women as non-agents confined to the domestic domain. 
A history of moving words and worlds melds into the landscape in which Jabavu and her work 
inhabit/vacate. The contemporary bard, the textual chanteuse.  
Jabavu’s staging of observation and encounter in travel, in motion, is an important signifier of 
the woman outside of the constrictions of woman as home/woman as subject of the home. As, 
travels feeds the travelling woman’s thinking/writing. The writing woman is the woman engaed 
in the public. To be in and of the public is to undermine the historical pigeonholing of women as 
solely inhabitants of the domestic. 
What is more, considering what travel facilitates, Smith adds that: 
“Travel provided women an acceptable occasion to record, describe, catalog, analyze, 
reflect on, and report what they had seen, what they had learned, and what they had had 
to do in order to see and to learn. It provided, as well, stretches of time conducive to 
writing, so that someone like Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon could undertake to “write as 
much as I can without blinding myself”...Through their travel writing, women affirmed 
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for the public their intellectual curiosity and depth, their physical prowess, their daring 
enterprise. Further, in turning travel experiences into travel narratives, women positioned 
themselves as credible, authoritative, and competent “professionals”...In critical ways, 
they used their narratives to reimagine themselves away from the spectacles of femininity 
constraining them at home.”440 
I want to argue that the power in travel is that it situates oneself towards meditation, ponderance, 
space to think, to observe. As aeroplanes carried her over different lands, as trains move through 
the shifting landscapes, Jabavu is able to think about the histories of those spaces and has space 
to make observation, to examine life.  
Jabavu in motion 
 
Makhosazana Xaba refers to Jabavu as a “peripatetic”441 writer/columnist to invoke the nomadic 
quality of Jabavu’s life and work. This is a term that Xaba receives from Jabavu herself from an 
editorial for the New Strand, “From the Editor Abroad” (1962), where she remarked: “The month 
of March makes a halt in my current life of travel - the peripatetic print of my feet.”442The time 
she was an editor was spent mostly out of the country of her employment. Having lived in South 
Africa, England, Uganda, Jamaica, Kenya, Zimbabwe (in each country for varying extended 
periods) and having travelled in Italy, Scotland, Sweden and the West Indies, all between 1933 
and 1980, peripatetic is an entirely suitable description.  
As Xaba issues the word peripatetic to imagine the movements of Jabavu, a longue durée of 
philosophical traditions and imaginations of Western (Greek to Roman to Anglo-Saxon to 
Anglo-Christian) peripateticism that she, ontologically and epistemically, makes claims to.The 
worlds and histories of the Aristotelian peripatetic philosopher (that have been dated in classic 
philosophy to have emerged between 200 BC and 300 AD) are called on. The Anglo-Saxon 
elegy The Wanderer that dates back before the tenth century, possibly to the period of the Anglo-
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Saxon transitions into early Christianity; the very ancestors of the Anglo-Christian British 
missionaries443 in nineteenth century Southern Africa that would proliferate some of the 
theological, political, social and literary traditions that the Jabavu family would inherit, influence 
and recreate. Alive too in the conjuring are the peripatetic wordsmiths and cultural imaginations 
of the Anglo-British Romantics - German Romantic artist Caspar David Friedrich’s ever iconic 
Wanderer above the Sea of Fog (1817) appearing on the precipice of places unknown; William 
Wordsworth’s figure in The Prelude or, Growth of a Poet’s Mind (1850)444, meandering along 
slivers of woodland paths. These citations are key to us opening up the history of ideas and 
images that, across times and spaces, coalesced to form various spaces of and for discourse. This 
is my worlded or globaletic viewing of Jabavu as coming from global history of itinerant 
scholars.  
The term peripatetic offers so much more. Consider the following encounter Jabavu described of 
local people’s responses to her going for leisurely walks in the countryside: 
“‘Walks? You mean the niece just – walks?’ 
‘Pointlessly? Yo! It is not enough to trudge miles every day to the lands, to the 
river, to MacDonalds?‘... 
I realized that people only walked for a purpose: to the trader‘s, to Beer Parties, to the 
cattle dips, or ‘work parties’... 
‘Does she not know that one uses ones legs until they are worn to stumps in the 
countryside?’ 
‘Kaloku at overseas, that country is like the island, is it not?’... 
‘So they can wall round it, those people, just for fun.’ Laughter. 
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‘For “fun”, I like a lorry ride. Had one to Xhokonxa, two months ago come 
Saturday. It was good.’”445 
Wandering on foot allows Jabavu to encounter this conversation, and reflect on how walking 
takes on different meanings in different contexts. Whilst her African counterparts must walk with 
a ‘practical’ purpose in mind, Jabavu walks for the aesthetic pleasures. Yet through walking, an 
intellectual purpose arises as walking on foot: 
“There is no material surround, no metallic carapace, sheltering the traveller. She cannot 
look out upon landscape, towns, and people in sedentary passivity. Nor is there dramatic 
speed. Without the encapsulating carapace, without the speed of railway or automobile 
travel, the traveller cannot easily detach herself from the space of travel.”446  
Travelling in machines offers up different forms of meditation that often reiterate the logics of 
the systems that created those technologies. In Jabavu’s Drawn in Colour: African Contrasts 
(1960), she elaborates on some pertinent insights that come from journeying across the continent 
by machine. Jabavu’s travels in machines enables her to delineate between the time organisations 
and social behaviours facilitated by the mode of travel. “I remember thinking, in English, about 
the details [of the journey]: money, travellers’ cheques, booking sleepers on the train and how I 
would have to ‘pass through beastly Jo’burg again’. I remember how these thoughts gave way 
way to deeper ones, this time in Xhosa, about my real mother’s other children who were no 
more.”447 
Moving in the train from Johannesburg, Jabavu admired the efforts of the white settler to build a 
link from Cape to Cairo.448 Immediately she associates the train with the work of arch-industrial 
colonialist Cecil John Rhodes and marks the history of the making of that technology. Moving 
across the northerly province inhabited by the Barolong people, Jabavu shares her observation of 
histories of migration and the “ethnographic phenomena”449 evident in the appearances peoples 
and their languages (her ears “tickled by it”).450 Observing the landscape conjures imaginations 
of peoples and places. Those imaginations become the stage to consider what constitutes her own 
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history, community, social sensibility and sense of selfhood. “As she situates land, landscape, 
language, and people, she also locates herself as a subject in motion through that world.”451 
Whilst travel enables an examination of the worlds that pass before one’s eyes, as it does for 
Jabavu, it also reiterates the imperial logics that initiated the making of those forms of 
movement. The train compartment has come to signify the stage on which various politics unfold 
according to the societal dynamics of power and oppression:  
“New technologies of motion have also created new social relations over the last century. 
Consequently, they have affected the conditions, the rhythms, even the presentational 
styles of contact between the traveller and other travellers, between the traveller and 
strangers. They determine the specific dynamics of social encounters—their duration, 
their form, their potential effects, and their modes of communication.”452 
The making of the extensive colonial domination in Africa (and beyond) would be almost 
unimaginable without the development of the railway transportation system. In Southern Africa, 
after the discovery of diamonds in the Vaal in 1868 and gold in the Rand in 1886 (and other 
mineral resources across the continent), the building of a more efficient system of transportation 
was key to the increase of capitalist exploits.  After the first official train ride in 1860 Natal, the 
local newspaper Natal Mercurywould so aptly describe the colonial attitude and the centrality of 
this apparatus to colonial ideology: 
“The railway age of animation [would substitute] the wagon age of sloth. It will set upon 
this portion of barbarism-bound continent the truest seal of the Englishman s presence. 
It will supersede a state of plodding but primitive action for one of modern enterprise and 
rapid progress...The march of the locomotive is the march of progress… Wherever the 
mighty engine secures a footing civilisation invariably follows and spreads.’” 
The very word “train” almost foreshadows how this mechanism would facilitate the gradual 
tearing at and rending of the social and environmental fabrics of Southern Africa. With its Latin 
origins referring to the “act of dragging" or "to pull, to draw," the intrinsic nature of this modern 
invention seems to gesture at a conquest foretold. With every heave of the engine, precious 
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metals were pulled out of the African soil and lugged away to far of beneficiaries. With each 
stern rotation of the wheel-on-track, African people were drawn away from their homes. As 
Hugh Masekela so aptly described it, the stimela did in effect drag African people from Namibia, 
Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Angola, Mozambique, Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland, from all the 
hinterland of Southern and Central Africa.  
Beyond the macro mechanics of exploitation that railway transportation enabled, the politics and 
social orders of the day have repeatedly played out in the train compartments. The train 
compartments often became either the spatial configurations of racialised compartmentalisation 
that induced a psychic claustrophobia in the “native” subject. Like many social spaces, the train 
compartment will give way to social interactions and orderings of the time. Disturbingly, in spite 
of the fact that the train is in motion, the compartment can capture an unmoving still or vignette 
that reflects the static nature of the social ills of the that particular time and place/s.In Martinican 
psychiatrist and philosopher Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks (1952), he displays how 
inescapable the logics of colonial racism are for the black person. I quote at length: 
““Look, a Negro!” It was an external stimulus that flicked over me as I passed by. I made 
a tight smile.  
“Look, a Negro!” It was true. It amused me.  
“Look, a Negro!” The circle was drawing a bit tighter. I made no secret of my 
amusement.  
“Mama, see the Negro! I’m frightened!” Frightened! Frightened! Now they were 
beginning to be afraid of me. I made up my mind to laugh myself to tears, but laughter 
had become impossible. I could no longer laugh, because I already knew that there were 
legends, stories, history, and above all historicity, which I had learned about from 
Jaspers. Then, assailed at various points, the corporeal schema crumbled, its place taken 
by a racial epidermal schema. In the train it was no longer a question of being aware of 
my body in the third person but in a triple person. In the train I was given not one but 
two, three places. I had already stopped being amused. It was not that I was finding 
febrile coordinates in the world. I existed triply: I occupied space. I moved toward the 
other...and the evanescent other, hostile but not opaque, transparent, not there, 
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disappeared. Nausea... I was responsible at the same time for my body, for my race, for 
my ancestors. I subjected myself to an objective examination, I discovered my blackness, 
my ethnic characteristics; and I was battered down by tom-toms, cannibalism, intellectual 
deficiency, fetishism, racial defects, slave-ships, and above all else, above all: “Sho’ good 
eatin’.” 
Travelling only with East African men by car on safari, provides Jabavu with opportunities to see 
not only the different places of east Africa but the different ways of being. She experiences the 
“underlying lack of confidence”453 of her fellow travellers when confronted with the logic of 
racism at a white-owned hotel along the journey. This is one of the first subtle racism she 
experiences in Uganda and observers the emasculating effect it has on her fellow travellers.  
Though a seemingly peripheral comment, she indicates how segregationist logics permeate 
socially inhabited spaces: the South African Railways and Harbours’ bedding had a green line on 
that which was used by Natives so that “even after cleaning never to be used in the European part 
of the trains.”454 Seated in a compartment with a younger Black couple she makes the following 
observation about “Western style privacy”.455 :  
“...being of the modern Westernised generation we had not exchanged a single word, had 
kept ourselves to ourselves...Truly Westernised we were. Later that night I marked the 
contrast between our behaviour and that of the older generation when a woman old 
enough to be our mother opened the door of our compartment, merely to look in and 
question us in her old-fashioned African way.”456 
Traditionally, as Jabavu points to, the mode of encounter in the train compartment was located in 
the grammar of Western privacy standards. Despite the public nature of most compartments, 
Western standards of privacy would have each group or individual feign a lack of awareness or 
acknowledgment of strangers despite the intimacy of proximity. Staring beyond other human 
existences, making one’s body as unobtrusive as possible, “[keeping] ourselves to ourselves” - 
these are the implicit protocols. Jabavu contrasts these practices of “our modernistic reserve” 
with the “old-fashioned African ways” of interaction where it is only polite to inquire into the 
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lives of others and acknowledge their presence. The older African woman’s inquiry into her life 
enables a contact zone of intimacy and human recognition, as the woman “filled with 
compassion...made the ritual speech and I was moved because this was happening so many 
hundreds of miles from my own home.”457  This ‘old-fashioned African way’ is iterated earlier in 
the novel when she journeys with her father to Johannesburg: “...he generally holds when he 
travels what seems like a levee in his compartment, receives calls from people from other parts 
of the train, even from other racial carriages, and calls from people at stations we pass through 
on the way.”458 The ‘old-fashioned African way’ is positioned not as archaic but markedly 
different from Western/European social behaviour, as she positions it as inviting discussion. She 
stages this ‘African way’ not, I would argue, in a nostalgic, fanciful manner but in a way that 
positions African social behaviours as potentially epistemic opening as, if one could put it this 
way, amongst black people or Xhosa-speakers that which is socially encouraged is inquiry, 
discoursing and discussion. I would even go so far as suggesting that Jabavu makes a case for 
the intellectualising depth and capacity of her mother-tongue as English seems to be associated 
to matters of public entry in the bureaucratic sense whilst Xhosa is positioned as that which 
allows for deeper thoughts, compelling arguments.  
As the train proceeds from Johannesburg through present day Botswana and Zimbabwe, she and 
the wife of a newly wed couple tease the husband about the appearance of his country 
(Rhodesia). Whilst convivial in nature, she reflects on how the conversation - however playful - 
boiled down to “making a game out of chauvinism, an emotion which of course did not seriously 
appeal to me.”459 She goes on to critically reject patriotism that becomes chauvinistic: “It was 
evil, to my mind, to charge such feelings with bellicosity; that kind of patriotism seemed to me to 
go hand-in-hand with ‘nationalistic’ ideas of the Boer kind.”460 
As she muses on the conversation, the harmless banter is violated in an encounter with racist 
logic. Explaining to an Immigration Officer that as a British passport holder she was exempt 
from filling in the form, the Rhodesian officer demands she fills in the form in outrage. She 
responds with a sharp retort but does not finish her thought as, she explains, “I could not go on, 
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my whole being seething with the political implications, injustice. I found myself trembling with 
rage, that my manners too had gone with the wind, no question of turning the other cheek, for a 
racial quarrel had been precipitated, anything might happen.”461 After the officer left, shame, 
anxiety and bitterness resided in the compartment.  
Note that even when filled with anger, Jabavu positions herself in relation to behaviours of 
civility that mark the protocols of her social and cultural background. Following Pratt, Smith 
considers much of women’s travel writing to display a sort of reportage of the manners and 
customs of the places visited, that is “ethnography's antecedent”: 
“Such reportage signalled as well the traveller’s attentiveness to the social space of 
domesticity, the space to which bourgeois women were assigned. In this way women 
travellers-narrators maintained their properly feminine interests as they crossed seas and 
contact zones.”462 
Whilst the narrative of her encounter on the train offers a microcosmic zone of contact, it also 
maintains certain socialisations and ways of seeing. The disruption comes with the older woman 
breaks the Western conventions of privacy but as soon as she moves out of the scene the Western 
normative behaviours continue.  
One of the most revealing sections that considers the different kinds of sociability of travel 
occurs on a bus trip from East London to family up north at Confluence Farm. The narrator 
shares a preference for this technology of travel as she hopes to “avoid the inconvenience of 
travelling ‘incapsulated’ in a second-class compartment” of the train.463 Jabavu describes the 
neat, segregating, sealed off compartment labelled ‘Europeans Only’.464 This is contrasted with, 
and takes more of a back seat to, the section of the bus for African peoples, where “every kind of 
‘sophisticated’ or ‘backward, primitive’ seemed to be represented, with the gradations in 
between.”465Here again, travel allows for social encounters that seem to symbolize broader social 
conventions. As, as the white drivers stood apart from the black passengers with facial 
expressions that remind her of Africans perceptions of white people having “a philosophy of 
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joylessness,”466 the narrator is struck by the contrasts in attitudes as she notes the ebullience of 
the blacks…at the scene of irrepressible gaiety, the yells of delight despite discomfort.”467 
Jabavu makes clear that the discussion is facilitated by the mode of transport, as she stated that a 
collective analysis where the past and present times were compared occurred “now that the bus 
was taking us away from it all.”468 A kind of community emerges out of the proximities of being 
a bus passenger,  that first orator addressing them as “people-of-this-bus” or “people-of-here”469, 
much like the narrator mentions the collective sensibility she understands African peoples to 
have in relation to individual and collective identities as “people-of-here” or “person-of-
people”.470 What is more, the social situations that emerge in the bus are contrasted to the social 
behaviour in the country buses of England, in “[her] other homeland.”471 She like many other 
writers of her time, continue to suggest that there are social and psychological (the unaffectionate 
might call ‘cultural’) practices amongst African peoples that enables a collective recognition and 
engagement with personal and human issues – in ways that English people would not. As she 
described in the packed public vehicle, “here people were not avoiding personal matters or 
universal human themes; certainly not steering clear of religion, sex.”472 
In the bus, a palaver ensues. As they settle into the journey, a passenger “gained the attention of 
the entire bus-load by launching on a discourse about the locality we were passing 
through.”473“His comments made us all look at the countryside anew,”474 and in so doing enabled 
the production and exchange of collective knowledge, as “people fired questions at him about 
[the countryside], or contributed from their own knowledge… People delved into those archives 
that they carry in their heads.”475 She wrote: 
“They discussed history, politics, land reform, property, sociology – analphabetic though 
most people were. These seemed to be topics they considered important, which 
superseded ‘small talk’ about weather, wages, or whites. Not that those three were not 
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pressing. One saw that they were, but did not seem to occupy the whole of the bus-load’s 
frontal lobes. The travellers probably did not consciously classify any of these subjects. 
Conversation hinged on them because as individuals they were preoccupied by history of 
‘the migration’ of tribes and the encounters that these brought; and, naturally, by the 
structure of society, since that had been the root cause of those movements of 
populations.”476 
The vast historical meanings of places as seen by the African travellers is contrasted to 
ahistorical, surficial notations that the narrator imagines the European travellers – “hygienically 
sealed off from us by the glass partition”477 –  to have experienced.  
For the narrator, and many advocates of the communitarian orientations of African peoples, 
isiXhosa language and customs facilitate the open, fluid and critical discussion of inner 
psychologies and outer social interactions. As the narrator explains, “Privacy was ‘anti-social, 
contrary to the public interest’ so that inwardly, chasms yawned before you if your personal 
inclinations and habits tended against the principle.”478 In another instance she states: “…with 
my people, you are not often left to merely your private self; you represent others, or others 
represent you, so that you are ever conscious of relative status, classification, interdependent 
relationships.”479 
In the bus, a western technology of transport, an ethic highly favoured by her African community 
transforms the implicit anti-social.  A woman raises the issue of those who “do not regulate 
those emotions that are inimical to the public interest.”480 Another person laments the difficulty 
of eradicating “man’s anti-social tendencies.”481By virtue of proximity and spatial organisation 
of the bus, the sociality that they lament as lost is recreated. The sociality that the bus journeying 
facilitates and was facilitated by a form of palavering. The opening of discussion in the bus 
enabled a “mood [that] was expansive for [they] had all day in the bus.”482In a state where the 
form of governance was based on a logic of separating African peoples from collective 
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dialoguing, Jabavu offers up how bus journeying African people produced collective sociality 
that was rich in critical historical and social discussions. Without romanticising the moment and 
with critical appreciation, Jabavu concludes: 
“Rough though the journey had been in all conscience: bucolic, uncouth, odoriferous, 
inconvenient; but also lacking none of the elements my father had promised: reciprocity, 
tough-mindedness, imagination, the irrepressible sense of fun.”483 
Instances like these serve to demonstrate how Jabavu presents a synthesis of older customs with 
newer technologies represent new idiosyncrasies of the indigenous people. Through travel and its 
attendant modes of movement, Jabavu is able to move beyond the boundaries of apartheid 
segregation and industrialist time. Relative to the spatial organisation of the mode of transport, 
Jabavu presents how indigenous times enable social behaviours that hold human relations in high 
regard. Unlike the confinement and European timeliness of the train compartment, Jabavu shows 
how the bus opens up discussion by virtue of the spatial organisations and length of the 
journeying. This represents a disruption of the implicit logics of the apartheid state are founded 
on a need to organise, control and restrict African people’s time, and therefore their ability to 
creatively meditate on and make human social behaviours that are cognisant of people’s 
humanity. As Paul Smethurst writes: 
“…if mobility is enabling for the imperialist traveller, it is also potentially threatening 
and disorderly. For one thing, mobility threatens the status quo through the self-reflexive 
motif of ‘life as a journey’, the physical manifestation of metaphorical growth and 
transformation. Furthermore, travel is, in Foucault’s terms, heterotopian rather than 
utopian. Utopias are stable and orderly, and “afford consolidation”, although they have 
“no real locality” and cannot therefore be found in travel writing. They are ideal empires, 
sites of desire. Travel produces the overlapping of conflicting spaces and temporalities of 
heterotopias, which are the problematised sites where order and form no longer confer 
meaning on words and things.”484 
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As she moves, Jabavu is able to iterate the different life worlds of her African people disrupting 
the logics of the European modernities that seek to render them incapable of critically 
discoursing. Jabavu exhibits how travel facilitates an understanding of the world as an 
‘overlapping of conflicting spaces and temporalities of heterotopias’ rather than the imperial 
ordering of linear progressions of history in a simplified hierarchy of people. Whilst Jabavu 
shows how some logics of imperialism are replicated in the mode of technology, in other 
instances she indicates the subtle way indigenous ethics and times undermine the intended 
sociality of travel. As a woman travelling alone through the globe at a time when few black 
women could travel voluntarily, Jabavu’s wanderings enable us to reconsider the popularly 
imagined maleness of travel. Jabavu also enable us to revise the history of travel writing that 
might orientate us toward thinking about the conditions under which the genre emerged.  
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By way of eluding conclusion 
 
The etymologically break down of the word “exhume” describes a process of taking something 
out of the ground. This is a form of exhumation precisely because the image of Jabavu and her 
literary contribution. Exhumation is handling a human being that emerges out of an intellectually 
extractive process that comes out of particular discursive grounds. ‘Exhumation’ derives a 
certain sense of unease at disturbing hallowed grounds and of nervousness with having to treat 
what remains with a level of respect and care. Exhumation also suggests that re-evaluation must 
take place. As such, there is a labour in exhumation that will be looked on with distaste for 
having done so at all. Even if it is a textual expression, this process as tried to be guided by an 
attentiveness to that which discursively remains of the human life dealt with and aware of the 
difficulties and discomforts of being faithful to some aspect of that life. 
Yet, here I exhume Noni Jabavu discursively. Not Nontando Helen Jabavu but Noni Jabavu who 
existed and exists in texts and textual echoes. Tracing the contexts in which she emerged and the 
logics that dictated her participation in the world as a writer, editor, traveller and journalist, I 
hoped to have rendered a sense of what it might have meant to be Noni Jabavu in all the 
multiplicities of her times and spaces.  
Whilst attempting to engage Jabavu’s ideas on their own terms and within the contexts of their 
making, I have however also operated beyond her work and time in order to consider what the 
broader implications are for a discursive study of Noni Jabavu. This orientation, as mentioned 
earlier, is part of the decolonial impulse to read her work globaletically. Whilst attempting to 
read Jabavu in her times, she simultaneously became read through the imperatives of my own 
times. This entailed delving into the metaphysical constructions of the worlds she claimed to 
inhabit in relation to the worlds I imagined her to be part of.  
Mark Gevisser argued that, “Lives are about schisms, ruptures, lacunae, repressions. The 
challenge of biography is to render this.”485As such, it became important to displace the 
traditional biographical form that seeks to present an ordered, linear and entirely comprehensible 
life. Instead, Jabavu’s public discursive works and worlds are considered and presented 
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according to the predominant concerns and ideas of her actual writing. This manifested in an 
anachronistic ‘life-time’ where dates and events do not dictate the terms of engagement but 
rather are at the service of the theoretical concerns. In so doing, we begin to engage a different 
narrative approach to a metaphysical world reflective of a decolonial and potentially indigenous 
time. 
Through considering the nature of public cultural productions and the influences of different 
public spheres, we come to see how Jabavu’s cultural productions (whilst having particular aims 
and existing in particular societies) are a reflection of a number of zones of influence. Jabavu 
comes to reflect the ebbs and flows of entangled geographies of reasoning. Considering the ways 
in which modernity-coloniality create endemic uncertainties for the once-colonised subject, 
allows us to note the ways in which Jabavu’s work enriches our understanding of these 
predicaments. Reading Jabavu in terms of the significances of her migratory subjectivities and 
her writing that attends to that condition, also enables us to consider the significances of travel to 
thinking and the power of mobility for being. 
Only some glimmers of the remarkable life Jabavu lived have been displayed here. Only small 
gestures have been made to reconsider her intellectual contributions as consequential to our 
understanding of literary histories of South Africa. Jabavu’s life movements and moving life-in-
writing challenge old assumptions and stimulate new orientations to old people, places and ideas. 
As she moves in her writing and as she moved in her life, whilst other people’s politics tried to 
textually lock he down, Jabavu remains a categorically elusive figure precisely because her work 
and life make evident the traditional theoretical frameworks she and we inherit - like “chasms 
that yawn at our feet.”486 
Reaching the end of The Ochre People, Jabavu reflected on how she and her generation 
continued to “hack a path out of the wood and consider alternative routes within the systems that 
existed.”487 I here hoped to have displayed Jabavu’s discursive contributions, from my specific 
and unique theoretical vantage points, in the hopes of seeing a decolonial wood from the 
imperially-constituted trees.  
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487
Jabavu. The Ochre People. London: John Murray, 1963. 
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